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FOREWORD

This report was prepared by Howard A. Wood and Robert M. Engle Jr.
of the Structural Integrity Branch, Structures and Dynamics Division,
Air Force Flight Dynamics Laboratory. The work was performed in-house
under Work Unit 24010109, "Life Analysis and Design Methods for Aero-
space Structures."

Major portions of Chapter 4, "Determination of Residual Strength"
and Chapter 5, "Analysis of Damage Accumulation" were developed
Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio under Contract F33615-75-
C-3101. The principal authors for Battelle were D. Broek and
S. H. Smith. The contract was administered by R. M Engle Jr., Project
Engineer, AFFDL/FBE.

This report covers work accomplished during the period January 1977
throish Septeomber 1978. r f

This report was released for publication in January 1979.
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

1.1 GENERAL

This is the first edition of a document to support the USAF Airplane

Damage Tolerance Requirements contained in MIL-A-83444. The purpose of

the handbook is to provide specific background data and justification

for the detailed requirements of MLl-A-83444 and to provide guidelines

4 and state-of-the-art analysis methods to assist contractor and USAF

personnel in compliying with the intent of the specification as well as

in the solution of cracking problems, in general, for metallic aircraft

structures.

3 The material contained in this volume is general enough to be useful in

the evaluation of the damage tolerance of in-service aircraft designed

and qualified prior to the issuance of MIL-A-83444. Damage tolerance

analyses require supporting fracture mechanics materials data. A

primary source of such data is MCIC-HB-01, "A Compilation of Fracture

and Crack Growth Data for High Strength Alloys" which contains current

data such as critical plane-strain stress-intensity factors (KIc),

plane stress and transitional stress-intensity factors (KC), threshold

stress-intensity factors in corrosive media (KIscc), sustained load

crack growth rates in corrosive media (da/dt vs K ) and fatigue crack

growth rates (da/dN vs AK). For the convenience of the user, copies of

appropriate USAF structural specifications are contained as an appendix

to this handbook. Any conflict or discrepancy in information contained

S!
i.i.I1:
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in this handbook and/or MIL-A-83444 is unintentional and in all cases,

the governing document is the current version of the specifications.

Throughout the handbook references to MIL-A-8344 will be specified as

paragraph numbers in parentheses, e.g. (3.1.1.2) refers to paragraph

3.1.1.2 Continuing damage on page 4 of MIL-A-83444.

1.1.2
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1.2 BACKGROUND

Structural failures and cracking problems encountered on various mili-

tary aircraft have contributed to overcost, behind schedule airframe

developments, uinacceptably high in-service maintenance and repair

costs, excessive downtimes, and, in some cases, loss of life. Air Force

reviews of these problems have led to the conclusion that fatigue,

stress corrosion, and corrosion-fatigue are'the primary mechanisms of

crack growth. In addition, it has been found that pre-existing manu-

facturing quality deficiencies (e.g. scratches, flaws, burrs, cracks,

etc.) or service ind.t-ed damage (e.g. corrosion pits), are very often

the basic cause uf the cracking problems. The effect of these flaws on

the safety of the aircraft is dependent on their initial sizes, the

rates of growth with service usage, the critical flaw sizes, the in-

spectability of the structure, and the fracture containment capabilities

of the basic structural design. From the standpoint of flight safety,

it is prudent to assume that new airframe structures can and very often

do contain such initial damage. Likewise, for older systems and those

structures which have experienced service cracking, it is essential that

safety of flight be provided through the consideration of an "initial

flaw" model in which some size of initial damage is assumed to exist

consistent with the inspection capability either in the field or during

manufacture. The critical assumed damage shall be that considered to be

just smaller than can be detected by the appropriate NDI methods.

1.2.1
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It is the intent of MIL-A-83444 to ensure that the maximum possible

initial damage will not grow to a size such as to endanger flight

safety anytime during the design life of the aircraft. When properly

interpreted and applied, the specification requirements should accom-

plish this intent through:

a. Proper material selection and control

b. Control of stress levels

c. Use of fracture resistint design concepts

d. Manufacturing process control

e. Use of qualified inspection procedures

While it is expected that compliance with the requirements will also

tend to lead to improved structural durability, this is not their

primary purpose. Requirements directed towards minimizing and delaying

crack initiation and structural deterioration due to fatigue and corro-

sion, i.e. durability, are contained in MIL-A-8866B.

1.2.2
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1.3 HANDBOOK DESCRIPTION

The current document has been structured to provide a clear and concise

sum•nary of the specification, MIL-A-83444, as well as supporting data

and rationale behind the critical assumptions. Where appropriate,

analysis methods, test techniques, and NDI methods are provided as

state-of-the-art with suggested and/or recommended practices, limita-

tions, etc., so stated. Chapters 2 through 11 address the following

topics:

Chapter 2.0 - Summary of Requirements contains a review of MIL-A-83444

including examples for clarity, data to support specific requirements,

and assumptions and rationale where limited data exists.

Chapter 3.0 - Damage Size Considerations discusses appropriate NDI

practice, state-of-the-art procedures, demonstration programs to qualify

NDI, in service NDI practice and specific examples illustrating how

damage is assumed to exist in structures.

C"apter 4.0 - Determination of Residual Strength summarizes theory,

methods,assumptions required, material data, test verification, and

examples to estimating the final fracture strength or crack arrest

potential of cracked structures.

Chapter 5.0 - Analysis of Damage Growth describes current practice of

estimating the rate of crack growth as a function of time, cyclic and

1.3.1
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sustained load occurrence; gives examples indicating limitations of

methods, use of material data and suggested testing to support pre-

dictions and establish confidence.

Chapter 6.0 - Damage Tolerance Analysis - Sample Problems - provides

detailed aralysis of typical structural examples illustrating method-

ology a-.d assumptions required.

Chapter 7.0 - Damage Tolerance Testing describes methods and recommended

tests to verify methods, full-scale tesLing to verify residual strength

and slow crack growth rates.

Chapter 8.0 - Individual Airplane Tracking describes current methods

available to account for usage variations for individual force aircraft

based on a crack growth model.

Chapter 9.0 - Fracture Control Guidelines describes methods and pro-

cedures for development and implementation of a damage tolerance control

plan as required in MIL-STD 1530 (5.1.3.1).

Chapter 10.0 - Design Guidelines describes the factors which should be

considered when designing new structure to meet the requirements of

MIL-A-83444.

Chapter 11.0 - Repair Guidelines describes the factors which should be

considered when designing a repair, in order to ensure that the basic

damage tolerance present in the original structure is not degraded by

the repair.

1.3.2
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I C. SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS
i
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Definitions

Minimum Assumed Initial Damage Size (Section 2.4) - The minimum assumed

initial damage size is the smallest crack-like defect which shall be

used as a starting point for analyzing residual strength and crack

growth characteristics of the structure.

Minimum Assumed in-Service Damage Size (Section 2.5) - The minimum

assumed in-service damage size is the smallest damage which shall be

assumed to exist in the structure after completion of an in-service

inspection.

Minimum Period of Unrepaired Service Usage (Section 2.7) - The minimum

period of unrepaired service usage is that period of service time during

which the appropriate level of damage (assumed initial or in-service) is

presumed to remain unrepaired and allowEd to grow within the structure.

Minimum Required Residual Strength Load (Section 2.6) - The minimum

required residual strength is specified as the smallest internal member

load which the aircraft must be able to sustain with damage present and

without endangering safety of flight or degrading the performance of the

aircraft for the specified minimum period of unrepaired service usage.

.Damage Sze Growth Limit - The damage size growth limit is the maximum

size to which initial or ii-service size damage is allowed to grow

without degrading the residual strength level below its required level.

2.0.7
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2.1 GENERAL

USAF damage tolerance design requirements as specified in MIL-A-83444

apply to all safety of flight structure, that is, structure whose

failure could cause direct loss of the aircraft, or whose failure, if it

remained undetected, could result in the loss of aircraft. The require-

toents stipulate that damage is assumed to exist in each element of new

structure in a conservative fashion (i.e., critical orientation with

respect to stress field and in a region of highest stress). The struc-

ture must successfully contain the growth of the initial assumed damage

for 4 specified period of service while maintaining a minimum level of

residual static strength, both during and at the end of this period.
,

Figure 2.1 illustrates these requirements in diagrammatic form. Since

residual static strength generally decreases with increased damage size,

the residual strength and growth requirements are coupled with the

maximum allowable damage size or damage size growth limit established by

the minimum-required residual strength load. The safe growth period

(period of unrepaired service usage) is coupled to either the design

life requirement for the air vehicle or to the scheduled in-service

inspection intervals, While the specific requirements of MIL-A-83444

may seem more complex than described in Figure 2.1, all essential

elements are a, illustrated. The remainder of Chapter 2 will describe

these individual elements.

Figures for Chapter 2 are located at the end of Chapter 2.

2.1.1
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A structure can be qualified under one of two categories of defined

damage tolerance (referred to as Design Concepts in MIL-A-83444).

These are:

Slow Crack Growth - In this category, structures are designed

such that initial damage will grow at a stable, slow rate

under service environment and not achieve a size large enough

to cause rapid unstable propagation.

Fail Safe - In this category, structures are designed such

that propagating damage is safely contained by failing a major

load path or by other damage arrestment features.

In Slow Crack Growth qualified structure, damage tolerance (and thus

Ssafety) is assured only by the maintenance of a slow rate of growth of

damage, a residual strength capacity and the assurance that subcritical

damage will either be detected at the depot or will not reach unstable

dimensions within several design life times. In Fail Safe qualified

structure, damage tolerance (and thus safety) is assured by the allow-

ance of partial structural failure, the ability to detect this failure

prior to total loss of the structure, the ability to operate safely with

the partial failure prior to inspection and the mainLULtauce of specified

static residual strength throughout this period.

MIL-A-83444 requirements have been developed with the intention of

providing approximately the same level of damage tolerance for the

2
2.1.2
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Slow Crack Growth and Fail Safe categories. As discussed in Section

2.4, this is accomplished mainly by varying the assumed initial flaw

sizes.

Each structure must qualify within one of the designated categories of

in-service inspectability (referred to as "The Degree of Inspectability"

in MIL-A-83444), including the option to designate Slow Crack Growth

qualified structure as "in-service non-inspectable." The variouis

degrees of inspectability refer to methods, equipment, and other tech- 4A

niques for conducting in-service inspections as well as accessibility

and the location of the inspection (i.e., field or depot) and are de-

fined in Section 6.2 of MIL-A-83444.

In the specification, the detailed requirements are grouped according to

the particular design category:

Slow Crac• Growth: Section 3.2.1

Fail Safe: multiple load path - Section 3.2.2

crack arrest - Section 3.2.3

The selection of the most appropriate damage tolerance category under

which to qualify the structure is the choice of the designer/analyst.

The choice of degree of in-service inspectability is somewhat limited,

however, to those described in MIL-A-83444. The inspection requirements

have been developed based upon past and present experiences and are felt

to be reasonable estimates of future practice.

2.1.3
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It is the intent of this specification to provide for at least design

limit load residual strength capability for al] intact structure (i.e.,

for subcritical damage sizes in slow crack growth structure and damage

sizes less than a failed load path in fail safe qualified designs).

This requirement allows For full limit load dnsign capability and thus

unrestricted aircraft usage. The imposition of the requirement con-

strains structure qualified as Slow Crack Growth to either depot

level inspectable or depot level non-inspectable.

To help in understanding the steps required to utilize MIL-A-83444, the

essential elements and the corresponding paragraphs required for the

Slow Crack Growth and Fail Safe categories are indicated in Figure 2.2.

SEach vertical path describes the sequence to be followed to check a

structure for the appropriate category. As described in Section. 2.2,

fail safe structure must meet both the intact structure and remaining

structure requirements. Slow crack growth structure will meet either

the depot level inspectable or the non-inspectable structure require-

ments. For each structure evaluation of the following parameters are

required:

a. Design Category - Optional Choice of Designer

b. Degree of In-Service Inspectability - Types of Inspection

defined - selection of category is program option.

c. Inspection Intervals - Values specified for various

categories - should be used in design but may be altered

for specific design based on individual system needs.

4
2.1.4
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d. Initial Damage, In-Service Damage and Continuing

Damage Assumptions - Values specified - alternate values

allowed if justified and demonstrated (See Section 2.4.4).

e. Minimum Required Residual Strength - Means of obtaining

value specified in terms of inspection categories and

inspection intervals - no options providea.

f. Damage Size Growth Limits - Defined

g. Periods of Unrepaired Service Usage - Specified

h. Remaining Structure Damage Sizes - Defined

21
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2.2 DESIGN CATEGORY

Selection of appropriate design category (e.g. Fail Safe or Slow

Crack Growth) (Figure 2.3) is the initial step in applying MIL-A-83444.

In the development of the specification it was recognized that multiple

load path and crack arrest type structure have inherent potential for

tolerating damage by virtue of geometric design features. On the other

hand, it is often not possible to avoid primary structure with only one

major load path and some provisions are necessary to insure that these

situations can be designed to be damage tolerant. It is the intent of

tue specification to encourage the exploration of the potentials for

damage tolerance in each type of structure. Single load path or mono-

-!ithic structurcs must rely on the slow raLe of growth of aamage for

safety and'thus, the design stress level and miterlal selection become

the controlling factors.

hile single load path "monolithic" structures must be qualified as

( Slow Crack Growth, the designer has the choice of category for quali-

fication of multiple load path cases. The decision may be e to

qualify multiple load path structure as Slow Crack-frowth for various

reasons such as Lhe inability to meet portions of the requirement for

Fail Safe (e.g. Remaining Structure Damage Growth Residual Strength) or

because the job of conducting a slow crack growth analysis is less

complex. The specification allows this flexibility. The important

factors to consider when deciding on such options are: (1) the method of

2.2.1
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construction utilized is not synonomous with design category selected

(if all multiple load path structure is not fail safe) and (2) once a

category is chosen, the structure must meet all the requirements in the

specification that cover that category.

The mere fact that a structure has alternate load paths (local redund-

ancy) in some locations does nut allow it to be qualified as Fail Safe.

Some examples are helpful in illustrating this point:

EXAMPLE 1

The fitting illustrated in Figure 2.4 has multiple lug ends at the

pinned connection. Failure or partial failure of one of the lugs (A)

would allow the load to be redistributed to the sound structure.

Localized redundancy is often beneficial and in this case is good

design practice. However, the fitting cannot be qualified as multiple

load path structure since the occurrence and growth of damage at a

typical location (B) would render the structure inoperative. The only

means of protecting the safety of this structure would be to qualify it

as Slow Crack Growth.

EY.ANPLE 2

In this example (Figure 2.5), a wing box is attached to the fuselage

carry through structure by multiple fittings. Upper and lower skin are

one piece for manufacturing and cost reduction. Substructure consists

of multiple spars spaced to attach to the individual attachment fittings.

2.2.2
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A case could be made to qualify this structure as fail safe multiple

load path. Depending upon the amount of bending carried by the spars,

it would be possible to design such that damage in the skin would be

arrested at a spar prior to becoming critical. The design might also

tolerate failure of one spar cap and a portion of the skin, prior to

catastrophic failure.

The attachment system could be designed to satisfy fail safe require-

ments with one fitting failed. On the other hand, if the skin was the

major bending member and the design stress of sufficient magnitudes to

result in a relatively short critical crack length, then the skin and

spar structure could only be qualified as slow crack growth structure.

These examples illustrate the fact that structure is often locally

redundant (usually good design practice), but in an overall sense may

not be able to take advantage of this redundancy to be qualified Fail Safe.

( Considerable judgement is required for the selection of potential

initial damage locations for the assessment of damage growth patterns

and the selection of major load paths. The qualification as fail safe

is thus a complex procedure entailing judgment and analysis. Because of

this, the choice is often made to qualify the design as slow crack

growth regardless of the type of construction.

9.2.3
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2.3 INSPECTION CATEGORIES AND INSPECTION INTERVALS

Descriptions of degree of inspection are contained in Section 6.2.1 of

MIL-A-83444. This information is reproduced in Table 2-1.

For each individual aircraft system, the Air Force is obligated to

specify the planned major depot and base level inspection intervals to

be used in tbe design of the aircraft. Typically these intervals will

be approximately 1/4 of the design service life. The types and extent

of inspection (i.e.. equipment, accessibility, necessity for part re-

moval, etc.) required at each of these major inspections is dependent

upon the specific aircraft design and how the results of development and

full-scale tests and/or service experience may have modified the orig-

inal plans. The Air Force desire is for the contractor to design

damage tolerant structure, which will minimize the need for extensive

non-destructive depot and/or base level inspections. Thus, primary

emphasis should be placed on obtaining designs for which significant

damage sizes can be found readily by visual inspection. However, where
4ub

periodic inspections are required in order to satisfy the damage toler-

ance requirements, the contractor must recognize that the USAF will most

likely be conducting the inspection and thus, the inspection categories

of MIL-A-83444 ref]ect this capability.

Tho design of some specific aircraft components for intermediate special

visual inspections (6.2.1.4) (typically once per year) may be advanta-

geous from a performance and/or cost standpoint and may be used by the

2.3.1
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contractor in satisfying the requirements. Normally, special visual

inspections will not be specified by the Air Force in the design/

development stage but may be dictated, subsequent to design, by the

results of testing and/or service experience.

Other visual inspectability levels include the categories of walk-around

inspectable (6.2.1.3), ground evident (6.2.1.2), and in-flight evident

(6.2.1.1). These inspections generally do not involve either significant

cost or time but can play a major role in the maintenance of aircraft

safety.

The assumed Air Force depot or base level inspection capabilities depend

on the type of inspection performed. In those special cases where the

potential benefits justify it, the contractor may assume during design

and recommend to the Air Force that specific components be removed from

the aircraft and inspected during scheduled depot or base level inspec-

tions. In these cases, the assumed initial damage sizes subsequent to

the inspection shall be the same as those in the original design pro-

viding the same inspection procedures are used and certified inspection

personnel perform the inspection.

Conventional NDI procedures such as X-ray, penetrant, magnetic particle,

ultrasonic, and eddy current are generally available for depot or base

level inspections and will be performed as dictated by the specific air-

craft design inspection requirements and as they may have been modified

by subsequent tests and service experience. In establishing the design

(
2.,?.4
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inspection require.ients, the contractor should attempt to minimize the

need for such NDI and should not plan on (or design for) general

fastener pulling inspections. The specified frequency of inspections

for each of the inspectability levels is indicated in 3.2.2.1 of MIL-A-

83444 and Table 2-1 and represents estimates of typical inspection

intervals only. As previously mentioned, the typical depot or base

level frequency is once every one quarter of the design lifetime but may

be otherwise specified in the appropriate contractual document. Special

visual requires Air Force approval before being considered as a design

constraint but shall not be required more frequently than once per year.

Again, the justification for this restriction is cost and schedule

requirements.

0
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2.4 INITIAL DAMAGE ASSUMPTIONS

2.4.1 Intact Structure Primary Damage Assumption - The basic

premise in arriving at the initial damage sizes is the assumption that

the as-fabricated structure contains flaws of a size just smaller than

the non-destructive (NDI) maximum undetectable flaw size. However, for

any non-destructive inspection procedure/material/structure combination,

Sthe maximum undetectable flaw size can only be specified in a meaningful

manner if the probability of detecting that flaw and the confidence

level associated with the probability are also specified. MIL-A-83444

requires that the prcbability of detection and confidence levels be 90%

and 95%, respectively, for the slow crack growth category and 90' and

50%, respectively, for the fail safe category (see Figure 2.6). The

90%-95% values were selected as being economically practical from tiie

standpoint of performing a non-destructive test demonstration program

(see also Chapter 3.0). The 90%-95% is also the basis for MIL-HDBK-5

(. for "B" allowable values. The same probability of detection value

(i.e., 90%) is specified for the fail safe category as for the slow

crack growth category since NDI capability is not category dependent in

the sense specified in MIL-A-83444. Because of the fracture containment

capabilities and required in-service inspectability of the fail safe

category, it appears reasonable to accept a lower confidence level on

detectability. A somewhat arbitrary value of 50% is specified. This,

in effect, results in a smaller value of required initial flaw size

2.4.1 +
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assumption for the intact structure requirement of the Fail Safe

category than for the Slow Crack Growth category. As a result of

planned studies, the specified reliability and confidence levels may be

changed in future revisions to MIL-A-83444. Figure 2.7 summarizes the

initial damage assumptions for intact structure as specified in MIL-A-

83444.

Typical types of manufacturing damage which have been seen on past

military aircraft programs are shown in Figure 2.8. These flaw size

shapes which are intended to be covered by the initial flaw size assump-

tions include radial tears, cracked burrs and rifle marks at fastener

r
holes as well as forging defects, welding defects, heat treatment

cracks, forming cracks, and machinery damage at locations other than

fastener holes.

Based on a review of existing NDI data, the values of 0.050 and 0.020

were selected as most appropriate to be specified for the slow crack

growth and fail safe categories, respectively. The contractor is given

the option of demonstrating better inspection capability to specified

probability and confidence levels (see Chapter 3.0). The 0.050" crack

size for holes and cutouts is based on NDI reliability data obtained

using eddy current inspection with fastener removed. (See, for example,

Figure 2.9). The surface flaw size 0.250" in length by .125" in depth

was obtained from Air Force sponsored inspection reliability programs

-where several techniques were used including ultrasonic, dye penetrant

. .2
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and magnetic particle (Figure 2.10). In these programs, most techniques

were found to be sensitive to both surface length and flaw depth and

thus the NDI capability must be judged in terms of the flaw shape

parameter a/Q* rather than simply surface length or crack depth. For

90% probability, 95% confidence an approximatt value of a/Q = .05 was

established as applicable for the slow crack growth category. However,

for ease of analysis, it was decided to specify the dimensions of a

semicircular crack whose a/Q = .050. This resulted in the ".125 x .25"

surface flaw for the slow crack growth category.

( For fail safe structure inspection to 90% probability, 50% confidence

results in approximately a/Q = .020 and under the same assumptions as

for slow crack growth, this results in a specified surface flaw size,

2c = 0.100", a = .050". Obviously for parts where thickness are less

than or equal to the specified depths of surface of corner flaws,

(1 provisions must be made to handle the analysis of the deep flaw case.

The specification stipulates that a through the thickness flaw is

assumed for thickness less than the specified depth of cracks (Figure

2.11).

2c = Surface Length

a = critical crack length parameter - depth

Q = shape parameter = F (a/2c) = 2.5 for a/2c = .5

2.4.3
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2.4.2 Intact Structure - Marinal Hole Quality

As a means of assessing the quality of fastener holes in

military aircraft, regression analyses of crack growth tests have been

conducted. The results of these studies indicate that estimates of

initial quality for fastener holes can be assigned in terms of an

apparent initial flaw and thus degrees of quality can be expressed in

terms of the apparent initial flaw size, (i.e., the larger the apparent

initial crack, the lesser the quality) (Figure 2.12). The result of

these studies indicate that marginal quality holes (i.e., holes con-

taining minor discrepancies of various types) can be characterized as

having initial damage equivalent to a small, corner crack of the order of

.002-.010 inch in radius. Accordingly, MIL-A-83444 assumes that any

fastener hole in the structure can be marginal and can have an initial

damage equivalent to an .005" radius corner flaw. Thus, it has been

assumed that this flaw exists at each fastener hole within the structure

at the time of manufacture. Since the .005" size is based on limited

data, the contractor may provide data representing his own manufacturing

quality and negotiate with the Air Force for a smaller size of apparent

initial flaw size io represent marginal hole quality.

The .005" corner flaw representing marginal quality holes is the basis

for the fastener policy, continuing damage, and remaining structure

damage requirements.

2.4.4
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2.4.2.1 Continuing Damage

In applying MIL-A-83444 to a built-up structure, it

is observed that cyclic growth behavior of primary damage may be influ-

enced by the geometry of the structure or the arrangement of the elements.

The most common influences are: (a) the damage can grow to a free edge

and stop, (Figure 2.13) in which case a .005" crack is assumed to be

present immediately in order to allow continuation of the growth pattern,

(b) the damage can grow and cause an element failure in which case the

damage site must be moved to the adjacent fasteners (Figure 2.14) and a

new site must be analyzed. In this case, the alternate damage is the

.005" crack; however, the assumption is made that it was present ini-

tially (i.e., the mnarginal quality hole). If the new site is the

adjacent end fastener of the failed element, then there would be effec-

tively a stepwise shift in the crack growth curve.

2.4.2.2 Fastener Policy

( In practice, the growth of flaws from fastener holes

can be retarded by the use of interference fit fasteners, special hole

preparation (e.g. cold work), and to some degree by joint assembly pro-

cedure (e.g. friction due to joint clamp-up). Because of this delayed

flaw growth, the slow crack growth lives (or intervals) can be signifi-

cantly longer than those obtained from structure containing conventional

low torque clearance fasteners (Note: In practice it may be possible to

permanently delay growth at a flawed hole.)

2.4.5
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It is the intent of the fastener policy to encourage contractors to

enhance the safety and durability of the structure through the use of

these flaw growth retarding fastener/hole preparation systems. Expe-

rience has shown that to achieve consistently the beneficial effects of

these techniques exceptionally high quality proress control is required

during manufacture. However, this is not always obtained. As a result,

it is thought unwise to consider all interfeLence or hole preparation

systems effective in retarding crack growth. On the other hand, there

is generally a low probability of having an ineffective interference

fastener or no cold work in a hole containing the primary damage (i.e..

those specified in Section 3.1.1.1 (a & b) of MIL-A-83444) and it would

be unnecessarily conservative to assume this were the case. Accordingly )

the policy set forth (3.1.1.1c of MIL-A-83444) assumes that any given

fastener/hole preparation may be ineffective in retarding flaw growth,

however, the assumed initial damage in the hole is equivalent to that

associated with a marginal quality hole (.005") rather than the capa-

bilities of non-destructive inspection.

2.4.3 In-Service Inspection Damage Assumptions (Minimum Assumed)

The basic premise in arriving at sizes to assume following

an in-service inspection is essentially the same as for the case of

intact structure. Once it is established that reliance on in-service

inspection is required (as opposed to desired), to insure safety, the

initial damage size assumed to exist i.s that associated with field or

Downloaded from http://www.everyspec.com



it
depot level NDI capability as opposed to that associated with initial

manufacturing inspection capability. However, in special cases where

specific part removal at the depot is economically warranted the con-

tractor may recommend that this action be taken. In this case the

assumed damage subsequent to part removal and inspection may be smaller

and may in fact be the same as in the original design providing the same

inspection procedures as used in production are used and certified

inspection personnel perform the inspection.

Figure 2.15 summarizes the post inspection damage conditions and/or

limhations to which they are applicable. With fasteners installed and

sufficient accessibility to the location, the maximum undetectable

( damage size is 0.25" of uncovered length at fastener holes and, depend-

ing upon part thickness, it may be a through or part through flaw. This

flaw size was established based on limited available inspection relia-

bility data where the inspection was performed on the assembled aircraft

as opposed to the part level inspection performed during production

(_ fabrication (Figure 2.9). These assumptions are considered to be appli-

cable for penetrant, magnetic particle, and ultrasonics. Because of

lack of sensitivity, X-ray is not considered appropriate for de.e-mining

tight fatigue cracks and thus is not applicable to these flaw size

assumptions.

At locations other than holes or cutouts, a flaw size of surface length

0.50" is assumed to be representative of depot level capability, although

this value has not been Eubstantiated by inspection reliability data,

(.4
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Where visual inspection is performed on the assembled aircraft, the

minimum assumed damage is an open through the thickness crack having an

uncovered length of 2 inches. This value was established based on

visual inspection reliability data derived from inspection of large

transport type aircraft during fatigue testing and subsequent teardown

inspection (-ec Figure 2.16).

Note: The datz base for establishin values for in-service jnsp.ectiun

is limited and in most cases the values are estimates. It ia antic!-

pated that current and future planned studies will result in add•iional

data to substantiate or revise the current MIL-A-83444 post inspection

flaw sizes.

2.4.4 Demonstration of Flaw Sizes Smaller Than Those Specified

fo- Slow Crack Growth Structure

For the slow crack growth category, an allowance is made for

the contractor to select sizes smaller than specified in MIL-A-83444.

This may be accomplished by (a) ai NDI demonstration program or (h) a

proof test:

a. NDT Demonstration Program - As described in paragraph 4.2 of MIL-A-

83444, the program must be formulated by the contractor and approved

by the Air Foice and must verify that for the particular set of

production and inspection conditions, flaws will be detected to

the 90% probability level with 95% confidence.

2.4.8
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b. Proof Test - Proof Test can be an effective means of screening

structure for flaws where no other means o." NDI is available or

where it is indicated to be cost effective. Proof testing generally

has been successful for the more brittle materials which follow

Plane Strain fracture behavior such as high strength steels. The

application of proof testing to complete air frame structure in

USAF has been somewhat limited and in general has been used as a

last resort to allow operation (usually restricted) until extensive

modifications are made to the structure (e.g. B-52D). Proof test-

ing requires the proof stress to be in excess of the maximum

operating stress level in order to achieve the maximum benefit.

Figure 2.17 illustrates the proof test concept. Since for many

materials fracture toughness varies with temperature (higher KIC

with higher temperature) and since normal material KIC varies, the

sizes of flaws screened out by the proof test inspection must

reflect these factors. Therefore the specification requires that

the proof test derived minimum initial flaw size be calculated

using the upper bound of fracture toughness data (i.e,, the larger

size, a1 in Figure 2.17) and the temperature at which the proof

test is conducted. Thus, lowering the temperature during the proof

test is for some materials a means of reducing the screened flaw

size.

(

2.4.9
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2.5 RESIDUAL STRENGTH REQUIREMENTS

2.5.1 General

Required residual strength is defined as the amount of

initial static strength available at any time during the service exposure

perio( considering damage present and accounting for the growth of

damage as a function of service exposure time. Figure 2.1 (repeated)

indicates that strength degrades with increased damage size. The intent

of MIL-A-83444 is to provide at least design limit load residual strength

capability for intact structure at all times throughout the service life

if the structure. The requirement to maintain limit load capability is

considered necessary to allow unrestricted operational usage.

Tha residual strength requirements are specified in terms of the minimum

internal member load P which must be sustained.
xx

Magnitude of P depends upon the service exposure time of the structure
xx -!

between inspections and the overall capability of the inspection. Px

is intended to represent the maximum load the aircraft might encounter

during the time interval between inspections. There are other qualifica-

tions for P . The required P is at least design limit load for allxx Nxx

intact structure whether or not the structure is being qualified as slow

crack growth or fail safe. The required Pxx is also at least design

limit load when the only planned safety inspections are at the depot

(i.e., the depot or base level inspection category).

2.5,1
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The goal to allow unrestricted operational capability for all intact

structures, has established that for all slow crack growth structure,

P be, at least, limit load. In addition, all fail safe structure mustxx

be designed to be at least depot level inspectable and that P over

this interval must be at least limit load. For slow crack growth

structure this restriction is obvious since the only means to protect

the safety is not to allow damage growth to degrade the strength of the

structure to less than design limit load. For fail safe structure where

partial failure is allowed and subsequent detection of failed load path

is required, the restriction on intact structure serves two purposes.

First, when coupled with the intact damage growth requirements it pro-

vides assurance that, under normal situations, early cracking will not

occur (an added durability feature), and second, it is the only way that

the operational fleet can be maintained with 4,nrestricted capability.

For Fail Safe Multiple Load Path Structure the levels of residual

strength must be maintained for the structure at the time of and sub-

sequent to load path failure (see MIL-A-83444, TABLE I).

2.5.2 ReRedual Strength Requirement for Fail Safe Structure at the

Time of Load Path Failure, P (Si nle Load Path Failure

Load)

For fail safe structure there is an additional requirement

for the remaining structure (at the time of a single load path) to be

capable of withstanding at least the load which causes tht load path

2.5.2
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failure, plus an additional increment to account for the dynamic con-

ditions of the breaking member (P yy). While most data and analyses

indicate that the dynamic magnification factor associated with the

member failure is probably very small, the current specification re-

quires that 1.15 dynamic factor (D.F.) be applied to the amount of load

distributed to the remaining structure as the result of a single load

path failure.

Since the intact requirements for fail safe structure require that any

individual load path be capable of withstanding PLIMIT P < 1.2
LII xx

PLIFETIME' p will always be equal to P (Intact) times the dynamicLFIM' yy xx

factor. Although the specification states that P is to be the greater

of D.F. times PLIMIT or D.F. times Pxx (Intact), the latter will always

be the larger because the minimum intact residual strength requirement

is at least design limit load.

2.5.3 Determining the Residual Strength Load, P , for Fail Safe

Structure Subsequent to Load Path Failure

The magnitude of the residual strength load required depends

upon the exposure time in service (i.e., the longer the exposure time,

the greater the probability of encountering a high load). Accordingly,

the value of required P load increases with increase in the inspection
xx

interval or period of unrepaired service usage (allowable crack growth

period). For the short service exposure times between inspections for

the In Flight Evident, Ground Evident and Walk Around Visual categories,

AL

2.5.3 ýn
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the probability of encountering lintit load conditions is low and thus

the required P may be significantly below design limit load. For thexx

longer exposure times this is not the case and, as stated previously,

the minimum required P for structure qualified under the non-inspec-xx

table or depot level inspectable categories must be at least limit load.

The value of P is established from load spectra data derived for axx

mission analysis of the particular aircraft considering average usage

within each mission segment. Unless otherwise stated, MIL-A-008866B is

the basic source of load factor data for the various classes of air-

craft. Since safe operation depends upon the residual strength capa-

( bility and because any individual fleet aircraft may encounter loads in

excess of the average during the particular exposure time, the required

P load should be larger than the average derived value. One way toxx

accomplish this is to magnify the inspection interval by a factor M

(e.g., increase the service exposure time for the aircraft between

inspections). This is the method used in MIL-A-83444. The values of M,

as specified in Table I of MIL-A-83444, are summarized in Table 2-2.

For example, under the depot level inspectability category, the P loadxx

is the maximum value expected to occur in 20 times a typical inspection

interval.

The basis for the specified M values is somewhat arbitr-ry although it

is felt that the loads derived by this method are not unreasonably con-

servative. The basis for M 1 100 is exceedance data for transport type

2.5.4
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TABLE 2-2 Inspection Interval Magnification Factors

Typical
P XX* Degree of Inspection Magnification

Inspectability Interval Factor, M

PFE In-Flight One Flight 100
Evident

PGE Ground Evident One Flight 100

P Walk-Around Ten Flights 100
Visual

PSV Special Visual One Year 50

PDM Depot or Base 1/4 Lifetime 20
Level

PLT Non-Inspectable One Lifetime 20

*P X= Maximum average internal member load that will occur once
in N times the inspection inte.val. Where P or P is

determined to be less than the dcsigr. limit load, te
design limit load shall be the req:a red residual strength
load level. P need not be greater than 1.2 times the
maximum load in one lifetime if greater than design limit
load.

2.5.5
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aircraft where it has been observed that shifting exceedances by approxi-

mately two decades (i.e., M = 100) magnifies the value of load factor by

approximately 1.5 (Figure 2.18). It was recognized that for fighter

data, exceedances approaching or exceeding design limit values are

probable but that extrapolation of the basic exceedance curve very far

beyond limit n is often meaningless and unwarranted due to physical2

limitations of the vehicle and crew. Furthermore, in most cases actual

service data is somewhat sparse for this region of the curve. There-

fore, it was recognized that (1) an upper limit was required on P forxx

fighter aircraft and (2) the value of M should be less for-longer

inspection intervals in order that unreasonable factors would not be

(impesed should the actual derived P be les3 than the specified upperxx

limit. The values of M = 20, M = 50 are arbitrary but probably not

unreasonable (see Figure 2.18). Where P is derived to be in excess ofxx

that associated with the design limit conditions, P need not bexx

(• greater than 1.2 times the maximum load expected to occur in one design

lifetime.

The procedure for obtaining P is illustrated in the following example:xx

(Figure 2.19)

Consider average exceedance data for one design lifetime

Max load expected in one lifetime is in excess of limit load

(Point A)

2.5.6
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Shifting curve A to B and extrapolation to C to represent a

twenty lifetime exceedance curve, yields P (derived) at C.xx

P then is either the value derived at C or 1.2 x (loadxx

amount at A) which even is smaller. In this case P - P is
xx LT

the load at point C.

2

2.5.7
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2.6 REQUIRED PERIODS OF SAFE DAMAGE GROWr:; (PERIOD OF UNREPAIRED

SERVICE USAGE

The required periods of safe damage growth are specified in terms of

eitner the design service lifetime or the scheduled inspection interval.

Various factors have been aoplied to these usage periods as described

below.

j 2.6.1 Slow Crack Growth Non-Inspectable Structure

The required pericd is two times the design lifetime. A

factor of two is applied to cover various uncertainties associated with

crack growth during service usage that may not be adequately accounted

for in analyses or laboratory test.

2.6.2 Slow Crack Growth Depot Level InspectLable Structure

The required period is two times the depot level inspection

interval. A factor of two is applied to allow for one missed inspection

and still enable flaw detection and repair prior to failure.(
2.6.3 Fail Safe Structure - Intact Requirements

The required period is one de6ign lifetime or one depot

level inspection interval. As previously mentioned, these requirements

are not for safety, specifically, but have been imposed to help prevent

adverse durability problems in multiple load path construction which

could jeopardize unrestricted operational capability of the aircraft. A

factor of one appears appropriate since safety is not involved and

C?

2.6.1
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I

because separate durability requirements (as contained in MIL-A-008866B)

must be met by all structures.

2.6.4 Remainina Structure - Fail Safe Categories

The period (referred to as the "period of unrepaired service

usage") depends upon the inspectability level.

For structure where the damage is classified as In Flight Evident this

period is the time required to return to base. For structure classified

as Ground Evident this period is a single flight. For these two cases

a factor of one is applied. This is justified on the basis that in

order for the structure to be categorized in these inspectability levels,

damage detection must be a certainty. For Walk Around Visual inspec-

tions detection of failed load paths, arrested cracks and or large

subcritical cracks ia not a certainty during any single inspection.

Accordingly, an arbitrary factor of 5 is applied to the inspection

interval. For Special Visual this factor is reduced to 2 because of the

more detailed nature of such inspections and the resulting improved

confidence in detection. The specified periods are contained in para-

graph 3.2.2.2.2 of MIL-A-83444 and are repeated in TABLE 2-3.

2.J .2
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TABLE 2-3 Required Periods of Safe Crack Growth -
Remaining Structure Fail Safe Categories

Minimum
Degree of Period of Unrepaired

Inspectability Service Usage

In-Flight Evident Return to base

Ground Evident One Flight

Walk-Around Visual 5 x Inspection Interval - 5 x 10 Flights

Special Visual 2 x Inspection Interval - 2 x One Year

Depot or Base Level 2 x Inspection Interval - 2 x One Quarter
Lifetimes

(

CI

2.6.3
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2.7 ILLUSTRATIVE EXAMPLE OF THE APPLICATION OF MIL-A-83444

2.7.1 Structural Design

The example chosen is representative of a lower wing struc-

ture and is comprised of multiple skin and stringer elements (Figure 2-

20). The skin panels 1-5 are considered the major load paths. At each

spanwise splice a major splicing stringer is located and the construc-

tion is such that the load paths are independent, that is no conmmon

manufacturing tie exists between the skin panels.

2.7.2 Design Service Life - Assume the design service life is

40,000 hours.

2.7.3 Choice of Structural Design Concept

In the initial example the structure will be considered as

fail safe multiple load path and the steps required to satisfy this

requirement will be outlined. Later the same problem will be examined

as a slow crack growth qualified design. The structure will be designed

to be fail safe by virtue o; being able to sustain the failure of onc

major load path or skin panel and still maintain the residual strength

and remaining structural requirements. For illustration purposes the

critical load path will be chosen as panel #2. AlthoughCý)is critical

from a remaining structure point of view, every panel must be designed

to meet the intact requirements.

2.7.1
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2.7.4 In Service Inspection Considerations

Since the design is intended to satisfy the fail safe

multiple load path category, an in-service inspection plan is required.

Assume that the lower surface will be periodically inspected in the

field by a walk around visual type examination, generally unaided. The

frequency of these inspections is approximately every ten flights. In

addition, the structure will undergo a depot level inspection at approxi-

mately 1/4 design lifetime intervals or every 10,000 hours. During

manufacture, conventional inspection methods will be conducted and a

fracture control program will be instituted.

2.7.5 Initial Flaw Considerations

& Flaws assumed to result from manufacturing and/or material

conditions are specified in 3.1.1.1 of MIL-A-83444 for fail safe struc-

ture. The primary damage at a fastener hole (Figure 2-21) is an .020"

corner flaw and since the drilling operation is common to the skin and

splicing stringer, the .020" flaw must be assumed in both members.

Since panel(Iis considered as critical (i.e., the minimum residual

strength occurs with'failed) panel~iwill be considered in this

example.* Note that only one primary damage site is assumed for each

load path (e.g. along the path or growth of the damage, along a wing

station). Also, it is not necessary to consider the interaction of

The intact structure requirements must be checked for each major

load path independently. Only is considered here.

2.7.2
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flaws from adjacent primary sites. Each analysis of primary damage is

conducted independently. At each hole other than the assumed primary

site, an .005" radius corner flaw is assumed to represent average or

typical manufacturing quality. The interaction of the .005" flaws with

the primary flaws must be considered when conducting the analysis.

2.7.6 In-Service flaw assumptions following inspection

The capability of inspection in the field is generally less

than at the depot. The sizes of damage assumed to exist following

inspection are specified in 3.1.2 of MIL-A-83444. For this example,

assume that penetrant or ultrasonics will be used at the depot both

ehterior and interior to the lower surface. If this type of inspection

is conducted, the damage likely to be found will be much smaller than

the failed skin panel. From 3.1.2 (b) of MIL-A-83444 the minimum damage

size to be assumed is a through crack of 0.25" uncovered length. The

locations of the 0.25" length both in the skin and in the splicing

stringer should be selected on the basis of inspetability but should be -

the location most critical to subsequent growth. Assume for purposes of

illustration, that the damage is an indicated in Figure 2.22. This

figure also illustrates that .005" continuing damage (3.1.1.2a) is

required to complete the flaw growth analysis for this damage condition.

The .005" flaw away from the primary damage site represents the initial

manufacturing type damage as specified in Para. 3.1.1 of MIL-A-83444.

2.7.3
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2.7.7 Remaining Structure Damage following the failure of the

Major Load Path

Figure 2.23 illustrates the condition of the structure

following the complete failure of the primary load path (skin panel ®,

represented by W. The condition of the remaining structure is as

specified in 3.1.12 (b) of MIL-A-83444 since this is an example of

independent structure. Each fastener hole in the structure is assumed

to contain the .005" typical manufacturing hole quality flaw. The Aa2

increment is the growth of these typical flaws from the time of manu-

facture until the point at which the load path is assumed to have failed.

The increment Aa2 will be discussed later.

S2.7.8 Analysis of Intact Structure - Residual Strength Requirements

and Damage Growth Limits (3.2.2.2.1)

The specific set of requirements for intact structure depends

upon the capability of the depot level inspection. Since this example

( •has illustrated the situation where the normal inspection can detect

less than a failed load path, this case will be examined first:

The intact requirement is that the size damage assumed to be present

following the depot level inspection (Fig. 2-22) shall not grow and

cause failure of the major load path (i.e. panel 2) before the next

opportunity to discover the damage (i.e., the next inspection).

Since this is merely a one time design requirement noL specifically

intended for safety, it is not necessary to account for the time at

2.7.4
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which the requirement is imposed (i.e., the structure is considered as

"new" and no incremental growth Aa is computed). Figure 2.24 illus-

trates schematically the residual strength and growth requirements that

must be met for the intact structure.

2.7.9 Analysis of Intact Structure (Alternate Requirement)

If it were determined that the depot level inspection was

incapable of finding damage less than a failed load path, then the

requirement for intact structure is:

Initial manufacturing damage (3.1.1.1) shall not grow to the size

required to cause load path failure due to the application of P LT in one

design lifetime. The initial damage assumption for this case is

illustrated in Figure 2.21. The schematic of the growth and residual

strength requirements are illustrated in Figure 2.25.

2.7.10 Discussion of Intact Structure Analysis

Although the structure in the example was assumed to be

level inspectable for less than a failed load path, the intact structure

requirement associated with this category data might have been mote

difficult to meet than if the structure had not been inspectable for

less than a failed load path. If this were the case it would be satis-

factory to qualify this structure under the alternate requirement

(Figure 2.25). As is often the case, the designer may choose to qualify

the structure in the easiest (analysis) manner providing no undue

penalty (e.g. weight) is placed on the design.

2.7.5
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2.7.11 Analysis of Remaining Structure Subsequent to Load Path

Failure

The fail safe characteristics of this structure (i.e., the

ability to fail panel #2 and fly safely until the failed panel is

detected) depends upon the residual strength capability at the time of

and subsequent to load path failure and the capability of and frequency

of in-service inspections. The remaining structure requirements are

specified in 3.2.2.2.2 of MIL-A-83444. For this example, the fail

safety will be supported by walk around visual inspections for damage

sizes of the order of a failed load path. Generally, the walk around

visual inspection can be aided by such detectability factors as signs of

fuel leakage. At any rate, the minimum inspection capability for this

example will be considered to be a failed load path.

Thus, the damage as illustrated in Figure 2.23 shall not grow to a size

such as to cause loss of the wing due to the application of P in 5SV

( •times the inspection interval, or 5 x 10 = 50 flight. This is illus-

trated in Figure 2.26. Note that P = P will generally be less than

the design limit condition and P as discussed in Section 2.5 will

always be equal to or greater than that associated with the desigi, limit

condition.

2.7.12 Derivation of Residual Strength Load P

In the analysis of the intact structure, the critical

damage limit was failure of the skin panel 2. The mode of failure was

2.7.6
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slow growth of either initial manufacturing damage or depot level

inspection type damage (Figure 2.24 and 2.25). In each case the damage

is assumed to grow in a stable manner until the critical damage size in

the skin panel is reached. The critical damage size for this case would

be that size at:

PLIMIT < P < 1.2 P
- xx - PONE LIFETIME

For a balanced fail safe design, the remaining structure must be capable

of withstanding the effects of the major load path failing, including

the redistribution of load to adjacent members at the time of load path

failure. This is the basis for the requirement that the remaining

structure must support the P residual strength load. 7 is dependent
YY Yy

upon the design allowable for the first panel (Panel 2 in this case).

Assume for example that Pxx allowable for first panel failure is exactly

PLIMIT* The remaining structure must be capable )f supporting PLIMIT'

with adjacent panels carrying the increment or that portion originally
carried in panel 2 at P This is illustrated in Figure 2.27. In

LIMIT*

Figure 2.28, the amount of load in panel 2 at the limit design condition

is redistributed as (AP1 + LP3 + AP4 ). This increment, P2 is multiplied

by 1.15 at account for dynamic effects. The total redistributed incre-

ment then is

1.15 P2 = (AP I + AP 3 + AP 4 )

The residual strength of the remaining structure is then checked against

this conditon.

2.7.7 -•
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2.7.13 Incremental Damage Growth Aa

The remaining structure analysis of damage growth and

residual strength considers damage in the adjacent structure at the time

of load path failure which has grown an amount Aa from the rime of

marufacture (Figure 2.25). Since the structure must meet the single..

dtsign lifetime requirement, it becomes necessary to establish at what

point during the lifetime the failure of the load path is assumed to

* take place so that the proper amount of growth Aa can be computed to

represent growth during this time segment. Figure 2.29 illustrates the

growth of the 005" manufacturing type damage from time zero for one

design lifetime. In this example the walk around visual inspection is

being called on to detect the failure of the major load path and the

inspection interval is 10 flights. MIL-A-83444 requires a factor of 5

on this interval and thus the damage growth life requirement is 50

flights. Therefore, the maximum amount of Aa and the condition to be

met would be growth for one design lifetime minus 50 flights. For any

other in-service inspection interval the amount 6a would be computed in

a similar manner. For example, if the walk around visual inspection was

not conducted and fail safety was dependent upon discovery of damage at

the scheduled 10,000 hour depot level inspection, then the increment of

growth a2 would be one design lifetime minus 2X (10,000 hrs.) as in

Figure 2.30.

2
, 2.7.8
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2.7.14 Alternative-Aialysis of Remaining Structure Subsequent

to Load Path Failure

As indicated in 2.7.13, the designer may choose to depend

upon the depot level inspection instead of the walk around visual. This

would be a satisfactory alternative and for this situation the assump-

tion would be made that the major load path failed between depot level

inspections and that the aircraft would be designed to operate safely

with the failed load path until the next depot inspection. Figure 2.31

illustrates this case.

2.7.15 Qualification as Slow Crack Growth

The previous example illustrated the steps required to

qualify the structure under the category of multiple load path fail

safe. For that category, an intact requirement (prior to load path

failure); a residual strength requirement at the time of load path

failure and a remaining structure damage growth and residual strength

requirement had to be met. Generally, this is a complex set of analyses

to make and in the early .design stage may be impractical. The design

could be made to satisfy slow crack growth requirements, either non-

inspectable or depot level inspectable, while still maintaining some

level of ail safety (hut not necessarily meeting the requirements

specifically). This approach would generally be satisfactory and

usually requires a lesser amount of analysis, particularly for computing

residual strength and the growth increment.

2.7.9
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2.7.15.1 Slow Crack Growth-Non In-Service Inspectable

For this case no special in-service and no depot

level inspections will be specifically required to protect the safety of

the wiag structure. The specific requirements are described in 3.2.1.2

of MIL-A-83444.

2.7.15.1.1 Initial Flaw Sizes Assumed to Result

from Manufacturing

Flaws assumed are specified in 3.1.1.1

of MIL-A-83444 for the slow crack growth type structure. In the example

chosen, this is an .050" corner flaw at the critical fastener hole

joining panel 2 and splicing stringer (Ref. Figure 2.32).

2.7.15.1.2 Residual Strength Load, Px= x

The required level of residual

strength for non-inspectable structure is PLT' the maximum load expected

to occur in one lifetime.

2.7.15.1.3 Analysis Requirements - The slow

crack growth and residual strength requirements for this category are

illustrated in Figure 2.33. Note that the damage limit in the ultimatc

is failure of the wing. Engineering judgement may dictate that a more

reasonable limit and, perhaps, an easier situation to adhere to would be

to establish the limit at some intermediate point such as the failure of

one primaty load path (W). This might be accomplished ilL design at very

little expense to overall weight.

2.7.10
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2.7.16 Slow Crack Growth - Depot or Base Level Inspectable

For this casp, the planned 1/4 lifetime or 10,000 hour

depot level inspection interval would be relied upon to detect sub-

critical damage following this inspection with the provision that the

starting initial flaw size would be just smaller than the established

depot or base level capability. The assumed size is specified in 3.1.2

of MIL-A-83444 and for this example is identical to that assumed for the

intact portion of the fail safe category (Figure 2.22). The required

residual strength and damage growth limits are specified in 3.2.11 of

MIL-A-83444, and illustrated in Figure 2.34.

2 .
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Growth Requirements
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Damage
tolerance

requirements

slow_ 7
crack growth Fail safe

This category includes all types Usually structure comprised of
of structures, single and multiple multiple elements or load paths
load path which are designed such such that damage can be safely
that initial damage will grow at a contained by failing a load path
stable, slow rate and not achieve or by the arrestment of a rapidly )
a size large enough to fail the funning crack at a tear strap or
structure for a specified slow other deliberate design feature.
crack growth period. Safety is Fail safe structure must meet
-assured by the slow rate of growth. specific residual strength

requirements following the failure
of the load path or the arrest-
ment of a running crack, safety is
assured by the allowance of a
partial failure of the structure,
the residual strength and a
period of usage during which the

partial failure will be found.

Figure 2.3 Damage-Tolerance Structural
Design Categories
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4.1 ELEMENTS OF RESIDUAL STRENGTH ANALYSIS

Residual strength analysis is conducted to determine the capability of

a structure containing significant damage to withstand a single, mono-

tonically increasing load for a short time without catastrophic failure.

To perform the residual strength analysis, the engineer requires the

following elements:

(1) Definition of the required residual strength load, P !xx

(2) A failure criterion and associated itaterial properties

(3) Capability to account for geometry of the structure.

4.1.1 Definitions

a. Residual Strength - The strength of a structure can be largely U

affected by the presence of a crack and is usually substan-

tially lower than the initial strength of the undamaged

structure. Therefore, the load carrying capacity of a cracked

structure is called the "residual strength" of that structure. -!

The residual strength is a function of

material toughness

crack size and geometr,

structural geometry

When the residual strength of the structure falls below the

maximum stress in the service load history, fracture occurs.

b. Crack Growth Instability - A crack in a structure constitutes

a high stress concentration. When the load on the panel

exceeds a certain limit, the crack will extend. The possible

4.1.1
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cases of subsequent fracture are shown in Figure 4.1. Under

certain conditions, this crack extension immediately will be

unstable and the crack will propagate in a fast uncontrollable

manner causing total fracture of the component (Figure 4.1a).

Under certain other conditions, crack growth will first be

stable with a limited amount of crack growth before arrest

(Figure 4.lb). Further, load increase makes it grow more,

until crack extension becomes unstable at a higher load.

In the general case, unstable crack propagation results in

fracture of the component. Hence, unstable crack growth is

what determines the residual strength. Sometimes, however, an

unstable crack can be arrested within the component. A

further increase of the load is then required to make it

unstable again (Figure 4.1c).

(c. Stress Intensity Factor, K - Cracks impair the load carrying

characteristics of a structure. A crack can be characterized

for length and configuration using a structural parameter

initially developed (independently) by Irwin and Williams in

1957. The crack parameter, termed the stress intensity factor,

K, interrelates the local stresses in the region of the crack

with (a) crack geometry (b) structural geometry, and (c) level

of load on the structure.

4.1.2
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d. Fracture Toughness - The residual strength is reached when the

load on a cracked structure reaches a critical value, which

depends upon the material and geometry. Since the stress-

intensity factor describes the crack-tip stresses, it attains

its critical value at the moment of fracture. The critical

value of the stre~s-intensity factor, called the "fracture

toughness," is a material property (within certain limits)

which can be measured.

4.1.2 Required Residual Strength Load PMx

Safety is assured by designing to specific damage tolerance

requirements in which initial damage is never allowed to grow and reduce

the residual static strength of the structure below a prescribed level.

P throughout the life of the aircraft. P is the greater of design

limit load or the maximum load that might be encountered during the

specified minimum period of unrepaired service usage. If in-service

inspections are required to insure safety (e.g. for fail safe designs)

then the residual strength level, P is the maximum load likely to

occur during the inspection interval. For noninspectable structure, P
xx

is the maximum load likely to occur during the design liietime. Trans-

port and bomber type aircraft rarely exceed design limit load during

service life. In such cases, the maximum value of P would be designxx

limit load. Fighters and attack type aircraft frequently exceed limit

load and are designed to sustain P in excess of design limit.
xx

4.1.3
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4.1.3 Failure Criteria

Failure criteria relate the material properties of the

structure to the residual strength. Different criteria come into play

depending on whether the material is brittle or ductile. Plasticity and

mixed mode loading are also becoming more significant. In order to

permit direct transfer from laboratory size specimens to full scale

structural behavior, the fracture criteria should be independent of

specimen geometry.

4.1.3.1 Critical Stress

Typically, when analyzing built up structure, the

residual strength of stiffeners is based upon a criterion which assumes

that failure occurs at the ultimate strength of the stringer. Thus, the

failure criterion becomes simply

tu

For stringer critical structure this is the dominant failure mode.

4.1.3.2 Critical Stress Intensity Factor (Fracture Toughness)

The stress intensity factor characterizes the

entire stress field at the crack tip. It is assumed that fracture

occurs when the crack-tip stress intensity factor exceeds some critical

value.

The critiral K for fracture is denoted as K for plane-strain con-
IC

ditions and K for plane-stress conditions. Within the limitationsc

discussed in subsequent sections, K1  and K can be considered as a
Ic c

4.1.4
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material property called fracture toughness (with adjectives plane

strain or plane stress, respectively). They can be determined by

experiment. By equating the value of the stress Intensity to K or K.,
Ic C

the fracture stress (or critical crack size at a given stress) can be

calculated for any crack configuration for which 4n expression for the

stress-intensity factor is known.

4.1.3.3 Crack Growth Resistance

The crack growth resistance curve approach has

particular application to structures and materials which exhibit a

significant amount of slow stable tear. The failure criterion requires

that two conditions be met for instability

KS> 
3Ks > aKR

KS Z • Da Da "

where KR is the resistance to crack extension for the material and KS is

the stress intenvity factor for the given structural configuration.

These two conditions are met when the KS and % curves become tangent to

one another. This i schematically presented in Figure 4.2.

4.1.4 Geometric Considerations

The structural configuration essentially determines the

complexity of the residual strength analysis. Typical structural para-

meters which must be considered are:

a. Type of Construction

1. Monolithic (Unreinforced/Forgings)
2. Skin (Longerons, stringe
3. Integrally Stiffened

4. Planked
5. Layered (Honeycomb!Laminated)

4.1.5
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b. Panel Geometry

1. Planform
2. Curvature
3. Stiffener Spacing and Orientation
4. Attachments (Spar Caps, Webs, Frames, etc.)

c. Details of Construction

1. Stiffener Geometry (hat, Z, Channel, etc.)
2. Attachment Details (Bolted, Riveted, Welded, etc.)
3. Fastener Flexibility
4. Eccentricity

j. Ideally, the residual strength analysis will take all these parameters

into consideration. In practice, many are treated empirically and

others are not considered except in extremely detailed finite element

analyses.

4.1.5 "The Residual Strength Diagram

The residual strength diagram is basically a plot of the

fracture stress as a function of crack size for the given structural

configuration. For single load path structure, the residual strength

( diagram consists of a single curve as shown in Figure 4.3 for an un-

stiffened panel.

For stiffened skin construction, which has crack arrest capability,

generation of the residual strength diagram is considerably more complex

and must be performed in steps.

Consider an axially loaded skin-stringer combination with longitudinal

stiffening (Figure 4.4, top). The displacements of adjacent points in

skin and stringers will be equal. (If skin and stringers are of the

4.1.6
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same material, the stresses in the two will also be equal). Let a

transverse crack develop in the skin. This will cause larger displace-

ments in the skin. The stringers have to follow this larger displace-

ment. As a result, they take on load from the skin, thus decreasing the

skin stress at the expense of higher stringer stress. Consequently, the

displacements in the cracked skin will be smaller than in an unstiffened

plate with the same size of crack. This implies that the stresses are

lower and that the stress-intensity factor is lower. The closer the

stringers are to the crack, the more effective is the load transfer.

If the stress intensity for a small central crack in an unstiffened

plate is given by K - 0V;a, the stress intensity for the stiffened pla,

will be K = 6a 1€7a. The reduction factor, B = K/a /Fai, will decrease

when the crack tip approaches a stringer. Si,'e the stringers take lL-d

.:om the skin, their stress will increase from v to Lo, where L inc :,ses

when the crack tip approaches the stringer. Obviously, 0 < a < 1, and

L > 1. These values depend upon stiffening ratios, the stiffness of the

attachment, and the ratio of crack size to r..ng"r spacing. As will be

shown in the next section, a and L can be readily calculated. For a

qualitative discussion, it may suffice that 6 and L vary as shown

diagrammatically in Figure 4.4.

The residual strength diagram of a simple panel with two stringers and

a central crack now can be constructed. Recall (Figure 4.1) that a

crack in plane stress starts propagating slowly at Ki - c•v•a- and

becomes unstable at K C c•--a. The residual-strength behavior for a

4.1.7
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sheet without stringers is as shown in Figure 4.5a. There is a line for

the onset of crack growth given by 0, = Ki/AT-a- and a line for fracture

instability given by a = K / vr/•a.
C C

When the panel is stiffened by stringer, the stress intensity is reduced

to K = Bavnaa, where 6 < 1 as shown in Figure 4.4. As a result, both the

stress for slow stable crack growth, 1is' and the stress for unstable

crack growth, cs, for the stiffened panel are given by ois = Ki/ •/•ai

and o = K /Sa c-, respectively. Hence, these events take place at

higher stresses in the stiffened panel than in the unstiffened panel.

IN means that the lines in Figure 4.5a, are raised by a factor 1/B for

the case of the stiffened panel, as depicted in Figure 4.5b. Since

decreases if the crack approaches the stringer, the curves in Figure

4.5b turn upward for crack sizes on the order of the stringer spacing.

The possibility of stringer failure should be considered also. The

( stringer will fail when its stress reaches the ultiaate tensile stress

(UTS). As the stringer stress is La, where a is the nominal stress in

the panel away from the crack, failure will occur at Osf given by

Laof - .uts. Using L, as depicted in Figure 4.4, the panel stress at

which stringer failure occurs is shown in Figure 4.5c.

THE STRINGER MAY YIELD BEFORE IT FAILS. THIS MEANS THAT ITS CAPABILITY

TO TAKE OVER LOAD FROM THE CRACKED SKIN DECREASES. AS A RESULT, B WILL

BE HIGHER AND L WILL BE LOWER. THE STRESS-INTENSITY ANALYSIS SHOULD

ACCOUNT FCR THIS EFFECT.

4.1.8

ri
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Figure 4.6 shows the residual strength diagram of the stiffened panel.

It is a composite of the three diagrams of Figure 4.5. In case the

crack is still small at the onset of instability (2a << 2s, where 2s is

stringer spacing), the stress conditon at the crack tip will hardly be

influenced by the stringers and the stress at unstable crack-growth

initiation will be the same as that of an unstiffened sheet of the same

size. When the unstably growing crack approaches the stiffener, the

load concentration in the stiffener will be so high that the stiffener

fails without stopping the unstable crack growth (line ABCD in Figure

4.6).

When the panel contains a crack extending almost frum one stiffener to

the other (2a • 2s), the stringer will be extremely effective in reduc-

ing the peak stress at the crack tips (S small), resulting in a higher

value of the stress at crack-growth initiation at point F in Figure 4.6.

With increasing load, the crack will grow stably to the stiffener (line

EFGH) and due to the inherent increase of stiffener effectiveness, the

crack growth will remain stable. (Actually, no unstable crack growth

will occur for crack lengths larger than 2a2). Fracture of the panel

will occur at the stress level indicated by a due to the fact that the

stiffener has reached its failure stress and the stress reduction in the

skin is no longer effective after stringer failure.

For crackb of intermediate size (2a = 2a,), there w 11 be unstable crack

growth at a stress slightly above the fracture strength of the unstiff-

ened sheet (point M), but this will be stopped under the stiffeners at

4.1.9
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N. After crack arrest, the panel load can be further increased at the

cost of some additional stable crack growth until H, where the ultimate

stringer load is reached, again at the stress level u.

For the simple panel in Figure 4.6, the actual residual-strength curve

is of the shape indicated by the heavy solid line. This curve contains

a horizontal part determined by the intersection of lines e and g. For

initial cracks smaller than the stiffener spacing, this flat part con-

stitutes a lower bound of the residual strength.

It has been outlined that a and L depend upon stiffening ratio (Figure

4.4). This implies that the residual strength diagram of Figure 4.6 is

not unique. It shows the case, wherein stringer failure is the critical

event. For other stiffening ratios, skin failure may be the critical

event as depicted in Figure 4.7. Due to a low stringer load concen-

tration, the curves e and g do not intersect. A crack of size 2a, will

show stable growth at point B and become unstable at point C. Crack

arrest occurs at D from where further slow growth can occur if the load

is raised. Finally, at point E, the crack will again become unstable,

resulting in panel fracture. Apparently, a criterion for crack arrest

has to involve the two alternatives of stringer failure and skin failure,

depending upon the relative stiffness of sheet and stringer.

The foregoing clearly shows for crack arrest it is not essential that

the crack runs into a fastener hole. Crack arrest is basically a result

of the reduction of crack-tip stress intensity due to load transmittal

to the stringer.

4.1.10
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So far, the discussion has been limited to skin critical and stringer

critical configurations. Of course, a third criterion exists which

concerns fastener failure. Load transmittal from the skin to the

stringer takes place through the fasteners. If the fastener loads

become too high, fastener failure may take place by shear. Fastener

failure will reduce the effectivity of the stringer and therefore the

residual strength will drop. The highest loads will be on che fasteners

adjacent to the crack path. The load to fail the fasteners by shear can

be calculated and the nominal stress in the panel then gives a third

line, h, in the residual strength diagram depicted in Figure 4.8.

At zero crack length the fasteners do not carry any load, so line h

tends to infinity for 2a - 0. For the particular case depicted in

Figure 4.8, the residual strength is no longer determined by stringer

failure solely (dashed horizontal line through point H) but possibly by

fastener failure (point K). A crack of length 2al will show slow growth

from E to F and instability from F to G. After crack arrest at G,

further slow growth occurs until at K the fasteners fail. The latter

will probably cause panel failure, but this cannot be directly deter-

mined from the diagram. In fact, a new residual strength diagram has

now to be calculated with omission of the first row of rivets at either

side of the crack. Fastener failulre will affect load transmittal from

the skin to the stringer: line f will be lowered, line g will be raised.

The intersection H' oL the new linea g' and f may still be above K and

hence, the residual strength will still be determined by stringer

failure at 1'.

4.1.11
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In reality, the behavior will be more complicated due to plastic deforma-

tion. Shear deformation of the fasteners, hole deformation, and plastic

deformation of the stringers will occur before fracture takes place.

Plastic deformation always leads to a reduction of the effectivity of

the stringer to take load from the skin. This implies that line g will

be raised and line f will be lowered. The intersection of the two lines

(failure point) will not be affected a great deal, however (compare(
points H and H' in Figure 4.8). For this reason the residual strength

of a stiffened panel can still be predicted fairly accurately, even if

plasticity effects are ignored. Nevertheless, a proper treatment of the

problem requires that plasticity effects are taken into account.

The cases considered pertain to cracks betwaen two stiffeners. In

practice, however, cracks will usually start at a fastener hole and then

there will be a stringer across the crack which will have a high load

concentration factor. The problem can be dealt with in a manner similar

( to a crack between stringer, using either analytical or finite-element

procedures. A schematic residual-strength diagram for this case is

presented in Figure 4.9. Apart from the curve g for the edge stiffeners,

there will now be an additional failure curve k for the central stiffener.

Failure of the panel may be determined by the intersection L of curves f

and k where the central stringer fails. If that occurs, lines g and f

are no longer valid, since both the skin and the edge stiffeners will

have to take the extra load from the failed stringer. This will lower

S4.1.12
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lines g and f, to g' and f- and in general point H' will be lower than

point L.. The latter will have to be checked in a complete analysis.

Due to the high load concentration, the middle stringer will usually

fail fairly soon by fatigue and therefore lines g' and f', with the

middle stringer fiiled, will have to be used and the residual strength

is determined by point H'. (Note that g%, f', and H" will have different

positions in t, absence of the middle stringer; a cracked stringer will

induce higher stresses in both the skin and the edge stiffener).

IT FOLLOWS FROM THE FOREGOING DISCUSSIONS THAT IT IS NECESSARY TO

ESTABLISH A COMPLETE RESIDUAL-srRENGTH DIAGRAM. THIS IMPLIES THAT THE

STRUCTURE MIUST BE ANALYZED FOR VARIOUS CRACK SIZES; 01HERWISE, THE

BEHAVIOR OF THE STRUCTURE CANNOT BE PROPERLY CHECKED. If, for example,

in Figure 4.6 one would only consider one crack size 2a = 2s, then only

the points N and T would be determined. These points give no inform-

ation on the residual strength which is determined by H. In the follow-

ing sections, methods to calculate the residual strength diagram will be

considered.

4.1.1-3
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4.2 RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTION _'ECHNI(OUES

In general, the prediction of residual strength is based on the deter-

ruination of the critical value of the stress intensity f:c-.Lor for a

given geomerrv and loading. This value is then equated to the material

fracture toughness for the appropriate thickness and orientation. From

this relationship, the decay in critical stress can be defined in terms

of crack size.

4.2.1 Linear Elastic Fracture MIechanics

The linear elastic fracture mechanics approach to anal'iis•

of Fractlre criLical structure essentially consists u two tChniqlls.

The first tc.chnique relies upon closed form solutions for stres• intv:-

sity, factors (K) for typical crack geomeLries. These solutions are

compiled in handbooks and various reference works, e.g. Reterences 2,

49, 50. These solutions may then be extended to more complex cases

through the principles of super position. The finite €element r..ethods

(• for developing stress intensity factors offer the advantage of being

able to model complex structural geometries and loauing system,, whici i.-

vital when load transfer is impottant.

4.2.1.1 Stress Irtensi tv Factor, K

For any crack problem, the elastic stresses in tl:c

Simmediate vicinity of the crack tip can bc given as

K]

S f. (r) + nonsingular terms, (4-1)

( where r and ' are polar coordinates originating at the crack tip.

4.2.1

- ~ ~~=-A.- ~ ~ ----. ~)q S ei. ~ V-'t- .-- --_
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In the vicinity of the crack tip, the nonsingular terms are small with

respect to the singular terms. Hence the stresses may be written

o = cos - 1 - sin _ sin ,

x V2 2 2-

o = - cos 1 i + sin - sin --

O = 0 (plane stress) or 0 = v(Ou + a y) (plane strain)

KI 6 6 36

xy V,2T2r" 2 2 2o - (4-2)

and

T =T 0
xz yz

where x is the direction of the crack, y is perpendicular to the crack

in the plane of the plate, and z is perpendicular to the plate surface.

Instead of the stresses, one can also use the displacements for the

determination of K. In general, the displacements of the crack edges

(crack-opening displacements) are employed. The displacement equations

are

Mode I - u G J- [-j cos 1 - 2v + sln ,

(4-3)
KI -

V KTJ-½sin 2 - 2v - cos 2j

4.2.2
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KIT[ e 2 e
Mode II - u G _j-JT sin 2 - 2v + cos

(4-4)

v =K IT [-] 0 cos [2V - + sin2 2

where r and 0 are polar coordinates measured from the crack tip. Since

the above elastic field equations are only valid in an area near the tip

of the crack, the application should be restricted to that area.

Three loading modes can be distinguished as shown in Figure .0. The

associated stress-irtensity factors are KI, K I, and Ki1 1 . Mode I is

technically the more important. It will be the subject of the dis-

cussions. (Combined mode loading is considered in a later section).

The stress-intensity factor can always be expressed as

KI - Wo e (4-5)

where o is the nominal stress remote from the crack and a is the crack

size. The factor B is a function of crack geometry and of structural

geometry. Comparison of Equations (4-1) and (4-5) shows that a must be

dimensionless. The dimension of K is ksi VT• or equivalent.

For a central crack of leLigth, 2a, in an infinite sheer, the stress

intensity factor may be written

KI = U r (4-6)

comparison with Equation (4-5) shows that for an infinite sheet ý3 is

unity. Thus, P may be considered as a correction factor relating the

actual. stress intensity factor to the central crack in an infinite

4.2.3
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sheeL. The correct ion factors for various geometrical. conditions under

a given lead condition may be combined in the form of a product to

ai:count for the increase or decrease in the stress intensity factor.

For t.xample, consider the case of a raciial crack It. a finite width

sheet below. The . factors are colle:Lejd in Section 4.2.2. Cases under

different load conditions r.zy be combined using the principle of super

p,)sition dcescribLj in Section 4.2.1.3.

I.. •ora :.;;:s (c. ,,, crack-edL," loading), Fqijation (U-5) i,- rot a cun-

veniLent form tor the stresu-intensit'.' factor. However, the form of

IEquatton (4-5) is useful in most structuril applic;ations; titerefore , it

will be adopted in these guidelines.

PeternminatLnn of the stress-inLen•iLy fuQtuL u v-aii ,alculation of

Jor many .impLL g,!ometries, will. be )resenLCd in aubsequ..ItL 6(:ctions.

I ~K
T T )

0.4367 .,

I"t1 0.1623 
+ i•'-Oa 

22K

K - F1 H . .1r

-llilll
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Methods to find fý for more complex geometries will be presented also.

Since K determines the entire crack-tip stress field, it must be the

governing parameter, not only for fracture, but also for other crack-

growth processes. The rate of fatigue-crack propagation under cyclic

load applications as well as the rate of stress corrosion cracking are

a function of K. The higher the stress intensity, the higher is the

rate of crack growth. THUS, CRACK GROWTH AND FRACTURE ARE DETERPI[NED BY

THE SAME STRESS FIELD PARAMETER. HENCE, DAMAGE-TOLEP.ANCE CALCULATIONS

CAN CONVENIENTLY BE BASED ON THE STRESS-INTENSITY-FACTOR.

4.2.1.2 Closed Form Solutions

As pointed out previously, the establishment of the(
stress-JntenRfty f~ctor in mainly a determination of ," in Equation (4-

5). There are several ways to determine the stress-intensity factor.

a Co.,,ilations of stress-intensity factors for many

(49,50)
different geometries have been made These can be

"used to find K for relatively simple geometries. (Stress-

intensity factors for sevwral scructural geometrLes are

also presented in Section 4.3).

* The basic solutions for simple geometries can be derived

(1-5)
by means of complex stress functions . For finite

size bodies, the boundary conditions usually prohibit a

closed form solution. In such Lases, numerical solutions

(can be used such as boundary collocation procedures(51)

4.2.5
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* Solutions for complicated structural geometries can some-

times be obtained from the basic stress field solutions

combined with displacement compatibility requirements for

all the structural members involved.

Each of these approaches has its drawbacks. In the first case, the

geometries and loadings are restricted to very simple cases. Some of

these cases may be extended to other relatively simple cases through

super position. This will be discussed in the next section. The complex

stress function approach is again very restrictive with regard to

geometry and loading. Further, the numerica) solution procedures have

very little versatility. Consequently, this approach tends to be more

academically oriented than useful as an engineering tool. Tha third

approach has been shown by several investigators to be useful in the

analysis of built up sheet structure. While these are based on closed

form solutions, the actual analyses are computerized for efficient

solutions. The essentials of this technique are described below.

Analysis methods for stiffened panels have been developed independently

(7) (67)(73,74) (78,79)
by Romualdi, et al 7 5 ), Poe( 7 6  , Vlieger , Swift and Wang

and Creager and Liu( 8 0 ). Applications of the stress-intensity-reduction

factor, b, and the stringer load concentration factor, L, were proposed

by Vlieger(73,74) and Swift and Wang( 7 8 ' 7 9)

In calculating (i and L, two methods can be used, viz, the finite-element

method and an analytical method based on closed-form solutions. The

4.2.6
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analytical method has advantages over the finite-element method in that

the effect of different panel parameters on the residual strength of a

certain panel configuration can be easily assessed, so that the stiff-

ened panel can be optimized with respect to fail-safe strength. It

allows direct determination of the residual-strength diagram. In the

case of the finite-element method, a new analysis has to be carried out

when the dimensions of certain elements are changed because a new

idealization has to be made. An advantage of the finite-element analysis,

on the other hand, is that it 1.s relatively easy to incorporate such

effects as stringer eccentricity, hole deformation, and stringer yield-

ing. Details of the calculations can be found in the referenced papers.

S ( The basic procedure for the analytical calculation is outlined in Figure

4.11. The stiffened panel is split up into its composite parts, the

skin-and the stringer. Load transmission from the skin to the stringer

takes place throui.& the L-zsteners. As a result, the skin will exert

forces F 1 , F 2 , etc., on the stringer, and the stringer will exert re-

action forces F1 , F 2 , etc. on the skin. This is depicted in the upper

line of Figure 4.11.

The problem is now reduced to that of unstiffened plate loaded by a

uniaxial stress, o, and fastener forces F, ... F . This case cat, be
n

considered as superposition on three others, shown in the second line of

Figure 4.11. Namely:

a. A uniformly loaded cracked sheet.

• b. A seeet without a crack, loaded with forces F, ... F

4..2. 7
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c. A cracked sheet with forces on the crack edges given by the

function p(n). The forces p(n) represent the load distribu-

tion given by Love( 8 1 . When the slit CD is cut, these

forces have to be exerted on the edges of the slit to provide

the necessary crack-free edges.

The three cases have to be analyzed. For case a, the stress-intensity

factor is K = o l•.a. For case b, K = 0. The stress intensity for case

c is a complicated expression that has to oe solved numerically.

Compatibility requires equal displacements in sheet and srtinger at the

corresponding fastener locations. These compatibility requirements

deliver a set of n (n = number o. fasteners) independent algebraic

equations from which the fasteners can be derived.

The number of fasteners to be i.cluded in the calculation depends

somewhat upon geometry and crack size. According to Swift(82) and shown

in Figure 4.12, 15 fasteners at either side of the crack seems to be

sufficient to get a consistent result. Similar results were obtained by

(83)
Sang-i

Swift's analysis provides a detailed descrLption of how to incorporate

nowielastic behavior in this kind uf inalysis. The method can account

for (1) stiffener flexi 'aility and stiffener bending, (2) fastener

flexibiliLy, and (3) biaxiality. Stringer yielding, fastener flexi-

bility, and hole flexibility are lumped together in an empirical equa-

tion for fastener deflection.
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The effect of fastener flexioility ard stiffener bending on • and L. is

shown in Figure 4.13. Although the effects are quite large, the verti-

cal position of the crossover of stress-intensity curve and stringer

stress curve is not affected too much (compare points A and 1 in Figure

4.13). The level of the crossover determines the residual strength, as

pointed out in the previous section. This explains why the residual

strength can bc reasonably well predicted if flexibility of fasteners is

neglected. HOWEVER, FOR APPLICATION OF THE DA.%tAGE TOLERANCE REQUIRE-

MENTS THERE IS A NEED FOR AN ACCURATE RESIDUAL STRENGTH DIAGRAMN. TIIERE-

FORE, FASTENER FLEXIBILITY, STRINGER BENDING, AND STRINGER YIELDING tWTIL

HAVE TO BE TAKEN INTO ACCOUNT.

4.2.1.3 Suprposition

If the configuration under consideration is not

directly presented in stress-intensity factor handbooks. 4 9 ' 5 0 ) the

stress intensity often can be arrived at by means of a superposition of

known solutons SINCE THE STRESS FIELD EQUATIONS ARE THE SANE FOR

ALL MODE I CASES, THE STRESS INTENSITY FOR A COMBINATION OF MODE I LOAD

SYSTEMS (p, q, AND r) CAN BE OBTAINED FROM SIM1PLE SUPERPOSITION
KI = Klp + Klq + K . (4-7)

The usefulness of the superposition principle can best be illustrated by

means of an example. Figure 4.14 shows a plate without a crack under

uniaxial tension. For this case, KI 0 because there is no singular'

A cut of length 2a is made in the center of the plate. This is allowed

if the stresses previously transmitted by the cut material are applied

4>. 1.)
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as external stresses to the edges of the slit. This leads to case b in

Figure 4.14 where K lb is still zero, because case b is exactly the same

as case a. Case b can be considered a superposition of cases d and e;

i.e., a plate with a central crack under tension and a plate with

central crack loaded only along the crack edges. Bence,

K KId + KI le Klb = 0 or K Ie K - Id' (4-8)

Since K Id is known to be K id av'7--a, it follows that KlIe = -c rwra. If

the direction of the stress in case e is reversed (i.e., crack under

internal pressure), the stress intensity is KI = O ,I/•a.

Now consider the configuration of Figure 4.15a. This system can be

obtained from a superposition of the three other cases shown. From the i

super-position, it follows that

KlIa K Klb + K Id - K le .(4-9)

Since it is obvious that K la Kf Kle, the stress intensity is

Kla:! Kl + Kid = + •ao•ra.(4-10)

A more compleýx example is illustrated in Figure 4.16. This figure shows

a two step approach for obtaining an approximate solution for inter-

mediate values of load transfer at a pen loaded hole. The first step is

to obtain the stress intensity factor for the case in which the pin

S~reacts the entire load, This 15 obtained by noting that superposition£

of K B + KD yields twice the desired solution K A since K E is merely the 4^
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reverse of KA. Having obtained an expression for KA, it then becomes a

simple matter to obtain KF by superposition of KA and KB with the

appropriate choice of o in each.

4.2.1.4 Finite Element Methods

In all cases where an expression for the stress-

intensity factor cannot be obtained from existing solutions, finite-

Selement analysis can be used to determine K(5256) Certain aircraft

structural configurations have to be analyzed by finite-element tech-

niques because of the influence of complex geometrical boundary con-

ditions or complex load transfer situations. In the case of load

transfer, the magnitude and distribution of loadings may be unknown.

With the application of finite-element methods, the required boundary

conditions and applied loadings must be imposed on the model.

Complex structural configurations and multicomponent structures present

special problems for finite-element modeling. These problems are

associated with the structural complexity. When they can be solved, the

Sstress-intensity factor is determined in the same way as in the case of

a simpler goometry. This section deals with the principles and pro-

cedures that permit the determination of the stress-intensity factor

from a finite-element solution. Each procedure will be discussed. Then

each will all be applied to derive a K solution for the case of a

through crack at a hole. This will allow a judgement of the relative

accuracy of the various procedures.

C

4.2.11
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Usuallv quadrilateral, zriangular, or rectangular constant-strain

Clunents ar1, used, de:ocanding on the particular Linite-eLement structural

-inlv Lonpitur pr1gran beLng used. For problems involving hools or

other strtss concentrations, a fine-grid network is required to accu-

rarelv'. nodkcl t01, hole boundary and properly defite thc stress and strain

SgradienLs around the hole or stress concentration.

[I ... INTTE-ELEM.'E.T GRID SYSTEM OF THE STRUCTURAL PROBLLM, THE

CGRCK SURFACE A111) LENGTH MUST BE SIMUJLATED. USUALLY, THE LOCATION AND

DIRECTION OF CRACCK PROPAGATION IS PERPENEI'TLAR TO T'E MAýXIM'UM PRINCIPAL

STFESS DIRECTION. IF THE MAXIMUML PRINCIPAL STRESS DIRECTION IS LNKNOWN,

T•FN AN ;;'NERACKED STRESS ANALYSIS OF TIHE FINITE-ELEMENT MODEL SHOULD BE

CONDUC'ED TO ESTABLISH THE LOCATION OF THE CRACK AND THE DIRECTION OF

PROPAGATION.

The crack surfaces and lengths are often simulated by double-node

coupling of elements along the crack line. Progressive crack extension

is then simulated by progressively "unzipping" the c• upled nodes along

the crack line. Because standard finite-element formulations do noL

treat singular stress behavior in the vicinity of the ends of cracks,

special procedures must be utilized to determine the stress-intensity

factor. Three basic approaches to obtain stress-intensity factors from

finite-element solutions have been rather extensively studied in the

literature. These approaches are as follows:

4.2.12
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a. Direct Method. The numerical results of stress, displacement,

ment, or crack-opening di.-placeament arý C-itred to analytical

forms of crack-tip-stress-displacemenr. fields to obtain

stress-intensity factors.

b. Indirect Method. The stress intensity follows from its

relation to other quantities such as co7mpliance, elastic

energy, or work energy for crack closure.

c. Cracked Eiemont. A hybrid-cracked element allowing ; strcs.

singularity is incorporated in the finite-element grid svsir

and stress-intensity factors are determined from nodal point

displacements along the periphery of the cracked ecement.

(
Lach of the above approaches can be applied to determine both Mode I and

Mode II stress-intensity factors. Application of the methods has been

limited to two-dimensional planar problems. The state of the art for

treating three-dimensional structural crack problems is still a research

area.

4.2.1.4.1 Direct Methods

ine direct methods use the results of

the general elastic solutions to the crack-tip stress and displacement

fields. For the Mode I, the stresses can always be described by Equation

4.1.

4
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If the stresses around the crack tip are calculated by means of finite-

element analysis, the stress-intensity factor can be determined as

KI = iJ fij (e) (4-11)

By taking the stress calculated for an element not too far from the

crack tip, the stress intensity follows from a subsitution of this

stress and the r and e of the element into Equation (4-11). This can be

done for any element in the crack tip vicinity.
4

Ideally, the same value of KI should result from each substitution; how-

ever, Equations (4-2) are only valid in an area very close to the crack

tip. Also at some distance from the crack tip, the nonsingular terms

[Equation (4-1)3 should be taken into account. Consequently, the calcu-

lated K differs from the actual K. The result can be improved by

refining the finite-element mesh or by plotting the calculated K as a

function of the distance of the element to the crack tip. The resulting

line should be extrapolated to the crack tip, since Equations (4-2)

are exact for r = 0. USUALLY, THE ELEMENT AT THE CRACK TIP SHOULD BE

DISCARDED. SINCE IT 13 TOO CLOSE TO THE SINCULARITY, THE CALCULATED

STRESSES ARE LARGELY IN ERROR. AS A RESULT, EQUATION (4-11) YIELDS A K

VALUE THAT IS MORE IN ERROR THAN THOSE FOR MORE REMOTE ELEMENTS, DESPITE

THE NEGLECT OF THE NO'ASINGULAR TERMS.

Instead of the stresses, one can also use the displacements for the

determination of K. In general, the displacements of the crack edges

(crack-opening displacements) are employed. The displacement equations

are given by Equations (4-3) wheire r and e are polar coordinates of

4.2.14
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nodal-point displacements measured from the crack tip. Since the above

elastic field equations are only valid in an area near the tip of the

crack, the application should be restricted to that area.

The usual approach is to calculate the stress-intensity factors, KI and

K by the relative opening and edge-sliding displacements of nodes

along the crack surface which has been simulated by coupled-nodal point

unzipping.

4.2.1.4.2 Comprliance Method

The compliance method makes use of the

relation between K and the compliance, C. The compliance is defined as

thc inverse of the stiffness of the system; i.e., C = v/P, where P is

= the applied load and v is the displacement of the load application

points. The stress-intensity factor is a function of the derivative of

the compliance with crack size(ll)

K = P E Ca (4-12)

where B is the plate thickness and E is Young's modulus.

The compliance is calculated from the finite-element analysis for a

range of crack sizes. Differentiation with respect to crack size gives

K through Equation (4-12). This can be achieved by solving the same

problem for a number of crack sizes (which is facilitated by a computer

program with a self-generating mesh system), or by successively unzipping

nodes in the cracked section.

4.2.15
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4
The advantage of the .iiethod is that a fine mesh is not necessary, since

accuracy of crack-tip stresses is not required. A disadvantage is that

differentiation procedures always introduce errors.

4.2.1.4.3 Work-Energy Method

The work-energy method determines K from

the crack-tip closing work. The work done by the closing forces at the

crack tip can be shown(11) to be equal to the energy-release rate, G.

The crack-tip closing work can be calculated by uncoupling the next

nodal point in front of the crack tip at.d by calculating the work done

by the nodal forces to close the crack to its original size. The

stress-intensity factor is found from the relations

K 2 = EG (plane stress)

K - EG I(I-v 2 ) (plane strain) (4-13)

K112= EGII/(I-v
2 ).

The concept is that if a crack were to extend by a small amount, Aa. the

energy absorbed in the process is equal to the work required to close

the crack to its original length. The general integral equations for

strain energy release rates for Modes I and II deformations are

Aýa
1 im 1GI Aa - 0 26a oy (Aa - r, 0) v(r, TT) dr

0
(4-14)

Aa
lim I - r, 0) u(r, T) dr

i1 Aa 0 -- (ia
o

4.2.16
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The significance of this approach is that it permits an evaluation of

both K and K 1 from the results of a single analysis.

In finite-element analysis, the displacements have a linear variation

over the elements and the stiffness matrix is written in terms of forces

and displacements at the element corners or itodos. Thereforc, to he

consistent with finite-eleement represen ,ition, the approach for eval-

uating (;I and G is based on the nodal-point fcrres and displacements-

An explanation of application of this work-energy metho-d is given with

reference to Figure 4.17. The ciack and surrounding elements are a

small segment from a much larger finite-elemeit model of a structure.

In terms of the finite-element repreventation, the amount of work re-

quired to close the crack, Aa, is one-half the product of the forces at

nodes c and d which are required to close these nodes. The expressions

for strain energy-release rates in terms of nodal-poinl displacements

"( and forces are (see Figure 4.17 foa notations)

lIiI ira - 0 F. (v -vd)

(4-15)

lir I
Gll - Aa - 0 2ia T (uc u)

With reference to Figure 4.17, the forces at nodes c or d are determilned

in the following way. The normal and shear btres'ies near the crack tip

(4A 4.2.171•
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vary as I/r½. Thus, the force over a given length, Aa, is

Aa

F(Aa) - A, J dr 2A, (ta)½ (4-16)
Ivla

and for the length, X2, F(Z 2 ) " 2Aik 2½. Therefore,

F(A) A I) F(k 2 ) (4-17)

This leads to

Fc - (Ž1 Fe

(4-18)

The forces, Fe and T , at the crack tip are obtained from the coupling V

stiffness ot the spring which is originally assumed in holding Lhe nodes

e and f together at the crack tip.

Equations (4-18) are then substituted into Equations (4-15) to calculate

GI and 0 1. These aie then substituted into Equations (4-13) to cal- .o

culate K and KI1.

4.2.1.4.4 J-Integral Method

The J integral, as introduced by P.ice(87)

appearn to offer four advantages for calculating K:

a. It can be related directly to K, in the elastic range, through

Equations (4-13) since , reduces to G.

b. it can be reiated to crack opening displacement.

c. It can be shown to be path independent in the elastic range.

4. 2.1 8
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d. It has the capability to incorporate plasticity effects and

appears to retain path independence into the plastic range.

These four attributes have led Verette and Wilhem(88) to propose the J

integral for residual strength analysia of skin stringer when plane

stress fracture dominates. A complete development follows:

The ,J integral is defined as

J W(C) dy - da } (4-19)

where W, the strain energy density, is

V - [ xdcx . Txy dJyxy + -Txz dyxz + + a d dL +. d -yz + o dt

( (4-20)

For generalized plane stress conditions: j

W [ax de + dy +a dc] (4-21)

The Lontour integral J is evaluated along the curve r which is, in

principle, any curve burrounding the crack tip. The positive direction

of s in traversing r is counterclockwise,

Since the value of J is independent of the particular ' contour selected,

one has complete freedoin in the r contour actually used. It appears

that the path independency is maintained regardless of whether the

material obeys linear elastic - nonlinear elastic - di.±formation theory

plastic - or Prandtl-Reuss plastic constitutive relations (see Reference

56),

4.2.19
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For ease in evaluation of J, the curve can be taken to be a rectan-

gular path (see Figure 4-18). Then dy will be nonzero only for those

portions of which parallel the Y axis. Thus, since W need be evaluated

only for those portions of " for which dy is nonzero, the computation of

J I simplified.

in itlquatlon (4-19), the second integral involves the scalar product of

the tractive strcsj vector T and the vector whose components are the

rates of change of displacement with respctc to x. Resolving intc

COimp[2On•flctS, one has

- =- UI + -.-- (4-22)

ox ýx ox

where u and v are the displacements in the x and y directions, respec-

tively and I and I ale the corresponding unit vectors. Also

T-=Tx l+ 4-3r-]T t"+r 3 (42

X 2 (4-23)

where T1 and T2 are related to the tractive stress components through

the outward normal by Ti i• n. To establish the precise form of T

at all points along a rectangular i' contour, consider again the crack

and the surrounding I' contour shown in Figure 4.18. An outward-pointing

unit normal vector ff will have components ni and n2 (in the % and y

directions respectively) as listed Jn Column (3) of Table 4-1 for the

five segments of the J curve indicated. Applying T - a the values

of T are given in Column (4) of Table 4-1.

4.2.20
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The formation of the T -nd L vectors is shown in Columns (5) and (6),

respectively, and the scalar product is calculated in Column (7). The

relationship between ds and either dx or dy is indicated In Column (8)

and the net contribution of each segment to the J integral is indicated

In Column (9) of Table 4-1.

In the case of uniaxial loading, by virtue of the symmetry which exists

with respect to the crack plane, one can write

• (×,Y)7 ((X'y)t ()uJ - 2 , [W - 0 ¼x - (½-)u] dy + 2 x

2) v (xy( ]u Y) V 1v (
(x,y) I x + x xy ox xy dx

(•v i ~~(x y) $,(u )
!+0 (y -)] dx + 2 [ iW - a 0 - T (--•] dy

)x ax x

(4-24)

The J integral can be evaluated by performing the integrations indicated

(• in Equation (4-24). The strain energy density V7 appearing in Equation

(4-24) is, for plane stress conditions, given by Equation (4-21). Tn

order to carry out the integration indicated in Equation (4-21), one

needs a relationship between stresses and strains which realistically

models the behavior actually exhibited by plastically deforming materials.

For many materials, the Prandtl-Teuss equations provide a satisfactory

relationship. They are, for the case of plane stress

S' 4.2.21 t
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I 3a 4-5
dE 1 0 X [do

x E E 2dx

20

3o'

dEy E E Y doy2o

(4-25)

y~ 3zy

dE 0 dT
z E E 2 xy

20,

3T xld~ xI 0 2(l + v) xy d

L a ' L-(c Ja

where

ox - • (2ax - ay

yi
a; =- (2ay - o)(4-26)

S= [aX2- 0Y + + 3T2]a

(• The primed quantities in Equations (4-26) are sometimes referred to as

the deviatoric stress components in the plasticity literature. The

barred quantities (i.e., a and c- ) are the equivalent stress and the

equivalent plastic strain.

Substituting Equations (4-25) into Equation (4-21), one obtains

A C - x y 2 + E+TXY2 - xUY+ f dc (4-27)

4.2.23
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In ctudving Lquation (4-27), observe that have a unique value

onLy if unloading (at every point of the boo cjý-.ing considered) is not

permitted. To illustrate this point, consider a body that is initially

unloaded and unstrained. Then

a 0 = T a = C = 0.
y xy p

Iff loading is applied and increased to the point where the onset of

plastic action is imminent, in general ox, CT y , T xy , and cY will be non-

zero. However, the integral in Equation (4-27') will still be zero since

i- p has remained at its initial zero value. If the body werr unloaded at

this point, W would 11)e a unique function of stress, regardless of load-

ing history.

If, instead of unloading at the onset of plastic action the body is

loaded into the plastic range, the integral in Equation (4-27) makes a

contribiition to the value of W. When the body is subsequently unloaded,

the values of OYV 0 9 '1 , and a all return to their initial zero values,
y xy

but the plastic strain F , being unrecoverable, retains its peak value.

Thus the integral jo P 'ýdc p makes a nonzero contribution to W when the

body is back in its initial unloaded state. If loading into the plastic

range followed by unloading is permitted W becomes multivalued. It

follows that J is also multivalued for this occurrence.

The statements made in the preceding paragraph 1)uld appear to seriously

limit the use of J as a fractlire criterion since the case of loading

4.2.24
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f

into the plastic range followed by unloading (i.e., the, case for which .1

J_ multivaliied) occurs when crack extension takes place. On the basis

of a number of examples, Hayrs (Reference 56) deduced that monotonic

loading conditions prevail throughout a cracked body under steadily

increasing load applied to the boundaries, provided that crack extensior;

does not occur. Thus, valid J calculations can be performed for this

4.2.1.4.3 Cranked Element Methds

This approach involves the ;se of

hybrid-cracked element which is incorporated into a finite-element

structural analysis program. To date, only tao dimeiisional crick

problems can be solved with the cracked-element approach. Elements have

been developed( 5 3 -55' 57-59) that allow a stress singularity to occur at

the crack tip.

lIke cracked clement consists of boundary nodal points around the geomer-

_erical boundary of the element. The element is either contained within

the complete finite-element model or is solved separately using the

resnlts of finite-element analysis. In eiLher case, Lhe crack surface

is :ý;irulated by unzipping a double-noded line along the line of expeted

:rack extension. This builds into the structural model the proper

stitfness due to the presence of the crack. The variation of stress-

intvinsity factors (KI and KII) with crack length is determined by pro-

gressfvely unzipping the sets of coupled nodes.

4.2.25
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Studies have been conducted on the variation of stress-intensity factors

with cracked-element size and location( 5 7 ' 5 8 . These results define

some definite guidelines in using cracked-element models. FIRST, THE

DISTANCE FROM THE CRACK TIP TO THE CRACKED-ELEMENT NODAL POINTS SHOULD

BE AS CONSTANT AS POSSIBLE. SECONDLY, FOR LONG EDGE-CRACKS OR CRACKS

EMANATING FROM HOLES, THE CRACKED ELEMENT SHOULD ONLY CONTAIN AN AREA

-AVERY NEAR THE CRACK TIP.

4.2.1.4.6 Strain Energy Release Rate Method

The final method u.es the relation

between K and the energy-release rate, G, which is defined as the

derivative of the elastic-energy content of the system with respect to

crack size:

C = dU/da. (4-28)

The stress-intensity factor follows from

K= /E- (4-29)

As in the compliance method, the elastic energy, U, can be calculated

for a range of crack sizes either by solving the .. roblem for different

crack sizes or by unzipping nodes. The same advantages and disadvan-

tages apply as to the previous method.

4.2.1.5 Comparison of Methods

Several analysis methods can be applied in deriving

the variation of the stress intensity factor with crack size. Each

4.2.26
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method applied to a given problem can result in slightly different

answers. As an example, several methods are applied to the problem of

two cracks emanating at the edge of an open hole in a plate under tension.

Two finite-element grid systems were generated to determine the sensi-

tivity of grid size on the application of indirect methods. The follow-

ing discusses the procedures used in applying each method and the

comparison of results of the methods utilized.

The problem analyzed consists of a 6-inch by 12-inch plate containing a

0.5-inch diameter hole in the center.

The tensile stress is in the longitudinal direction; the crack is in the

plane of symmetry and runs in transverse direction. The two grid systems

consist of a fine-grid and a coarse-grid system of nodes and elements

surrounding the hole. The fine-grid system has twice as many elements

in the area of Lhe hole as the coarse-grid system.

The following analysis techniques and methods were applied to each

of the finite-element models to determine variation of the elastic

stress-intensity factor with crack size:

a. Crack-opening displacements

b. Internal strain-energy release rate

c. Work-energy crack closure concept

d. Cracked element

e. Elastic stress field adjacent to the crack tip

4.2.27
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Stress-free crack surface approach

P, Continuum mechanics scLurions wit,, secant finite-widtL

correct ion.

The comparative results of the application uf each method are shown in

Figures 4.19 aud 4.20 for the fine and coarse finite-element gri.d

systems. As shown by the comparative plots of each method, there is

scatt-er in the variation of the stres.-irtc.:{t'- factor with crack size.

t-urtain results can be rationalized as being not as accurate as others.

TiLU 'ol.'1ei:, isc.-ses L'te a~pii.-itIon acad re-•ultz of eacil method.

a. Crack-Opening Di •lacment.. lhe crack-opening-displacemeilt

(COD) ros-ilts were gener-ited haaed on the opening mode dis-

placenents of the nodal poi.ts of the element adjacent to the

crack tip. These rc:ultr ••,, z a smooth behavior fcr the

coarse-grid model and are iensitive to grid spacing for thle

fine-grid model. Thir method appears to provide reasonable

solution. for the variation of KI with crack size for moderate

size finite-element? grid systems.

b. Internal Srrain-Fneerg Peiease Rate. Th1 differential of

boundary forcv ,owk and cr:ange of internal strain energy pro-

vid-- a means of determining tht variation of .with crack• I

slz- to" each size- ol grid system. As seen in corparing

Figures 4.19 and 4.,•, b *te •-fect of grid systeri on KI is

only slight when applying the criang,• of internal -ncrgy with

crack exte;sion ('4U/.2a).

4.2.28
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c. Work-Energy Crack-Closure Concept. The work-energy method as

applied to the two grid system models provided the most con-

sistent seL of results. The variation of stress-intensity-

factor level with c-ack size demonstrated the same behavior

independent of grid size. In addition, the results based on

work-energy agreed with those as derived by the internal

strain energy-release rate.

d. Cracked Element. The cracked element was applied to this

problem in a special way. Based on previous usage of ths

special cracked element, the cracked element •'s made up of

only the localized elements surrounding the crack tip. For

S ( long crack lengths, this approach was also used. Nodal-point

displacements of each surrounding element as determined from

the finite-element analysis are the input-boundary conditions.

As seen in Figures 4.19 and 4.20, the results of the cracked

element demonstrated quite a Nariation from the other methods

C at long crack lengths.

e. Elastic Stress Field. The stresses that occur at the midpoint

of the element adjacent to the crack can be used to calculate

the stress-intensity level for that crack according to the

stress field equations of Section 4.2.1.1. The results of

this approach are plotted in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. These

results demonstrated very high stress-intensity levels for

short cracks and not a very good comparison with the energy

4.2.29
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methods or the cracked-element results. This is due to the

application of constant strain triangles on the finite-element

models and analyses.

f. Stress-Free Crack Surface Approach Using Superposition. The

linear superposition technique was applied to this problem.

The uncracked a stress distribution along the hypotheticaly

crack line was determined for both grid systems and is shown

in Figure 4.21. The method employed a weight function tech- 3
nique to determi.ne the variation of stress-intensity level

with crack size for a flawed hole with arbitrary crack surface

(48)pressure . The crack face pressure was specified as the

uncracked stress distribution of Figure 4.21. A polynomial

representation of the stress distribution is used in applying

the superposition technique. The results of this method are

shown in Figures 4.19 and 4.20. The results are slightly

higher than the results of the other methods. Again the usage

of constant strain triangles in the finite-element analysis

could produce stresses in slight error.

g. Continuum Mechanics Solutions. Two methods are reported in

the literature for cracks emanating at open holes. The most

popular solution is the one derived by Bowie . This solu-

tion with the secant finite width correction factor has been

plotted in Figures 4.19 and 4.20 for comparison purposes.

This solution agrees with the energy solutions. Tweed and

4.2.30
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Rooke( 8 8 ) argue that the Bowie solution is in slight error for

short ctack lengths.

As demonstrated above, several methods are available for determining the

variation of elastic stress-intensity factor with crack size using

finite-element models. These results demonstrated quite a difference of

KI results depending on the method used. Therefore, extreme care shouldiI

be taken when applying finite-element structural analysis p-ograms and

methods to fracture-mechanics analysis. The work-energy method seems to

give the most consistent set of results and is independent of grid

system size. In addition, the method also provides an average behavior

when compared to the other methods previously described.

4.2.2 Stress Intensity Factors for Practical Geometries

The following sections will present a catalog of available

solutions for relatively simple flow geometries in uniformly loaded

( plates. In keeping with the philosophy presented in Section 4.2.1.1,

these solutions will be presented in the form of the geometric correction

factor, ý. The stress intensity factor can then be obtained by direct

substitution in Equation (4-5).

K - (4-5)

Many of these solutions, while trivial in themselves, are valuable for

developing more complex solutions through the method of superposition.

- Others are useful for obtaining approximate solutions for local effects.

4.2.31
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4.2.2.1 Through Cracks

4.2.2.1.1 Finite Width Plate Under Uniform Tension(6)

cr

I + 0.256 - 1.354 + 12.19 al3]

92QK
mTa

sec (4-30)

w

4.2.2.1.2 Single Edge Crack Under Uniform Tension(6)

8 1.12 - 0.23 a + 10.6

w
3 ~4-

- 21.9 + 30.3 (4-31)

4.2.32
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I

Cr 4.2.2.1.3 Double Edge Crack Under Uniform Tension( 6 )

Jul111

B 1 .12 + 0 .43 4- 7 PO,{a + l5 .4, I 1

W (4-32)

TViTFF
4.2.2.1.4 Eccentric Crack Under Uniform Tensionl

4
T = F AB (E) (4-33)

where(
c = 2e/W

Sej-- 2a/(W- 2e)

and FA and FB are given in Figures

4-22 and 4-23 respectively.TFVFFF

i
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4.2.2.1.5 Compact Tension Specimen(
9 0 )

2H

+

From the ASTM Standard E399 -

W -

K= P ai1/2 13/2 L5/2 (1/92
BW/2 29.6 185.5 + 655.7 1017.0 + 638.9"J

(4-34)

However, this equation can be put in the same form as Equation (4-5)

by factoring /•Wiw out of the bracket. Then 3 becomes
f

S= 1.7 - 104.7 + 369.9 - 573.8 + 360.5 9j (4-35)

and

P

BW

Equations (4-34) and (4-35) are valid for the range

0.3 < 0.7

4.2.34
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4.2.2.1.6 Concentrated Force on a Crack Surface(2)

KA p 14 + b (4-36)
A 2B r- a~

a p

2 C1

4.2.2.1.7 Uniform Load on a Crack Surface (2)

B 
AýKA

/a 1 C -1 b 2C1_2h__11/2?
K = C - - 1 -s- (4-37)A 2 a a [ 2  2J

4.2.35
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4.2.2.1.8 Concentrated Force Near a Crack(
9 1 )

S-PVr-a (3 + ':) p 2  + 2a 2  (4-38)

"I = 2B 2 2 3/2
(a -ip)

where v Poisson's Ratio

P

4.2.2.2 Part-Through Cracks

In practice, cracks usually start as semielliptical

surface flaws or as quarter-elliptical surface flaws. Therefore stress-

intensity solutions are required to deal with such flaw geometries

because the damage assumptions in MIL-A-83444 concern elliptical flaws.

Elliptical flaws, corner flaws, and corner flaws at holes are difficult

to analyze because the problem is three-dimensional in nature. THE

SOLUTIONS PRESENTED ARE APPROXIMATE SOLUTIONS. DIFFERENT SOLUTIONS OF

THE SAME PROBLEMS MAY SHOW SIGNIFICANTLY DIFFERENT RESULTS. In judging

4.2.36
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the effect of these differences on the predicted residual strength, it

should be kept in mind that crack length

a i [KJ
2

and the residual strength for any crack length is

G cr Ic

Since K is a material constant, the relative difference in predicted

residual strength for any given K solutions will be equal to the relative

difference in the K solutions.

Almost all K solutions for part-through cracks, whether surface flaws or

corner flaws are based on Irwln's solution( 6 0 ) for a flat elliptical

flaw in a plate in tension.

1 i. iTr •-a ac 2 0 + S2
K p- o.-2 sin2O + cos2J (4-39)

:, ys

where ¢ is the elliptical integral of the second kind,

Tr/2
S I-K/2 sin24)½ dc with K2 

= - a

b C

and the factor, 1.1, is an assumed correction for the front free surface.

Irwin's derivation assumes that the major axis of the ellipse lies along

4.2.37
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the free surface which requires a/c 1. It is obvious from Equation (4-

39) that a semi-circular surface flaw (a/c - 1) has a constant stress

intensity factor around the crack front. The maximurn stress intensity

occurs at Lhe end of the minor axis (e = 0) and the minimum occurs at

the end of the major axis (6 - 900).

For convenience, define a flaw shape parameter, Q, ab

Q = 42 - 0.212 (/ays )2

This reduces Equation (4-39) to

K = 1.1 .O a sin2 0 + cos 2 0 (4-40)

Figure 4-24 presetits Q as a function of a/2c and /0 ys. Equation (4-40)

will form the basis for all the part-through crack stress intensity

factors in the same manner that Equation (4-6) is basic to all through

crack stress intensity factors. It is also possible to derive a 6 such

that Equation (4-40) may be written in the form of Equation (4-5). It

is more common, however, to use the form

2!

K / Mi sin 2 e + cos 2  (4-41)

where M are various correction factors for geometry and loadings.

These correction factors multiply in the same manner as the B factors

discussed in Section 4.2.1.1.
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a

The following section presents a series of correction factors, M, for

various geometrical considerations.

4.2.2.2.1 Front Free Surface CorrecLion(
9 2 )

F• 1.0+ 0.12 1 - a (4-42)

4.2.2.2.2 Back Free Surface Correction( 6 1 )

4,
MK ý MK (a/B, a2c) (4-43)

See Figure 4.25.

4.2.2.2.3 Surface Flaw in a Finite Plate Under

(i Uniform Tension

Using the principle described in Section

4.2.1.1, the complete solution then becomes

K = M [Q-- 2 6 + cos 2

or finally

K SEC 1 I+ .12j M NO [aa sin 2 6 + cos2

(4-44)

4.2.2.2.4 Corner Cracks

A cornet crack can be considcred as a

quarter-elliptical crack. Hence, Equation (4-41) applies to a corner

crack as well. Because of the two free edges being at 90 degrees

4
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(instead of at 180 degrees, as in the case of a surface flaw), the

front-fret-surface correction must be modified. Liu(69) has developed

an approximate solution for a quarter circular flaw in a quarter in-

finite solid based on Smith's( 9 3 ) solution for semi-circular cracks.

For a semi-circular flaw in a semi-infinite so]id Equation (4-41)

becomes

K = 2/V-7• M F

However, the corner flaw has two free edges so the expression becomes

K = 2oVa K. 7 M (0 0) • MF (90')

From Smith's solution MF (0Q) = 1.03 and M.F (900) = 1.22. Hence, Liu's

solution becomes

K % .F2a (4-45)

(62)Kobayashy and Enetanya2 have calculated more precise stress-intensity

factors for elliptical corner cracks. They arrive at

K - M..FK "r a sin2 6 + COS
2  (4-46)

where F K is as given in Figure 4.26 FK is maximum near the edges

(surface) and it is on the order of 1.3 rather than 1.2.
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4.2.2.3 Cracks at Holes

4.2.2.3.1 Radial Through Crack at Open Hole

Under Uniform Tension

On the basis of the work by Bowie( , the stress-intensity factor for a

through crack at a hole in an infinite plate (Figure 4.27) is given by

K s~ M~ 0J(-47)

where a is the size of the crack as measured from the edge of the hole

and D is the hole diameter. The function MB (aiD) can be givun in

tabular or graphical form as MB1 for a single crack and MB2 for the

symmetric case with two cracks. (randt(4 8 ) has recently developed a

least-squares fit to KMB of the form

C
MB (a/D) 1 + C (4-48)

BC2+aID 3

where C1 , C 2 , and C3 have values as given in Figure 4.27.(3
Tweed and Rooke 88) have improved upon the accuracy of the Bowie solu-

tion, particularly in the small crack region. Brussat 94) developed the

followzing curve fit to the numerical solution developed by Tweed and

Rooke which agrees within one percent for any value of a/R.

MB = EXP ,.2133-2.205 ----+- + .6451 (4-49)

The Tweed and Rooke solution is only for the asymetric case presented in
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FIgure 4.27. Comparison of Equations (4-48) and (4-49) reveals a

maximum of difference of two percent over a range of aiR from 0.01 to

10.

4.2.2.3.2 Radial Through Cracks at Pin Loaded Hnles

Shah has developed approximate solutions

for loaded holes in infinite plates based on a Green's function approach.

For radial through cracks, the solutions are presented in Figures 4.28

and 4.29. The solutions are presented as a function of the pin load for

both single and double cracks. The expression is

K a ab •a M1,2 (a/D) (4-50)

b 1,2

where

(b = P/Dt is the bearing stress

M 1(aID) = Figure 4.28

M2 (a/D) = Figure 4.29

4.2.2.3.3 Part Through Cracks at Open Holes Under

Uniform Tension(
70 )

Shah has also developed approximate K

solutions for part through cracks using the Green's function approach.

Non-dimensional correction factors were obtained for the double crack

cases in infinite plates. A modification factor to correct these

solutions to single clack cases was also developed. From Equation (4-41)

Shah's solution may be written for finite plates as shown:
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A

Double Crack

K2 H = MF (a/C) -M (a/c, a/t, e) M2H (C/D, 0) KIe (4-51)

where KIe = Figure 4-31

MF (a/c) = Equation 4-42

ME (a/c, a/t, e) - Figure 4-30 (other a/c values in reference 95)

MMH (a/D, e) Figure 4-31

Single Crack

K =K * D + ffac/4t (4-52)
1H 2H" D + Trac/2t

S4.2.2.3.4 Part Through Cracks at Pin Loaded Holes( 7 0 )

D). iible Crack

K 2P - MF (a/C) • MB (a/c, a/t, 0) 2 M21 (C/D, e) ,Teb (4-5j)

-where K eb m Figure 4-32

MMF (a/c) = Equatic.a 4-42

MB (a/c, a/t, 0) = Figure 4-30 (other a/c values in reference 95)

MR (c/D, 6) - Figure 4-32

Single _Crack

S t K = *D + nac/4t 4-,4)
- IP - 2P D + nac/2t (
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4.2.2.3.5 Comparison of Other Corner-Crack at Hole

Solutions

MIL-83444 places emphasis on corner

cracks emanating from holes. A rigorous solution for flawed holes does

not exist. However, stress-intensity estimates have been reported (68-70)

employing elliptical crack solutions and correction factors to account

for the hole. For some configurations, stress-intensity factors were

determined experimentally (71'72) . A number of these solutions are

described in subsequent paragraphs and compared with the solutions of

4.2.2.3.3.

A STRAIGHTFORWARD ENGINEERING SOLUTION IS SOMETIMES USED, BY TAKING THE

STANDARD ELLIPTICAL FLAW SOLUTION AND APPLYING THE BOWIE CORRECTION

FACTOR, AS IF IT WERE A THROUGH CRACK,

where Q is the flaw shape parameter shown in Figure 4.24 and fB is the

Bowie function given in Figure 4.27. For the case of a quarter-circulaz"

flaw with a = c, Equation (4-55) reduces to

K - a fs ' (4-56)

The equation is limited to 7ases where a/B < 0.5, B being the thickness,

unless a back-free-surface correction would be applied.
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Hall and Finger( 6 8 ) derived an empirical expression on the basis of

failing stresses of specimens with flawed holes, assuming the specimens

failed when K reached the standard KIC They arrived at

Ic

K = 0.87 0 f (4-57)

In this equation, c represents an effective crack size, which has to bee

found from the empirical curves in Figure 4.33. It incorporates the

influence of both flaw shape and back-free surface, but it is limited to

a/c < 1. The Bowie function, fB' is also based on the effective crack

size, c.
e

Liu( 6 9 ) considered a quarter-circular flaw, such that the flaw shape

parameter ý equals 7/2. He arbitrarily based the Bowie function on In

effective crack, ae L- 1/2 (av2). His equation then is

K I ao f B[a (4-58)S~~D "f (-8

( A corner flaw has two free surfaces, which can be accounted for by a

free-surface correction of 1.2 to 1.3. Since the edge-crack-surface

correction is already included in the Bowie function, Llu took the free-

surface correction as cf = 1.12. Taking the back-free-surface correction,

ab# equal to unity and noting the 7 jr/2 for a = c, the final equation

is

S2.24 f with - 1/2 (r2•a) (4-59)
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Hall, Shah, and Engstorm(70) also presented an analysis method for

elliptical cracks emanating from holes. They used the solution for a

pressurized elliptical crack with a pressure distribution in the form of

a polynomial. They fitted the polynomial roughly to the stress distri-

bution around an uncracked hole in a plate under tension. Then, they

solved the problem of an elliptical crack (without a hole) with the

calculated pressure distribution. The result is obtained from Equation

4.52. It is also slightly dependent on a/c, but the variations are

within 6 or 7 percent.

Hall, Shah, and Engstrom checked their procedure by applying it to a

through crack and found it applicable. They also showed that the case

of an elliptical crack reduces to the Bowie solution foc a/c approaching

infinity. The stress-intensity factor is then K = o /i-c M2 H (c/D, 90'), I
implying that values of MH (c/D, 900) in Figure 4.31 should be equal to

the Bowie function fB (c/D). In Figure 4.34, this is shown to be the

case. -

A comparison of solutions is made in Figure 4.34. In view of its

pertinence to the MIL-A-83444 damage assumptions, only quarter-circular

flaws are considered. The figure is limited to the case that a/B < 0.5,

such that back-free-surface corrections can be neglected. This intro-

duces a difficulty with the Hall and iinger equation in that the value

of a is strongly dependent on the a/B ratio for a/B < 0.5. In view ofe

this, a range of a/B of 0.1 to 0.4 was taken for the Hall and Finger
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relation, which corresponds with a range of c /c of 0.15 (extrapolated)
e

to 0.7 (Figure 4.33).

Another difficulty arises because the Hall, Shah, and Engstrom analysis

essentiplly considers the variation of K along the crack front. There-

fore the K values are given for 6 - 0* (edge of the hole), -= 20%, and

6 = 900 (surface). As explained previously, the case of 8 = 90' coin-

cides with the Bowie case.

Hall, Shah, and Engstrom applied their analysis to a limited series of

fracture toughness specimens. They calculated the stress intensity at

fracture as a function of crack front angle a. They found that the

stress intensity at fracture wps higher than KIc for 0 < 6 < 20' and

lower than KIc for 6 > 200. Therefore, they concluded that 6 - 20' is

the critical point. In the region of B = 20', the gradient of K is not

large. Hence, the conclusion on what is the critical point becomes very

S ( seiLsitive to the Kic value chosen as representative.

The line for B = 30' to 40* will come close to the other solutions.

Then, the K values predicted by all solutions approach each other for

flaw sizes larger than the hole diameter. The experimental data shown

in Figure 4.33 were obtained from photoelastic measurements (72) They

are at least on the same order of magnitude as the predictions. It is

noteworthy that Liu's solution predicts K values for small flaws almost

as high as for through cracks.
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Almost all analysis methods gave good results when applied to certain

sets of fracture data. Equation (4-57) by Hall and Finger matched their

data within 10 percent. Liu applied his Equation (4-58) to the same

data and found fair agreements. The data covered fairly large values of

the ratio a/D. Also the data by Hall and Engstrom were for large a/D.

Their results are analyzed by means of the Hall and Finger equation

under the assumption that the flaws were quarter-circular. The results

are remarkably good. Since a/B for these data was rather large, the =

data fall near the upper boundary in Figure 4.34. This is not too close

to the line for 6 = 20%, considered critical by Hall and Engstrom, but

it would be close to a line for ( - 30°. NOTE THAT RESIDUAL STRENGTH

PREDICTIONS MADE WITH THE GIVEN K SOLUTIONS WOULD GIVE THE SAME SPREAD

OF VALUES AS IN THE K SOLUTIONS.

4.2.2.3.6 Effects of Interference and Cold Workirg

When considering a crack emanating from

a fastener hole, the influence of the fastener has to be taken into

account. If the fastener is a loose fit in an otherwise untreated hole

and when there is no load transfer, it is likely to have little effect

on the behavior ot. a crack emanating from the hole. In general, how-

ever, the fastener hAs a tight (interference) fit. In many cases, it

does transfer some load. Moreover, the holes are often cold worked to

improve fatigue resistance. All these things have an effect on cracking

behavior, since they induce a redistribution of local stresses to the

effect that the stress intensity is different from that at a cracked
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open hold. The damage tolerance requirements in MIL-A-83444 prescribe

that all these effects be accounted for by the use of smaller assumed

initial damage sizes.

Application of fracture mechanics principles to cracks at filled fas-

tener holes required knowledge of the effect of interference, cold work,

and load transfer on the stress-intensity factor. Attempts to approach

( this problem were made by Grandt( 4 8 ) and Shah( 7 0 ) Grandt calculated

stress-intensity factors for cold-worked aad interferencc-fit holes by

solving the problem of a cracked hole with an internal pressure dis-

tribution equal to the hoop stress surrounding an uncracked fastener

hole. Shah used a Green's function approach with approximations for the

stress distributions at the hole.

Figures 4.35 and 4.36 show the observed trends. Since the shape of the

curves depends upon the applied stress, the calculation must be repeated

( for different stresses. Consequently, the results cannot be presented

noedimensionally. The results in Figure 4.35 may be slightly mislead-

ing, because the hoop stress will be partly released when the bolt gets

more clearance as the crack grows (decreasing stiffness). This effect

was not accounted for in Grandt's solution.

Figures 4.35 and 4.36 indicate that both an interference fit and cold

work significantly affect the stress iniiensity. Mandrelizing is more

effective, since it gives a largeT reduction of the stress intensity

( over a wider range of a/D values. This range is particularly important
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for fatigue-crack growth, since the larger part of the life is spent

while the cracks are still small.)

4.2.3 Crack Growth Resistance Curve Approach

Fracture mechanics based methods have shown promise due to

their success In predicting residual strength in plane strain or small

scale yielding problems. Attempts have been made to extend tne linear

elastic fracture mechanics methods to treat large scale yielding prob-

lems. A summary of these methods is given in References 96 and 97. It

was concluded that an accuracy of ± 5% was possible in obtaining the

required fracture criterion data. However, the available mathematical

tools (e.g., References 76 and 98) were not as accurate as the finite

element method using either special cracked elements or the procedure

described in Reference 79. In order to treat the problem of slow,

stable tear associated with high toughness thin section fracture, the

crack growth resistance curve (KR) showed good promise (Reference 99)

but ditficulties in estimating crack tip plasticity have led to an

alternate failure criterion.

The alternate criterion employs Rice's J integral (Reference 87) in com-

bination with slow tear or a YrJR versus Aa curve (for skin critical

structure). This criterion (incorporating slow tear) was proposed in

both Refe:ences 100 and 101 for other than plane strain fracture. Its

application to structural problems was proposed in References 96 and

100. The analysis involves computation of J values for the structure of

interest for successive crack sizes and a tangency condition similar to
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the KR curve approach. This approach has the current capability to

consider the majority of structural, loading and material parameters

which were given in Table I of Reference 96 (see Table VIII) for the

"ideal" residual strength prediction technique. The technique as

presented in reference 102 represents a major step forward in analyzing

residual strength of through cracked complex structural arrangements

where slow stable tear and large plastic zones prevail.

4.2.3.1 The J Integral

The J integral has been investigated by several

researchers as a failure criterion for plane strain fracture (References

( 8, 103, and 104). in Reference 96 the suitability of the J integral as

a failure criterion for plane stress fracture was described.

The J integral is defined by Rice (Reference 87) as

J3 (Wdy - T -d.) (4-60)

where F is any contour surrounding the crack tip, traversing in a

counter clockwise direction.

W is the strain energy density

T is the traction on F, and

u is the displacement on an element along arc s.

4
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The strain energy density W is given by

W = f[ox dc + T dr + T dr + + dc +7 dr + a de ]

and for generalized plane stress (4-61)

W = f~ua dcx + T r dr Xy+ (7 dryJ x x y xy y y

For ela-tic material behavior, J is equivalent to Irwin's strain energy

release rate G. For Mode 1, the relation between G and stress intensity

factor KI is given by

2
= E K I for plane strain

KI 2  (4-62)

G = 1 for plane stress

Thus for elastic material behavior J can be related to stress intensity

factor K. Contrary to K or G, the use of J is not restricted to small

scale yielding. J can be used as a generalized fracture parameter even

for large scale yielding, (see e.g., Reference 15). For an elastic-

perfectly-plastic material (materials exhibiting Dugdale type plastic

zones - see References 1 and 34), J is directly related to crack opening

displacement, COD and for such a material the relationship is given by

6 F
ty
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4.2.3.2 J Integral as Failure Criterion

The application of the J integral as a fracture

criterion has been mainly restricted to plane strain fracture and its

application to plane stress fracture has not been studied in any exten-

sive manner. This perhaps is due to slow stable tear that normally

accompanies plane stress fracture. The J integral can be used to

predict plane stress fracture if a JR resistance curve similar to the
R

recently proposed KR resistance curve can be obtained. In practice it

is perhaps desirable to plot square root of JR (v'J:R) since for elastic

RR

cases it is directly related to stress intensity factor versus crack

extension. This curve will have the form shown in Figure 4.37.

In Reference 32, Kraft, et al, first introduced a failure criterion

based on crack growth resistance concepts, or KR. They suggested that a

crack will grow stably if the increase in resistance as trhe crack grows

is greater than the increase in applied strese intensity. If these con-

(% ditions are not met, unstable fast fracture will occur. This fast

fra':ture occurs when

K = R, and - -

The method of employing stress intensity factors along with a KR curve

has several disadvantages, however, which are associated with estimates

of crack tip plasticity. This concept can be extended to incorporate

plasticity effects by using J in place of the stress intensity factor K.

4.2.5
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The use of J has several advantages as discussed in References 96 and

100. A brief outline of the procedure involves the following steps.

"• Obtain J/R curve for the skin material of the structure using

a suitable specimen (e.g. crack line wedge loaded or center

cracked tension).

"* Obtain J values for the stiffened structure for various cracks

lengths and applied stresses using a suitable plasticity model

(e.g. Dugdale Model).

"* Determine the point of instability from the /J curves of the

structure and vJT curves of the material as shown schematically
R

in Figure 4.38.

The square root of J versus crack length are plotted for various applied

stresses. The vZTR resistance curve is superimposed on the diagram at
R

some physical crack length under consideration, say a . The corre3pond-o

ing failure stress is given by the point of tangency between JR
R

curve and vrJ curve at point A. Thus fracture stress is given by fi4 in

Figure 4 with associated slow tear of the amount Aa.

4.2.3.3 Residual Strength Predictions

Using the J integral as the failure criterion

Ratwani and Wilhem (reference 102) developed a step-by-step procedure

for predicting the residual strength of built-up skin stringer structure.

)
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The rs•idual strength prediction procedure is briefly outlined here

to show, step-by-step, the required data and analysis. It should not be

assumed that by reading this step-by-step procedure that the uninitiated

can perform a residual strength prediction. It is strongly recommended

that the details of all preceding sections be examined pri,- to attempt-

ing a structural residual strength analysis following these ten pro-

cedural steps.

STEP 1. Model the structure for finite element analysis or use ar.

existing finite element model remembering --

a. Two dimensional structural idealizations

b. No out-of-plane bending permitted

c. Use proper fastener model, flexible fastener model for riveted

or bolted structure or the shear spring model ior bonded

structure

d. Use material property data from skin and substructure of

interest (i.e., E, Fry and F tu)

e. Select most critical location for crack (normally highest

stressed area)

f. Take advantage of structural symmetry.

Step_2. Select one crack length (2a or a) of interest (based on inspec-

iton capability or detailed damage tolerance requirement). Based on

this "standard" crack length, five other crack lengths are selected for
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Dugdale type elastic plastic analysis. These crack lengths should be

selected such that crack length to stiffener spacing (2a) ratios vary

between 0.15 to 1.1 remembering --

a. Thal the greatest variation is J values will take place near

reinforcements

b. To select at least one crack size shorter than "standard"

STEP 3. With finite element model (from Step 1) and assumed crack

lengths (from Step 2) perform analysis assuming Dugdale type plastic

zones for each crack size remembering--

a. To select first increment of plastic zone length at 0.2 inches

and sufficient successive increments (normally 6) to reach

Buekner-Hayes calculated stresses up to 85 percent to F
i-y

b. Make judicious selection of plastic zone increments so as to

take advantage of overlapping a values (e.g., 3.2, 3.5, 4.2e

5.0 inches for a 3 inch physical crack and 4.2, 4.5, 5.0

inches, etc., for a 4 inch physical crack). If overlapping is -•

done those cases where the crack surfaces are loaded thoughout

the crack length will be common tor two or more physical crack

sizes hence the computer programs need be run only once

(e.g., 4.2 and 5.0 inches) thus reducing computer run times.

STEP 4. From Step 3 obtain stresses in stiffeners for Dugdale analysis

and elastic analysis. Plot stiffener stresses as function of applied

stress.
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S.TEP 5. From the crack surface displacement data ot Step 3 plot v.

(obtained by Buekner-Hayes approach) versus applied stress to F ratioty

for eac, -ack size.

STEP 6. From Step 5 cross plot the data in the form of J versus crack

size (a) at specific values of applied stress to F ratio.ty

STEP 7. Employing the data of Step 4 and the "standard" crae:e size

determine, gross panel stress to yield strutngth ratio, ,Fy at ultimate

str2ngth (F tu) for the stiffener material - assuming zero slow crack

grOwLh. This information will be used subsequently to determine if a

skin or stiffener critical case is operative.

SSTEP 8. Obtain crack growth resistance data for skin material (see

Volume 11 of reference 102) remembering--

a To use thickness of interest (i.e., if them milled '7175-T6 use

chem milled 7075-T6 material)

b. Use proper crack orientation LI or TL or utf -;ngle to c,-rre-

spond to anti( .pated structural cracking.

S-1 :L!, . I'l-t / J versus .an curve from the data obtained in Step V.
PijY

S:I.v P 10. Dl.e,'mtne structural reblu'ial strengh. On tLhe ,'Ii veisus

raI i,l,.c (ai) plots obtained lit Step 6 for the MtrJcture, ovwrl.iy the

'.I K versuii ',ipHy iizaterial plot of Stkjp 9 at thC iftridl crack lengrh of

I iJt Lrett . (Th'sis procodure is shown it the next vuhwebction.) Determite
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a. At the gross panel stress obtained from Step 7 significant

slow tear (> 0.25 inch) vwll occur as indicated from the

intersection of the J"R versus Aa curve with the constant
R PRY

p/Fry curve at a stringer ultimate strength (see Step 7).

Interpolation will probably be necessary between values of

constant p/F y. Then proceed as follows:

"* If significant slow tear occurs (> 0.25 inch) the struc-

ture can be considered to be skin critical (at that

particular crack length). Tangency of VJR versus
R pHY

and JV-versus a phY at constant applied stre& '. be used

to determinc extent of slow tear and residual strength at

failure as a percentage of F r.

"* If significant slow tear does not occur (x aPY < 0.25

inch) the structure will normally be stiffener critical.

To determine a conservative value of residual strength

(for that crack length) use the Dugdale curve of Step 4

and stiffener ultimate strength.

The most important r'L,.ir to co..jider in residual strength prediction of

a ci ked built-up structure is to decide whether the structure is skin

or stiffener critical. Normally a short crack length is likely to be a

skin critical case and a long crack length a stiffener critical case.

Hn.wever there is no clear cut demarcation between the '.wo cases. Facturs

such aq percentage stiffening, spacin! of stringers, lands in the structurtc

4.
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and other structural details will influence the type of failure. Hence,

a good technique is to determine the residual strength of a given

structure based on boi:h skin critical and stiffener critical cases. The

minimum fracture stress of the two will then represent the residual

strength of the structure and should be considered to be the governing

case.

(

It
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4.3 DATA REQUIREMENTS

4.3.1 Materials Characterization

For over a decade linear elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM)

has been used successfully as a tool in studying fatigue crack pro-

pagation and brittle fracture in solids. However the role of linear

elastic fracture mechanics is restricted to brittle and semi-brittle

materials and low stress levels where plasticity is confined to a very
L

small region ahead of the crack tip (i.e. the crack tip plasticity does

not significantly alter the behavior of the material ahead of the crack

tip). In LEFM the most widely used single factor to study fatigue and

fracture phenomena is the stress Intensity factor (K). For ela'.tic

material behavior, the relationship between stress intensity factor K,

strain energy release rate (G) and J integral is ueil known (see e.g.,

Reference 87). Thus all el3stic approaches to reqidual strength pre-

diction essentially use at; a tailure cciteri.on critical stress intensity

(K ) or modification to K to account for plasticity.
c C

4.3.1.1 Fracture Toughness

The critical K for fracture is denoted as Klc for

plane-91rain co•idition3 and K for plane-stress conditions. Within thec

limitations discussed in subsequent sections, KIC and K can be can-

sidk rtd as o m;, erial p kop:, ty callel fracture Loiighne'is (with adjec-

tive.s plane strai', or plane streti, respectively). They can be deter-

a ilnd by experimen~t. Fut example, a plate of given dimensions and knowv

a-

~. 3.]
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crack size can be loaded in tension to fracture. The stress at fracture

and the crack size can be substituted in the appropriate K equation.

The value ot the expression is then set equal to Klc Subsequently, the

fracture stress (or critical crack size at a given stress) can be

calculated for any other crack configuration for which an expression for

the stress-intensity factor is known.

4.3.1.1.1 Testing Procedures

The test procedure for plane strain

fracture toughness testing is defined by the American Society for Test-

ing and Materials (ASTM) by test method E--399. It is adequately de-

scribed elsewhere ('..g., References 21- and 22). The recommended speci-

mens contain a machined starter notch from which a fatigue crack is

initiated by cyclic loading.

The cracked psecimen is eubjected to a fracture test. During the test,

the displacement of the Lrack edges [crack-opening displacement (COD)]

( is measured by means of a strain-gaged clip gauge 2 0 ' 2 1 ) The load and

the COD are recorded on a X-Y recorder. In the ideal case, the load-COD

diagram is a straight line up to the point of fracture. In that case,

the frdcture load is substituted in the K expression to calculate KI1.

A limited nonlinearity of the load-COD diagram is accepted, pr,)vided the

screening criteria for the test are met(20,21)

The most important bcreening criterion is the thickness criterion.

After the test, it should be checked whether B > 2.5(KQ/O )2, where K

4.3.2
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is the measured apparent Klc If this (and other) criteria are satisfied,

KQ is deciared a valid K. The thickness criterion ensures that plane

strain prevailed during the test.

A generally accepted method for plane stress and transitional fracture

toughness testing and presentation of results does not exist. No ASTM

standard is available. In the absence of any recognized standards two

approaches will be outlined in a subsequent section.

4.3.1.1.2 Plane Strain Fracture Toughness

The toughness of a material largely

depends upon thickness. This is shown diagrammattcally in Figure 4.39,

where the thickness is nondimertsionalized by dividing by (K TC/ )2
!cys

which is a measure of the plastic zone size. The thickness effect oa

toughness is associated with the state of stress at the crack tip. In

thick plateG, thR state of stress is plane strain. The toughuei; in the

plane strain regime is virtually independent of thickness. The plane

strain fracture toughness, Klc is indicated in Figure 4.39. For )

increasing thickness the toughness asymptotically approaches KTc.

The plane strain fracture toughness of a material depends strongly on

yield strength, as illust ated in Figure 4.40 for different alloy

(23-25)
systems Variations in toughness also occur as result of aniso-

tropy. Usually, there are appreciable differences in toughness for

different crack-growth directions. The toughness in the short trans-

verse direction is always the lowest. For an aluminum--zinc-magitesium

4.3.3
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alloy, toughness values are reported(24) of 36 kai iTn., 19 ksi v'n. ,

and 15 ksi /i-? for the longitudinal, transverse, and short transverse

direction, respectively.

These toughness variations arise from chemical banding and preferential.

orientation of impurities, due to the rolling or forging operation.

Also, the shape and orientation of the grains as affected by mechanical

( processing can have an effect on fracture toughness. IN k RESIDUAL

STREN.TH ANALYSIS OF A STRUCTURAL DESIGN, THE DIRECTION OF CRACK GROWTH

SHOULD BE WELL IDENTIFIED AND APPRCPRIATE FRACTURE TOUGHNESS VALUES

SHOULD BE USED. THIS IS OF PARTICULAR IMPORTANCE FOR FORGINGS, SINCE

THE GRAIN FLOW MAY VARY FROM PLACE TO PLACE.

Plane strain fracture toughness values for many alloys are compiled in

the Damage Tolerance Design Handbook( 2 0 ). Figure 4.41 is a reproduction

of a page of this Handbook, sbowing how the data ire presented. The

table also gives an indication of the scatter in Kic data. For example,

- Lthe average room-temperature values of Code 1, A, B, and C (in the

table) vary between 50.5 and 55.9 ksi Vin., whereas the minimum value

was as low as 48.8 ksi Ain. In such a case, no values higher than 50.5

ksi dn. are recommended for use.

4.3.1.1.3 Plane Stress and Transitional Behavior

"In very thin plates, the crack tip is

under plane stres6. If a condition of plane etress can fully develop,

the toughness reaches a maximum Kc (x)' the plane stress fracture

4.3.4
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toughness. (Usually there is a small decay in toughness for thin

sheets, below the full plane stress thickness.) Thereafter, the tough-

ness gradually decreases from Kc(max) to KIc with increasing thickness.

The state of stress at the crack tip is at least biaxial, which is plane

stress. In this case, the stress in thickness direction, 03 , is zero.

Since the other stresses are high, the strains and displacements in

thickness direction are appreciable. There exists a large stress

gradient at the crack tip, which means that the tendency to contraction

in thickness direction differs largely for adjacent material elements.

As a result, more remote elements will constrain the contraction of

elements close to the crack tip. Clearly, the constraint will be larger

if the required displacements are larger (i.e., if the plate is thicker).

In the ultimate case the contraction is fully constrained (plane strain).

When a thin plate is loaded to KIC, the plastic zone is alreasy on the

order of the plate thickness. Plane stress develops, the plastic zone

becomes large, and deformation becomes easier. Therefore, KIC is not

enough for fracture. The plate can be loaded to a much higher K before

it rLaches a critical value that causes fracture. This plane stress

fracture toughness is usually denoted as K . Plate of intermediatec

thickness become critical at K values somewhere between KIc and K

The transition from plane stress fracture to plane strain fracture is

associated with a change in fracture plane() This is also shown in

Figure 4.39. In the case of plane stress, the crack propagates on a

4.3.5
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plane at 45 degrees to both the loading direction and the place surface.

In the case of plane strain, the crack propagates orn a plane perpen-

dicular to both the loading direction and the plate surface. Along the

edges of the crack, the fracture surface is slanted at 45 degrees where

it cuts through the plane stress region at the plate surface. The slant

edges are called shear lips. In the transitional region the shear lips

constitute a bigger part of the total fracture surface. In the absence

of a plane-strain region, the two shear lips meet to form a completely

slant fracture.

Actual data, distinctly showl.ng the behavior depicted in Figure 4.39,

are scarce. The scatter in the transitional region is usually so large

X data(16)
that a reliable curve hardly can be drawn. Some data are compiled

in Figure 4.42. Plates of different thickness are usually from different

heats of material. As a result, their yield stress will be different.

The strong dependence of toughness on yield strength then is responsible

for the scatter in the data If the plates would be machined

from the same stock, scatter likely would be less.

Various models have been p s 6-19) to account for the thickness

effect. Most of these models predict a much stronger dependence of

toughness on thickness than actually observed, except for the engineer-

(16)ing approach suggested by Anderson6. He proposed a linear decay of

toughness between the maxim, a (plane stress) value and KIc.

4.3.6
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4.3.1.1.4 Slow Stable Crack Growth

Consider a sheet or plate with a central

transverse crack loaded in tension at a nominal stress, a, as shown in

Figure 4.43. The stress can be raised to a value, a.. Then the crack

starts to propagate. Crack growth is slow and stable; it stops prac-

tically immediately when the load is kept constant. Although the crack

has increased in length, a higher stress is required to maintain its

growth. Finally, at a certain critical stress, cc, a critical crack

size, a , is reached. Crack growth becomes unstable and a sudden total

fracture results. When the initial crack is longer, crack growth starts

ac a lower stress. Also, the fracture stress (residual strength) is

lower, but usually there is slower crack extension pricr to fracture.
I

The slow stable crack growth is dependent upon testing system stiffness

and specimen geometry. However, it will still occur in a soft testing

system where no drop •i load takes place when the crack propagates.

Slow crack growth may be on the order of 20 to 50 percent of the initial '

crack size( 2 6 ) depending upon alloy type and testing conditions.

It can be assumed that all events described in the foregoing paragraphs

are governed by a critical stress-intensity factor. Each event can be

labeled by a stress-intensity expression, i.e.,

Stress intensity at onset of crack growth, Ki = iClvT£a

Stress inten3ity at instability, K - BO wira (4-63)
c C c

Apparent stress intensity at instability, Ka= 60 -Ta
app c i
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A crack of size ai starts propagating slowly at Gi' which means that the

critical stress intensity for the onset of slow growth is K. as defined1

above. Similarly, K is the critical stress intensity for instability.C

K IS AN APPARENT STRESS INTENSITY; THE EXPRESSION COMBINES THE
app

CRITICAL STRESS AND THE INITIAL CRACK SIZE WHICH DO NOT OCCUR SIMUL-

TA.NEOUSLY. HOWEVER, IT IS THE INITIAL FATIGUE CRACK SIZE THAT IS

_ASSOCIATED WITH THE GIVEN RESIDUAL STRENGTH. FROM A TECHNICAL POINT OF

VIEW, IT IS IMMATERIAL WHETHER THIS CRACK SHOWS STABLE GROWTH BEFORE

FRACTURE. WiHAT MATTERS IS ITS FRACTURE STRESS. HENCE, K DOES HAVEapp

TECHNICAL SIGNIFICANCE. IT CAN BE USED TO CALCULATE THE RESIDUAL

STRENGTH: I.E., THE STRESS AT WHICH A CRACK OF A GIVEN INITIAL SIZE

BECOMES UNSTABLE.

Tests have showr that Ki, Kc, and Kapp are not constants with general

validity like Klc. But to a first approximation, they are constant for

a given thickness and for a limited range of crack sizes. For 3 given

material with an apparent toughness, K app the relation between the

residual Frrength and crack size of a center-cracked panel is given by

ac = K app a. This residual strength is plotted as a function of total

crack size as a Figure 4.44.

For small crack sizes, a tends to infinity, but the residual btrength
c

at a = 0 cannot be larger than the material's ultimate tensile strength.

When the material is sharply notched by a crack, the net section stress

4.3.8
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cannot become much higher than yield, especially when the material has

a low work hardening rate. In other words, a small size panel (panel

width, W, in Figure 4.44) will fail at net section yield. Although the

fracture stress would be much higher according to its K
app

With increasing panel size, the net section strength line will intersect

the K line. For that case, Feddersen proposed(27) to use two linear
app

tangents to the K curve. One tangent is drawn from u a S , a = 0, the

other from ( 0 0, 2a = W). A tangent to any point at the curve given

by

du d ( K ' -3 (4-64)
d(2a) d(2a) ,--j 4a

As shown in Figure 4.44 for the tangent through (oys, 0), this yields

(7¢ ys 2
- 4a or U: = U s. (4-65)4 a1 4a1  ys

2
Equation (4-65) shows that the left-hand tangency point is always at -2

3I

Y independent of K. The tangent through (0, W) (Figure 4.44) is

defined by

- -- - or 2a2 = W/3 (4-66)
4a2 W- 2a2

This means that the right-hand point of tangency is always at W/3. The

right-hand tangent takes care of the finite size effect. Hence, K can

simply be taken as K aV'ra.

4.3.9
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Consequently, the complete residual strength diagram can be constructed

for any panel size if K is known. Two points can be taken at theapp
2

curve; one at 2 - , y the other at W/3 and the tangents can be drawni
3 y

to ( , 0) and (0, W/3), respectively. The two points of tangency

coincide when a = 2 for 2a = W/3; i.e.,
3 ys

2 2 7 (K *2

W/6 = K or W = 27 app1 (4-67)
3 -ys ap. 2-i i ys

HENCE, PANELS SMALLER THAN THIS WILL FAIL BY NET SECTION YIELD. THEIR

FAILURE POINT WILL BE BELOW THE K CURVE, WHICH MEANS THAT THEY CANNOT
app

BE USED TO MEASURE Kapp. OBVIOUSLY, THE SCREENING CRITERIA FOR A VALID
(2

TEST WOULD BE THAT THE FAILURE STRESS 3 < a AND IRE CRACK SIZE 2ac 3 ys
2< W/3. IF A TEST PANEL FAILS AT o >-- T WHILE THE CRACK SIZE 2a2Sys

W/3, THE PANEL IS TOO SMALL TO DETERMINE K . SIMILAR ARGUMENTS CAN BES~app

USED FOR K AND K Note that if a K were calculated for such a
i c app

case, its value would be smaller than the true K because of the lowerapp

( failure stress.

Figure 4.44 shows that Feddersen's approach gives a fair representation

of the data. The method is versatile in that it allows a simple charac-

terization of plane stress and transitional residual strength. Presen-

tation of K and/or K is sufficient to determine the residual strengthapp c

for any crack size and panel size. Also, the method is based on stress

intensity which makes it more universal. Finally, it gives a reasonable

4,3.10
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solution to the case of very small cracks where the fracture stress

approaches yield. The left-jiand tangent can be used for plane strain as

well.

The plane stress fracture toughnesa (K and K ) is usually determined
app c

from tests on center-crdcked panels. The length of the Jfatigue) crack

should be smaller than W/3, and the failute stress lower than 2./3 c.

for a valid test. First, an ,nconservative estimate should be made of

K . Then a specimen size can be selected to give W > 27/2n(K /o )'c c ys

This provides a better chance that ac < 2/3 a for 2a < 1/3, i.e., a

valid test. The residual strength diagram can be constructed by using

Feddersen's method as discussed.

In center-cracked thin plates, crack buckling may occur as a result of

the compressive stress acting along the crack faces. This causes a

reductioaL in fracture stress. IF SUCH BUCKLING WOULD BE CONSTRAINED IN

THE ACTUAL STRUCTURE, ANTIBUCKLING GUIDES CAN BE APPLIED IN THE TEST IN

ORDER TO ESTABLISH A RELEVANT FRACTURE TOUGHNESS \ALUE. HOWEVER, 11'

BUCKLING WOULD NOT BE RESTRAINED IN SERVICE, ANTIBUCKLING GUIDES SHOULD

NOT BE APPLIED IN THE TEST. As a rule if thumb, the uniform tensile

stress, a, at which crack-edge buckling will take place, is given
b(11,28-30)

Tr2 EB 2
12 EB (4-14)

where E is Young's modulus, B is plate thickness, and 2a is the size of

the central crack.
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The plane stress fracture toughness data in the Damage Tolerance Design

Handbook(20) are categorized according to wheLher or not buckling

restraints were applied.

4.3.1.1.5 Plasticity Effects

Elastic solutions of crack-tip stress

fields show a stress singularity at the crack tip, which implies that

the stresses will always be infinite (as shown by Equation 4-1). Since

structural materials deform plastically above the yield stress, a

plastic zone will develop at the crack tip. As a consequence, the

crack-tip stress will be finite.

A rough estimate of the magnitude of the plastic zone easily can be
(iI)

made. The elastic stress in the Y direction along Y = 0 is given as

_K for a small center crack in a wide plate, -i a

Y V2--frr Y V2Tr

(4-68)

This stress distribution is shown diagrammatically in Figure 4.45a. It

is assumed that nowhere can the stress be higher than the yield stress,

C (Figure 4.45b). The distance from the crack tip, rp to which the

elastic stresses are above yield is found by substituting aj a in
•y ys

Equation (4-68),

C~vT0 2 a K? ~-9
0 -- or r - - (4-69)ys /2•r T 20 0 2ra 2

p ys ys

- ihe crack-tip plasticity gives rise to slightly larger displacement than

4.3.1i2
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in the elastic case. This is sometimes accounted for by using an

apparent crack size, a* = a + r The stress intensity then becomes

KI = BoaVla* = aoaV(a + rp) = B7a + (4-70)
I p ~. ys

When the applied stress is half the yield stress, the plastic zone size,

r ,is 0.1 2 5a. AS LONG AS THE PLASTIC ZONE IS SMALL COMPARED WITH THEp'

CRACK SIZE, THE STRESS DISTRIBUTION WILL BE AFFECTED ONLY SLIGHTLY BY

THE PLASTIC ZONE. PARTICULARLY, THE STRESS DISTRIBUTION OUTSIDE THE

PLASTIC ZONE IS STILL GOVERNED BY K. SINCE THE SAME K ALWAYS GIVES RISE

TO THE SAME PLASTIC ZONE SIZE [EQUATION (4-69)], THE STRESSES AND

STRAINS INSIDE THE PLASTIC ZONE WILL BE A DIRECT FUNCTION OF THE STRESS-

INTENSITY FACTOR. HENCE, K STILL CAN BE USED AS THE GOVERNING PARAMETER

FOR CRACK GROWTH AND FRACTURE.

(12-15)
Several more rigorous solutions for the plastic zone indicate

that the actual plastic zone shape is somewhat different from the

idealized circular zone in Figure 4.45b. Experimental verification is

difficult, because elastic and plastic strain cannot easily be dis-

tinguished. FROM IHE POINT OF VIEW OF DAMAGE TOLERANCE ANALYSIS, THE

ROUGH ESTIMATE OF PLASTIC ZONES AS IN EQUATION (4-69) IS ADEQUATE.

The state of stress affects the plastic zone size, plane strain being

associated with a smaller plastic zone than plane stress. At the same

time, the size of the plastic zone largely affects the state of stress.

The material in the plastic zone wants to contract in the thickness

direction (more than in the elastic case, because of the condition of Is

4.3.13
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constant volume during plastic flow). 1hen the plastic zone is large

compared with the plate thickness, yielding in the thickness direction

can take place freely. This promotes plane stress. If the plastic zone

is small compared with the thickness, yielding in the thickness direction

will be constrained. As a result, a small plastic zone is under plane

strain. Plane stress can develop when the plastic zone is of the order

of the plate thickness.

The surface of a plate always will be in plane stress because a stress

perpendicular to the free surface cannot exist. If the plate is very

thick, the plane strain region in the interior will be large with

respect to the plane-stres6 surface regions. Thus, plane strain behavior

will dominate. As a general rule, this is the case when the (plane

strain) plastic zone Is only about 2 percent of the plate thickness.

The plastic zone size can be expressed in terms of K. Foi plane strain,

it is approximately K2 /6no 2. Hence, the plane strain condition isys

that B > 2.5K2 / ys where B is the plate thickness.

Increase of the stress increases the plastic zone size. Full plane

stress can develop when the plastic zone size is on the order of the

plate thickness (i.e., B = aK7/a 2, where a is on the order of 0.1 -ys

0.2). Between these two thickness conditions, there will be a gradual

transition from full plane strain to full plane stress.

THE ABOVE CRITERIA FOR THE STATE OF STRESS ARE NOT APPLICABLE TO CRACKS

WITH A CURVED FRONT (I.E., CORNER CRACKS AND SURFACE FLAWS). THE
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CURVATURE MAINTAINS A STRESS TANGENTIAL TO THE CRACK FRONT., AS A

RESULT, THE GREATER PART OF THE CRACK FRONT IS ALWAYS IN PLANE STRAIN.

A thick plate under plane strain will fracture when the stress intensity

reaches the critical value, K1 c. When the plate thickness, B, exceeds

2.5 K 2 /U s2 the critical value will be essentially independent ofIc ys'

plate thickness, be:ause tLe plane strain part is large compared with

the plane stress region. The exception to this is when metallurgical

fa.Lors produce a different micro, structure in very thick section

materials.

4.3.1.1.6 Summary

In finding and applying a fracture

toughness value for a given thickness, the following guidelines apply.

a. FOR RELIABLE RESIDUAL STRENGTH PREDICTIONS, IT IS A PRE-

REQUISITE TO USE TOUGHNESS DATA RELEVANT TO THE HEAT AND

THICKNESS THAT WILL ACTUALLY BE USED IN THE DESIGN.

b. Alternatively, K can be taken as a safe lower boundary.
Ic

c. Fracture toughness data for a variety of alloys and thick-

nesses can be found in the Damage Tolerance Design Handbook(
2 0 )

On the basis of the3e data, reasonable estimates of the tough-

ness -an be mdde for a given alloy and a given thickness for

application in the early design stages.

d. If insufficient data are available for a given material, the

linear model proposed by Anderson(16) might be used to obtain

4. 3. 15X
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a rough number for the toughness. This requires knowledge of

Klc and of the toughness K for one other thickness. A linearIc C

interpolation between K [at a thickness 2.5 (K /y )12
Ic Ic' ys

and K (at the given thickness) yields K values for inter-C C

mediate thicknesses.

4.3.1.2 Crack Growth Resistance Curves

Important to the development of any materials

fracture criterion are those environments or material properties which

affect the determination of a given fracture parameter. This is equally

important in the development of any structural fracture criteria. In a

F given aircraft structure there can be two types of fracture criteria -

so-called skin critical and stiffener critical cases. It is important

to consider both criterion in any complete fracture or residual strength

analysis. However, in the absence of any fatigue cracks in the stiff-

ener the more imporLant problem deals with obtaining the necessary data

to assess if a skin or stiffener critical case governs. A detailed

procedure for obtaining this data is given in Reference 102, Part II,

Volume II.

t4.
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5.1 BASIC INFORMATION

5.1.1 Introduction

MIL-A-83444 "Airplane Damage Tolerance Design Requirements," specifies

that cracks shall be assumed to exist in all primary aircraft structure. These

cracks shall not grow to a size to cause loss of the aircraft at a specified

load within a specified period. Showing compliance with these requirements

implies that the rate of growth of the assumed flaws must be predicted.

Crack growth is a result of cyclic loading due to maneuvers and gusts

(fatigue cracking), or of combined action of stresses and environment (stress-

corrosion cracking), or both. The most common crack-growth mechanisms are

fatigue-crack growth and environment-assisted fatigue-crack growth. Certain

aircraft parts (especially high-strength forgings) may be liable to stress-

corrosion cracking. Since there is a design threshold for stress corrosion,

|" proper detail design and proper material selection can minimize or prevent

stress corrosion. Fatigue cracking is difficult to prevent, but it can be

controlled.

FRACTURE-MECHANICS CONCEPTS ALLOW THE PREDICTION OF CRACK GROWTH ON THE

BASIS OF THE SAME PARAMETER AS USLD FOR RESIDUAL-ST.RENGTH PREDICTION, NAMELY

THE STRESS-INTENSITY FACTOR. Consequently, all the information concerning

the determination of stress-intensity factors, as presented in Chapter 4,

applies equally to crack-growth analysis.

In principle, the prediction of crack growth requires the following steps:

(1) Determine the stress-intensity factor as a function of crack

size for the relevant crack geometry and the relevant struc-

tural geometry.

(2) Establish the (cyclic) stress-time history for the structure

or component under consideration.

(3) Find the baseline crack-growth properties (crack-growth rate

as a function of the stress-intensity factor) for the material

used in the design and for the relevant environment.

5.] .1
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(4) Integrate the crack-growth rate [from (3)] to a crack-growth

curve, using the proper stress-time history [from (2)], the

proper stress-intensity formulation [from (1)], and an approp-

riate integration rule. A typical crack-growth curve is shown

in Figure 5-1.

CRACK-GROWTH CALCULATiONS ARE MORE COMPLEX THAN RESIDUAL-STRENGTH

CALCULATIONS, BECAUSE MORE FACTORS HAVE TO BE CONSIDERED. This chapter

provides guidelines to arrive at best estimates possible, and points out

where deficiencies in knowledge and analysis methods lead to inaccuracies.

5.1.2 Fatigue-Crack Growth and Stress Intensity j

Consider constant-amplitude fatigue loading as in Figure 5-2. The

following parameters are defined:

om mean stress

C a stress amplitude

&a stress range

a max maximum stress

ormin minimum stress -a

R stress racio: R = m- - --

0max am+Ca mx

The cyclic stress can be fully characterized (apart from the frequency) by any

combination of two of these parameters. The stress range, Ao, and the stress "\

ratio, R, are the two most commonly used. Note that in a constant-amplitude

test each of these parameters has a constant value with respect to time.

The stress history can be converted into a stress-intensity history

(Figure 5-2). The following parameters are defined:

Ka amplitude of the stress intensity = 5a a/7a

ýK range of the stress intensity - ýAam

Kmax maximum stress intensity = ýO maJ•

Kmin minimum stress intensity = Bomin`

R cycle ratio R = I _ - K aminiK K
max max amax

5.1.2
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The stress-intensity history can be characterized by any combination of two

of these parameters. The two most commonly used are AK and R. Note that

crack length increases during crack growth. Consequently, all stress-intensity

parameters increase during crack growth under constant amplitude loading.

However, the stress ratio, R, is constant.

In the elastic case, the stress-intensity factor is a sufficient param-

eter to describe the whole stress field at the tip of a crack. When the

plastic zone at the crack tip is small compared with the crack size, the stress-

intensity factor still gives a good indication of the stress environment of

the crack tip. IF TWO DIFFERENT CRACKS HAVE THE SAME STRESS ENVIRONMENT

( (EQUAL STRESS-INTENSITY FACTORS), THEY BEHAVE IN THE SAME MANNER AND SHOW

THE SAME RATE OF GROWTH. SINCE TWO PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED TO CHARACTERIZE

THE CYCLE, TWO PARAMETERS ARE REQUIRED TO CHARACTERIZE CRACK GROWTH.

The craI--growth rate por cycle, da/dN, where N is the cycle number,

can be given as

In theasetha d-N f (AK, R) = g (AK, Kmax) (5.1)

In the case that aOmin 0 (i.e., R - 0 and AK - K a , the expression reduces= , Kmax)

to

da

T d- f (AK) (5.2)

C. Consequently, the !rate of growth of a 2-inch crack at Ac - 10 ksi and

R - 0 is equal to'the growth rate of a 0.5-inch crack at Ac - 20 ksi,

R - 0 (assume 62L 1).

5.1.3 Crack-Growth Equations

Figure 5-3 shows an example of da/dN data as a function of AK for

different R ratios. Obviously f (AK, R) in Equation (1) is not a simple

function. Many equations have been proposed (1-4) for it, but none of

them is of general validity. THESE EQUATIONS ARE NOT LAWS. THEY ARE MERELY

MATHEMATICAL REPRESENTATIONS OF CRACK-GROWTH BEHAVIOR FOR THE PURPOSE OF

INTEGRATION. Only the most general equations will be presented in this section.

5.1.3
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Typically, the plot of da/dN versus AK is made on double-logarithmic

paper (Figure 5-3). On these scales, the resulting curves are usually S shaped.

Sometimes a straight line portion is found for the central region, which for

R - 0 would lead to

da .C AKn (5.3)
dN CK

Although Equation (5.3) can sometimes be used as a rule of thumb, it is not a

general equation.

The S shape of the curves suggests that there are two asymptotes. The

one at the high AK is governed by the final failure conditions. If the

maximum stress intensity is equal to the fracture toughness (K - K or

Kmax Kc ), fracture will occur. Hence, da/dN approacha -, if Kmax approaches

K Ic. This behavior is reflected in the equation proposed by Forman (5),

da C AKn C AKn (5.4)
dN (l-R) K c- AK (l-R) (K Ic- K)max

which can be rearranged to give

da .CK max (5.5)

dN KI - K
dN KIc Kmay

NOTE: ALTHOUGH THE TERM Kic IS USED IN EQUATIONS (5.4) AND (5.5), THE APPRO-

PRIATE CRITICAL VALUES FOR THE APPROPRIATE MATERIAL THICKNESS WILL GENERALLY

HAVE TO BE USED FOR DATA ANALYSIS.

The asymptote at low AK is associated with a threshold value of the

stress intensity below which a crack would be nonpropagating. There is no

concurrence of opinion as to the uniqueness of a threshold. Experimental

measurements at extremely slow growth rates are difficult and the results can

be deceiving. Where sufficient data are availaole, the threshold can be

accounted for in the sigmoidal equation proposed by Collipriest (6,7):

ln(l-R)K + lnAK
da e InK - InAK - cK 2

dN epn c th .________ 2_(5.6)"2 tanh- ln(I-R)K - lnAkth (5.6)

2

+ in C exp(n lInK - In Kth) "
52 .1.
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which was modified by Davies and Feddersen (8) into:
KcKt

,Oslo [K K c K th

lgO d- C + C arctanh (K.R)
log10 dx' 1 2 log 10 Kth

K
c

In these equations, AKth is the threshold AK; whereas, Kth is the threshold

K max. The sigmoidal shape of the equations accounts for two asymptotes at Kc

and Kth. The use of K in Equations (5.6) and (5.7) is subject to the same

restriction as is the use of KIC in Equation (5.5) (see note above).

EACH OF THE CRACK-GROWTH EQUATIONS CAN GIVE A REASONABLE REPRESENTATION

SOF CRACK-GROWTH DATA WITHIN CERTAIN LIMITATIONS. Equation (5.3), for example,

will give an approximation in the central region of the da/dn - AK diagram.

The most general equation is probably Equation (5.7) which was shown (8) to give

the best correlation with large sets of data (Figure 5-4).

An equation for the da/dn - AK diagram is useful when it can be readily

integrated for simple manual calculations. Therefore, the expression da/dn

SC(AK)n i, of value for a quick but rough appraisal of crack growth.

A general equation should include the effect of stress ratio. Apart from

the two equations mentioned above, several other equations have been proposed

to account for the stress ratio effect. The Forman equation ismost widely

used, because of its simplicity and because it is expressed in AK, rather than

in an effective AK.

(1 For computer applications an equation is not really necessary, since

graphical or tabular data are equally convenient for computer use as an equation.

The Damage Tolerance Data Handbook (9) provides crack-growth data for a

variety of materials. The data are presented in the form of graphs, an example

of which is given in Figure 5.5. No equation fitting was attempted. The raw

data can be readily used for computer integration, taking into account the

guidelines given in this volume.

NO EQUATION FITTING SHOULD BE ATTEMPTED IF ONLY LIMITED SETS OF DATA ARE

AVAILABLE. In case limited data sets have to be used, a comparison should be

made with similar alloys for which complete data are available, and curves may

be fitted through the limited data sets on the basis of this comparison.

5.1.5
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5.1.4 Factors Affecting Crack Growth

Unlike tensile strength dnd yield stress, fatigue-crack-propagation

behavior is not a consistent material characteristic. Fatigue-crack growth

is influenced by many uncontrollaole factors. As a result, a certain amount of

scatter occurs. THEREFORE, CRACK-GROWTH PREDICTIONS SHOULD BE BASED ON FACTORS

RELEVANT TO THE CONDITIONS IN SERVICE.

Among the many factors that affect crack propagation, the following

should be taken into consideration for crack-growth predictions:

A Type of product (plate, extrusion, forging)

* Heat treatment

• Orientation with respect to grain direction

* Manufacturer and batch

Thickness

b •Environment

* Temperature

* Frequency.

No attempt will be made to illustrate the effects of all these factors

with data, particularly because some factors have largeiy different effects on

different materials. Rather, some general trends will be briefly mentioned.

The factors under A pertain to the material. The crack-propagation

characteristics for a particular alloy differs for plates, extrusions, and

forgings. The latter may exhibit a rather large anisotropy, which may have

to be considered in the growth of surface flaws and corner cracks, which grow

simultaneously in two perpendicular directions. Closely related to this are

the other processing variables, particularly the heat treatment.

An alloy of nominally the same composition but produced by different

manufacturers may have largely different crack-propagation properties (10).

This is illustrated in Figure 5-6. The diffeences are associated with slight

variations in composition, inclusion content, heat treatment (precipitates), and

cold work. Similar variations in crack growth occur for different batches of

the same alloy produced by the same manufacturer.

There is a smalA but systematic effect of thickness on crack propai'.zion

(11-15). Some data are presented in Figure 5-7, showing that growth rates

are higher in thicker sheets.

5.1.6
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IN VIEW OF THESE VARIATIONS IN LC.ACK.-GROWTH PROPERTIES, PREDICTIONS OF

CRACK GROWTH SHOULD BE BASED ON MATERIAL DATA FOR THE RELEVANT PRODUCT FORM,

THE RELEVANT THICKNESS. SPOT CHECKS MAY BE NECESSARY TO ACCOUNT FOR VARI-

ABILITIES IN HEATS AND/OR MANUFACTURER.

The factors under B are associated with the environmental circumstances.

A lightly corrosive environment (humid air) gives rise to higher crack-growth

rates than a dry environment. (16-25). This effect is illustrated in Figure 5-8.

Although there is no concurrence of opinion as to the explanation of the

environmental effect, it is certainly due to corrosive action. As a result,

the influence of the environment is time and temperature dependent. Therefore,

it is usually assumed that the small but systematic effect of cycling fre-

quency(1 7 ,20, 2 4 , 2 6 ) is related to the environmental effect.

At low temperatures the reaction kinetics are slower and the air can

contain less water vapor. This may reduce crack-propagation rates in certain
(27)

alloys (e.g., Figure 5-9). Sometimes the effect of tempe-. I on fatigue-

crack growth in the low temperature range is very small( 2 8 ) ": eratures

higher than ambient may increase crack-growth ratest 2 9 ' 3 0'

THE "TGNIFICANT EFFECT OF ENVIRONMENT ON CRACK GROWTH SHOULD BE TAKEN

INTO ACCOJNT FOR CRACK-GROWTH PREDICTIONS. CRACK-GROWTH DATA SHOULD BE USED

THAT REPRESENT THE EFFECT OF THE EXPECTED ENVIRONMENT AND TEMPERATURE.

5.1.5 Data Acquisition; Use of Data

( Fatigue-crack-propagation data for a variety of materials can be found

in data handbooks. In many cases, however, the data for a particular applica-

tion (with regard to material condition, thickness, and environment) will have

to be generated. In principle this could be done for any kind of specimen for

which a Etress-intensity solution is known, so that the crack-growth rate

Lould be determined as a function of ýK. Recently, compact ten31on specimens

have been used extensively for this purpose. HOWEVER, THE COMPACT TENSION

rSPECIMEN SHOUTD NOT BE USED FOR R RATIOS LESS THAN ZERO, BECAUSE THE STRESS

DiSTRIBUTION UNDER COMPRESSIVE LOAD IS NOT REPRESENTATIVE FOR SERVICE LOADING.

CENTER-CRACKED PANELS OR EDGE-NOTCHED PANELS ARE MORE RELEVANT TO AIRCRAFT

APPLICATIONS AND SINCE R < 0 IS A RELEVANT CASE FOR AIRCRAFT STRUCTURES, ZHFIR

USE IS RECOMMENDED, SURFACE FLAW SPECIMENS ARE USEFUL FOR SPECIAL APPI £CATION.

5.1.7
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THEY ARE NOT RECOMMENDED FOR THE GENERATION OF GENERAL PURPOSE BASELINE DATA.

The first part of the crack extension should be discarded from the data

(e.g., approximately the first 0.05 inch for a center crack) since it contains

the variability of initiation and early crack growth as affected by the notch

machining procedures. Therefore, it cannot be generalized. The crack length

is defined as the total damage size (i.e., notch plus physical crack).

The range of the stress-intensity factor is determined using the rele-

vant formula for AK = 6 Auo V7a, and by substituting the proper values for

io and a. The crack-growth rate is determined as an average over a small

amount of crack growth (in the order of 0.02 = 0.04 inch). A generally accepted

procedure is to take an average of 2 successive crack increments by a 3-point

divided difference method (8). Suppose the data are

ai -Ni

a - N.

a - Nk

where N is the cycle number at a crack size ai,. etc. The crack-growth rate at

crack size aj is then

a N. -aNi ak - a a -a(da = a_...A - (5.8)

dN N-NN N -N N -N N -Naj . k i k i i

The crack-growth records usually contain alight irregularities as a

result of either local differences ir material behavior or inaccuracies in

crack measurements. A hypothetical example is shown in Figure 5-10a. The

outlying data points are indicated by an asterisk. in the da/dN - AK plot

these irregularities will also show up as indicated in Figure 5-10b. If

more tests are run and all the data compiled, the plot will be as in Figure

5-I0c: each test might have a few outlying data points, but the compilation

has many outlying points.

If these outlying data points were considered real, the results whould show

the wide apparent scatter band as shown in Figure 5-10c. However, as can be

seen from Figure 5-10a, these points did not affect the crack-growth curve.

Therefore, they should be discarded from the analysis. Thi3 would result in

the much narrower real scatter band shown in Figure 5-10c. If the wide scatter

5.1.8
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band was considered for a crack-growth prediction, the upper bound would predict

a consistent high growth rate at each crack size (whereas it happened only

incidentally as shown in Figure 5-10a). As a result, the diagram would reflect

a large apparent scatter in crack-growth lives (Figure 5-10d) whereas the

real scatter in crack growth lives appears to be smaller.

IT CAN BE CONCLUDED THAT IT WOULD NOT BE AN OBJECTIONABLE PROCEDURE TO

FIT A SMOOTH CURVE THROUGH THE a-N DATA AND TO DIFFERENTIATE THIS CURVE TO

OBTAIN da/dN - AK. THIS WOULD AUTOMATICALLY DISCARD OUTLYING DATA POINTS.

THE REAL SCATTER AS IN FIGURE 5-10d STILL WOULD BE REFLECTED, PROVIDED 3 OR 4

TESTS WERE USED FOR THE ANALYSIS. FOR A REASONABLY CONSERVATIVE CRACK-GROWTH

( PREDICTION, THE UPPER BOUND OF THE REAL SCATTER BAND SHOULD BE USED.

As mentioned already in Section 5.1.3, the data at the upper end of the

da/dN - AK curve have to be discarded if the panels are too small to yield

a va.lid Kc for the thickness under consideration. At high crack-growth rates,

crack exLension is largely determined by the failure properties of the specimen

(i.e., K in the case of wide panels). Small panels, however, do not fail at

Kc as was discussed extensively in Section 4.3.1. Rather, they fail approxi-

mately at net section yield, which is at an apparent K much lower than thec
real K • This behavior is reflected in fatigue-crack growth.

As an example, consider a material with Kc 100 ksi/--n. and a yield

strength of 60 ksi. According to Equation (4.67) of Chapter 4, the required
panel size for a valid K is 12 inches. Smaller panels will fail at K < K

C c
by net section yield. Figure 5-l1a shows how this affects the upper end of the

da/dN - AK curve for various specimen sizes. Panels of 12-inch width and larger

would show the general behavior.

By the same token, the upper end is dependent upon the test stress level

in the case of small specimens. The crack size at failure depends upon stress

level, whereas the apparent K depends upon crack size. As a result, the da/dNc
curve is affected as shown in Figure 5-11b.

A GENERAL da/dN - AK CURVE CAN BE ESTABLISHED ONLY WITH A SPECIMEN OF

SUFFICIENT SIZE. FOR SMALL SPECIMENS THE UPPER END OF THE CURVE WILL REFLECT

SPECIMEN BEHAVIOR RATHER THAN MATERIAL BEHAVIOR. CONSEQUENTLY, TEST DATA OBTAINED

FROM SMALL SPECIMENS SHOULD NOT BE USED FOR CRACK-GROWTH ANALYSIS OF LARGE PANELS

£ AND VICE VERSA, UNLESS THE LPPER PART OF THE CURVE IS APPROPRIATELY MODIFIED.
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5.1.6 Stress-Corrosion Cracking

For a given material-environment interaction, the stress-corrosion-cracking

rate is also governed by the stress-intensity factor. Similar specimens with

the same size of initial crack but loaded at different levels (different initial

K values) show different times to failure( 3 1 - 3 3 ) as shown in Figure 5-12.

A specimen initially loaded to KIc failes immediately. The threshold level is

denoted as Klac.

If the load is kept constant during the stress-corrosion-cracking process,

the stress intensity will gradually increase due to the growing crack. As a

result the crack-growth rate per unit of time, da/dt, increases according to

da7-• = f(K) (5.9) '
dt

When the crack has grown to a size that K becomes equal to KI., the specimen

fails. This is shown diagrammatically in Figure 5-13. In a typical test the

specimen is loaded to a given initial K. The time to failure is recorded,

giving rise to the typical data point shown in Figure 5-13. During the test K

r will, increase (as a result of crack extension) from its initial value to K Ic'
where final failure occurs. This is reflected by the schematic crack growth

curves in Figure 5-13.

The stress-corrosion threshold and the rate of growth depend upon the

material and the environmental conditions. Data on Klacc and da/dt can be found

in the Damage Tolerance Data Handbook (9) A typical example of data presentation

is shown in Figure 5-14. As illustrated in Figure 5-15, a component with a

given crack fails at a stress given by ac = KIc ./ra. It will show stress-

corrosion-crack growth when loaded to stresses in excess of ascc = Klace/E .

In service stress-corrosion cracks have been found to be predominantly

a result of residual stresses and secondary stresses. Stress-corrosion failures

due to primary loading seldom occur. This is pzrtly due to the fact that most

stress-corrosion cracks occur in the short tranoverse direction which is usually

not the primary load direction. In many materials the long transverse and longi-

tudinal directions are not very susceptible to stress corrosion. However, if

stress corrosion can occur it will have to be accounted for in damage tolerance

analyses.

5.1.10
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In principle the crack-propagation curve for stress corrosion can be

obtained from an integration of Equation (5.9). However, reliable da/dt are

very scarce. Also, the best design policy to handle stress corrosion cracking

is to prevent it, rather than controlling its growth as done for fatigue cracking.

This would, therefore, mean that stress-corrosion critical components be designed

to operate at a stress level lower than ascc = K scc in which ai would be

the assumed initial flaw sizes as specified in the Damage Tolerance Requirements

per MIL-A-83444.

StresE-corrosion cracking may also occur in fatigue-critical components.

This means that in addition to extension by fatigue, cracks might show some

growth by stress corrosion. In dealing with this problem consider the follow-

ing facts:

a Stress-corrosion cracking is a phenomenon that basically occurs

under a steady stress. Hence, the in flight stationary stress level

(ig) is the governing factor. Most fatigue cycleE are of relativel"

short duration and do not contribute to stress-corrosion cracking.

( Moreover, the cyclic crack growth would be properly treated already

on the basis of data for environment-assisted fatigue-crack growth.

(If stress-corrosion cracking has to be accounted for, the stress-

corrosion crack-growth rate should be superposed on the fatigue-

czack-growth rate)

* Stress-corrosion cracking is generally confined to forbings, heavy

: ( extrusions, and othei heavy sections, made of susceptible materials.

Thus, the problem is generally limited to cases where plane strain

prevails.

* The maximum crack size to be expected in service is a c K /
re C?,

where a equals cLT or 0DM depending upon the inspectability level.

If stress-corrosion cracking is not accepted at any crack size, the l-g

stress, a, should be lower than a K IBj.Ta . With a given as above,
lg scc Iscc c c

it follows that complete prevention of stress corrosion extension of a fatigue

crack requires selection of a material for which:

K > K (5.10)Ise a r(or cDM) Ic

-i
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5.2 VARIABLE-AMPLITUDE LOADING

5.2.1 Introduction

Baseline fatigue data are derived under constant-amplitude conditions.

Crack-growth predictions have to be made for aircraft parts and components

that are generally subjected to a stress history of variable amplitude. If

there were no interaction effects of high and low cycles in the sequence, it

would be relatively easy to establish a crack-growth curve by means of a cycle-

by-cycle integration (see Section 5.2.5). However, crack growth under variable-

amplitude cycling is largely complicated by interaction effects of high and low

loads.

In the following sections these inzeraction effects will be briefly dis-

cusned. Crack-growth-prediction procedures taking interaction effects into

account will be presented in Section 5.2.5.

5.2.2 Retardation

A HIGH LOAD OCCURING IN A SEQUENCE OF LOW-AMPLITUDE CYCLES SIGNIFICANTLY

REDUCES THE RATE OF CRACK GROWTH DURING A LARGE NUMBER OF CYCLES SUBSEQUENT TO

THE OVERLOAD. THIS PHENORENON IS CALLED RETARDATION. Figure 5-16 shows a base-

line crack-growth curve obtained in a constant-amplitude test (34). In a second

experiment ,the same constant-amplitude loading was interspersed with overload

cycles. After each application of the overload, the crack virtually did not

grow during many cycles, after which the original crack-growth behavior was

gradually restored.

Retardation is a result of residual compressive stresses at the crack tip.

At the overload a large plastic zone is formed. The material in this zone

undergoes a permanent stretch. Upon load release the surrounding material is

elastically unloaded. It retracts to its original size in which the plastic

zone material does not fit anymore due to its permanent elongation. In order

to make it fit, the surrounding elastic material squeezes the plastic zone,

which results in residual compressive stresses at the crack tip. These residual

stresses are superposed on the subsequent cyclic stresses. Therefore the

cyclic stresses are less effective in producing crack growth. When the crack

tip has gradually grown through the region with compressive stresses, it resumes

its original growth pattern.

5.2.1
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In addition to the residual strcsses in front of the crack tip, retardation

may be affected by crack closure (35). At any one time there is a small plastic

zone at the tip of the fatigue crack. 'Then the crack has grown through the plastic

zone, it leaves plastically deformed material in its wake. This material is

permanently stretched. As a consequence, the crack faces will meet upon unloading

before the load reaches zero (crack closure). Hence, there exists a system of

residual compressive stresses in the wake of the crack also.

If the tensile overload is followed by a compressive overload, thc material

at the crack tip undergoes reverse plastic deformation. This reduces the residual

stresses. Thus, a negative overload in whole or in part annihilates the bene-

ficial effect of tensile overloads, as is also shown in Figure 5-16.

SRetardation depends upon the ratio between the magnitude of the overload

and subsequent cycles. This is illustrated in Figure 5-17. Sufficiently large

overloads may cause total crack arrest. Hold periods at zero stress can partly

alleviate residual stresses and thus reduce the retardation effect, (36,37) while

hold periods at load increase retardation. Multiple overloads significantly

enhance the retardation. This is shown in Figure 5-18.

5.2.3 Retardation Under-Spectrum Loading

In an actual service load history high- and low-stress amplitudes, and

positive and negative "overloads" occur in random order. Retardation and

annihilation of retardation becomes complex, hut qualitatively the behavior

is similar to that in a constant-amplitude history with incidental overloads.

THE HIGHER THE MAXIMUM STRESSES IN THE SERVICE LOAD HISTORY, THE LARGER THE

RETARDATION EFFECT DURING THE LOW-AMPLITUDE CYCLES. NEGATIVE STRESS EXCURSIONS

DECREASE RETARDATION, AND TEND TO ENHANCE CRACK GROWTH.

These effects have been observed repeatedly (e.g., 38-44). They can best

be illustrated by means of the data (38,39) shown in Figures 5-19 and 5-20. In

random flight-by-flight simulation tests the highest load excursions were

clipped to lower and lower levels (i.e., the magnitude of the high loads was

reduced but no cycles were omitted). Figure 5-19 shows three crack-growth

curves for three clipping levels. Lower clipping levels result in shorter crack-

growth lives. Negative stress excursions reduce the retardation effect.

Omission of the ground-air-ground cycles (negative loads) in the tests with

the highest clipping level resulted in a larger crack-growth life for the

5.2.2
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same amount of crack growth.

Figure 5-20 shows the importance of load sequence. The crack-propagation

life for random load cycling is shown at the top. Ordering the sequences of

the loads, lo-hi, lo-hi-lo, or hi-lo increases the crack-growth life, the more

so if the block size is larger. Hence, ordering is only permitted if the block

size is small. Lo-hi ordering gives more conservative results than hi-lo

oruering. In the latter case the retardation effect caused by the highest

load is effective during all subsequent cycles.

5.2.4 Retardation Models

Some mathematical models have been developed to account for retardation

in crack-growth-integration procedures. All models are based on simple assump-

tions, but within certain limitations and when used with experience each of

them can produce results that can be used with reasonable confidence. The two

yield zone models by Wheeler (45) and by Willenborg, et al (46), and the crack-

closure model by Bell and Creager (47) will be briefly discussed. Detailed

information and applications can be found in References 47-50. -.

Wheeler defines a crack-growth reduction factor, C

(da) (K) (5.11)
dN pr

where f( K) is the usual crack-growth function, and (da/dN) is the retarded

crack-growth rate. The retardation factor, C p, is given as

m

arPi (5.12)Cp ao+rpo-ai

in which (see also Figure 5-21):

rpi is the current plastic zone size in the ith cycle under consideration

a is the current crack size

r is the plastic size generated by a previous higher load excursionpo
a is the crack size at which the higher load excursion occurred
m is an experimental constant.

5.2.3
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There is retardation as long as the current plastic zone is contained within a

previously generated plastic zone.

Som•y examples of crack-growth predictions made by means of the Wheeler

model are shown in Figure 5-22. Selection of the proper value for the expo-

nent m will yield adequate crack-growth predictions. THE EXPONENT m IS

SPECTRUM DEPENDENT AND ITS INDISCRIMINANT USE WITH RADICALLY DIFFERENT SPECTRA

THAN FOR WHICH IT WAS DERIVED CAN LEAD TO INACCURATE AND UNCONSERVATIVE RESULTS.

The Willenborg model also relates the retardation to the overload plastic

zone. It makes use of an effective stress-intensity factor, the maximum stress

intensity in the ith cycle, Kmaxi, being reduced to K as,
max.eff

ia~

K =K max -0K /I - o 0 K
max eff max,i m o r maxipo

(5.13)
a.-a

also: K -K K :I Kmineff in, i max,o; rpo max,i

in which (see also Figure 5-21):

Sis unity for the original model

a is the current crack size

a is the crack size at the occurrence of the overload
0

rpo is the yield zone produced by the overload

'. K is the maximum stress intensity of the overload.
max,o

Since K an K are reduced by the same amount, the overload causes only a

reduction in R ratio as long as Kmin,eff > 0. When Kimn,eff < 0, it should be

taken as zero. In that case R = 0 and AK = Kmax, eff"
The equations show that retardation will occur until the crack has reached

the boundary of the overload yield zone. At that time ai - a = r such that0o po

the reduction becomes zero.

Immediately after the overload a = a0 , which means that Kmax,eff =

2 K - K o. Consequently, the model predicts complete ret rdaticn
max'i max,o

(K = 0) for the case the overload is twice as high as the subsequent
max,eff (51)

cycle. Therefore, Gallagher and Hughes introduced the factor 5 in Equa-

tions (5.13), given by

5.2.4
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K -K .max,i max, th
K -K (5.14)
max,o max,,i

where K is the threshold value (Section 5.1.3). Results of predictionsmax, th

made by means of the Willenborg model are presented in Figure 5-23.

Shortcomings to both the Wheeler model and the Willenborg model are:

-- THE MODELS DO NOT ACCOUNT FOR THE REDUCTION OF RETARDATION BY

NEGATIVE LOADS

- THE MODELS DO NOT DISTINGUISH BETWEEN A SINGLE OVERLOAD AND

MULTIPLE OVERLOADS.

The crack-closure model by Bell and Creager attempts to overcome these

shortcomings. This model makes use of a crack-growth-rate equation based on

an effective stress-intensity range ýK eff The effective stress intensity is

the difference between the applied stress intensity and the stress intensity

for crack closure. The latter is determined semiempirically in a very arti-

ficial way. The final equations contain many experimental constants, which

reduces the versatility of the model. Details can be found in Reference 42.

Some examples of predictions made with the model are presented in Figure 5-24

Because of the large number of empirical constants it is difficult to apply.

Crack-growth calculations are the most useful for comparative studies,

where variations of only a few parameters are considered (i.e., trade-off

studies to determine design details, design stress levels, material selection,

etc.). THE PREDICTIONS SHOULD ALWAYS BE CHECKED WITH A FEW EXPERIMENTS.

(See Analysis Substantiation Tests in Section 7.1.) Then other predictions ^

a similar nature can be used with greater confidence. After a discussion of

spectrum and stress-history development, example calculations of crack-growth

curves will be given in Section 5.4.

The shortconings of the retardation models are not the only cause of

uncertainties in crack-growth predictions. Other factors contributing to the

uncertainty are!

-- Scatter in baseline da/dn data

-- Unknowns in the effects of service environment

-- Necessary assumptions on flaw shape development (Section 5.4.4)

-- Deficiencies in K calculation (sec 5.4.4)

5.2.5
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Assumptions on interaction of cracks (see 5.4.5)

Assumptions on service stress history (see 5.3).
In view of these problems (to be discussed in later sections), the use of

more sophisticated retardation models would not greatly improve the reliability

of crack-growth predictions of service behavior.

In view of these additional shortcomings of crack-growth predictions,

the shortcomings of a retardation model become less pronounced; therefore, no

particular retardation model has preference over the others. From a practical

point of view, the Willenborg model is easier to use since it does not contain

empirical constants.

5.2.5 Computer Routines

( •Several computer programs are available for general use that include one

or more of the retardation models In a crack-growth-integration scheme. The

most well known of these is CRACKS (50), the latest version of which should be

used. It has the options of using any of the three retardation models discussed

in the previous section. However, most companies have their own computer programs.

In general, the crack-growth-damage-integration procedure consists of the

( following basic steps (Figure 5-25).

Step 1. The initial crack size follows from the damage tolerance

asaumption as a1 . The stress range in the first cycle is

Aa V (see Section 5.4) Then determine AK1  B SAO 1VaIM

by using the appropriate 0 for the given structural geometry

and crack geometry. (The computer program may include the

determination of S,)

Step 2. Determine (da/dN), at AK1 from the da/dN - AK baseline

information, taking into account the appropriate R value.

(The da/dN - AK baseline information may make use of one

of the crack-growth equations discussed in Section 5.1.3.

The computer program may contain options for any one of these

equations. Instead it may use data in tabular form and interpo-

late between data points.)

The crack extension Aa1 in cycle 1 is

AaI (da) x l.

't- * Available through AFFDL/FBEC, Fatigue, Fracture and Reliability Group.
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The new crack size will be a a + a .s

Step 3. The extent of the yield zone in Cycle I is determined as

Y2 = ao + r and call a a

K 2

with rpl max 2 for plane stress

ys

K 2
max

or r maxo 2 for plane strain.

ys

Step 4. The crack size is now a 2. The stress range in the next

cycle is Aa2 . Calculate 6K with AK2 = 2

Step 5. Calculate the extent of the yield zone

Y22 = a2 + rp 2 "
Step 6. If Y22 < Y2 calculate C according to Equation (5.12) whenp

using the Wheeler model, or calculate K Kmax,eff' min,eff

and R 3ccording to Equations (5.13) when using the Willenborg

model. Skip Steps 7 and 8, go to Step 9. -|

Step 7. If Y22 ! Y2' determine (da/dN) 2 from AK2. Determine the

new crack size

da
a = a + Aa = a + ( ) x
3 2 2 2 ~dN~ l

Step 8. Replace Y2 by Y2 2 which is now cafled Y2 "

Replace a = aI by a = a?.

Skip Step 9, go to Step 10.

Step 9. When using the Wheeler model, determine the amount of crack

growth on the basis of AK2 from the da/dN AK data. Find

the new crack size from

a 3 =a 2 + Aa + C (La) x I.a 3 + L 1) p dN 2

When using the Willenborg model, determine the amount of

crack growth using the 6Kff and R value determined in

Step 6 from the da/dN - AK plot. Determine the new crack

size as S
5.2.7
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da xI
a a 2 + La 2 = a 2 " (1.)232 2 eff

Step 10. Repeat Steps 4 through 9 for every following cycle, while for the

ith cycle replacing a 2 by ai and a 3 by a il.
This routine of cycle-by-cycle integration is not always necessary,

The integration is faster if the crack size is increased stepwise in the

following way.

-- At a certain crack size the available information is ai, ao, Y2"

-- Calculate LaI for the i th cycle in the same way as in Steps 4

through 9.

- Calculate La ...... .a for the following cycles but let thej n
current crack size remain a. all the time. This eliminates

recalculat in of 8 every cycle.

- Calculate Y for every cycle. If Y > Y?' then replace Y, by
2k 2k 9

Yk and call it Y 2 Then replace a by a. and call it a
O 1 O

-- Sum the crack-growth increments to

n
,:a = ak

k=i

- Continue until ta exceeds a certain preset size. Then increment

the crack size by

a = a. + a,

and repeat the procedure. i
A reasonable size fcr the crack-growth increment is Aa = a. It can

also be based cn the extent of the yield zone, e.g., La = (Y a.)
10 2

The advantage of the incremental crack-growth procedure is especially obvious

if series of constant-amplitude cycles occur. Since the crack size does not

change, the stress intensity will not change. Hence, each cycle will cause

'_ :ane amount of growth. This means that all n constant-amplitude cycles

can be treated as one cycle to give

daa n

There exist other possibilities for more efficient integration schemes.

However, their use is largely determined by the type of stress history that
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has to be integrated. For example, for a flight-by-flight load history it

is possible to determine the crack extension per flight as

da da

"dF1. 1dN (5.15)

if there are n cycles in the flight. This is done for a number of crack sizes

and for all the different flight types (e.g., rri-sicns) in the sequence. Then

a diagram is constructed of da/dF versus a for each flight type, which can

be integrated on a flight-by-flight basis or on a crack-increment basis.

THE INTEGRATION SCHEME IS A MATTER OF PERSONAL TASTE, AND OF AVAILABLE

FACILITIES. This means that there is no preference for the use of a partic-

ular computer program other than those dictated by computer facilities.

52
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j.3 STRESS SPECTRA

5.3.1 Exceedance Spectra and Their Use

In order to predict the crack-growth behavior of an aircraft structure,

the designer neeO to know the stress history. For a new design the stress

history can on] 2 estimated on the basis of measurements made on existing

aircraft systems. As pointed out in the previous sections, the stress history,

or more specifically the sequence of low and high stresses is of great influence

on the predicted crack-growth life. Not only the magnitude of the stresses but

also tbe sequence ini which they occur is of importance.

Measurements made on existing airplanes do give fairly accurate informa-

tiou as to the magnitude of the aircraft loads, but the informntion on the

sequence of loads is only rudimentary. Nevertheless, assumptions have to be

made regarding the stress history in order to enable crack-growth predictions.

This section discusses this problem by pointing out the difficulties involved.

without givirE rt-les to arrive at a stress history because that is beyond the

scope of this document.

The load information for an aircraft structure is usually in the form

of an exceeoance spectrum. The spectrum is already an interpretation of in-

flight measurements. The flight measurements either pertain to center of

gravity accelerations or stresses at a particular location. The inte---etation

consxets of a counting procedure, which counts accelerations (or strc of a

certain magnitude, or their variation (range). Information on the various

4. counting procedures can be found in References 52 and 53.

Typical exceedanze spectra are 8iven L, Figure 5-26 for a transport wing,

b-7ber wing, &nd fighter wing. The ordinate either can be accelerations or

stresse3 (in some cases gust velocities). The ab3ciasa represents the rumber

of times a lekal an the vertical axis Js exceeded. E.g., in Figure 5-?Ca

level A is exceeded n1 times; level B is exceeded n2 times. This means that

there will be nl-n 2 events of a load between levels A and B. These loads will

be lower than B, but higher than A. The exact magnitude of any one of the

n-n 2 loads remains undetermined.

Basically, one catt define an infinite number of load levels between A

and B. However, there are only n1 -1, 2 occurrences, which means that the number

of load levels to be encountered I.s finite; not every arbitrary load level

5.3.1
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will be experienced. Strictly speaking each of the n1 -n 2 occurences between

A and B could be a different load level. If one chose to divide the distance

between A and B into nl-n, equal parts, AA, each of these could occur once.

Kithematical.y, a level A+AA will be exceeded nl-1 times. Hence, there must

be one occurrence between A and A+AA. In practice such small steps cannot

be defined, unr is there a necessity for their definition.

If measurements were made again during an equal number of flight hours.

the exceedance spectrum would be the same, but the actual load containment

would be different. This means that the conversion of a spectrum into a stress

history for crack-growth analysis will have to be arbitrary because one can

only select one case out of unlimited possibilities.

Going to the top of the spectrum in Figure 5-26, level C will be exceeded

10 times. There must be a level above C that is exceeded 9 times, one that is

exceeded 8 times, etc. One could identify these levels, each of which would

occur once. In view of the foregoing discussion this becomes extremely unreal-

istic. Imagine 10 levels above C at an ecual spacing of AC, giving levels C,

C+AC, C+2AC, etc. If level C is exceeded 10 times, all of these exceedances

may be of the level C+3AC for one aircraft; they may be all of level C+5AC

,or another aircraft.

As a consequence, it is unrealistic to apply only one load of a certain

level, which would imply that all leads in the history would have a different

magnitude. Moreover, if high loads are beneficial for crack growth (retardation),

it would be unconservative to apply once the level C+AC, once M+2AC, etc., if

bome aircraft would only see 10 times C.

Hence, the maximum load level for a fatigue analysis should be selected

at a reasonable number of exceedances. (This load level is called the clipping

level.) Fromi crack-growth experiments regarding the spectrum clipping level,

IL appears resonable to select the highest level at 10 exceedances per 1,000

flights. This will be discussed In more detail in later sections. (NOTE THAT

THE MAXIMUM LOAD USED IN THE FATIGUE ANALYSIS HAS NO RELATION WHATSOEVER TO

THE P LOADS FOR RESIDUAL STRENGTH ANALYSIS.)

The same dilemma exists when lower load levels have to be selected.

Obviously, the n loads in 1,000 hours will not be at n different levels. A

number of dietcrete levels has to be selected. This requires a stepwise approxi-

mation of the spectrum, as in Figure 5-27. As shown in the following table,
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C
the number of occurrences of each level follows easily from subtracting exceed-

ances.

Level Exceedances Occurrences

Ll ni nl
L2 T12 n2-nl

L 3  n 3  n3-n2

L 4  n 4  nf-n3

L5 n5 n 5 -nL4

The more discrete load levels there are, the closer stepwise approximation

will approach the spectrum shape. On the other hand, the foregoing discussion

shows that too many levels are unrealistic. The number of levels has to be

chosen to give reliable crack-growth predictions.

Figure 5-28 shows results of crack-growth calculations in which the spectrum

was approximated in different ways by selecting a different number of levels

; each time. If the stepped approximation is made too coarse (small number of

levels) the resulting crack growth curve differs largely from those obtained

with fluer approximations. However, if the number of levels is 8 or more, the

crack-growth curves are identical for all practical purposes. A further refine-

merit of the stepped approximatioa only increases the complexity of the calcula-

tion; it does not lead to a different (or better) crack-growth prediction.

Crack-growth predictions conLain many uncertainties anyway, which means that

one would sacrificc i Lciency to apparent sophistication by taking too many

levels. IT TURNS OUT THAT 8 TO 10 POSITIVE LEVELS (ABOVE THE IN-FLIGHT

STATIONARY LOAD) ARE SUFFICIENT. THE NUMBER OF NEGATIVE LEVELS (BELOW THE

IN-FLIGHT STATIONARY LOAD) MAY BE BETWEEN 4 AND 10.
Selection of the lowest positive level is also of importance, because

it determines the total number of cycles in the crack-growth analysis. (TV

level is called the truncation level.) Within reasonable limits the lower

truncation luvel has only a minor effect on the outcome of the crack-glowth

life. THEREFORE, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THIS LOWER TRUNCATION LEVEL BE SELECTED

ON 1HE BASIS OF EXCFEDANCES RATHER THAN ON STRESSES. A NUMBER IN THE RANGE OF

10- 5 x i0!' EXCEE0ANCES PER 1,000 FLIGHTS SEEMS, REASONABLE. This will be
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discussed in more detail in later sections.

As an example, consider the spectrum in Figure 5-27. (Only the positive

part is shown.) The highest level, L,, is selected at 10 exceedances; the

lowest level, L5, at I0 5 exceedances. The intermediate levels are evenly

spaced between L5 and L1 , giving the following results:

Level Exceedances Occurrences

L1 0 10

L2 l,0CO 990

L 7,000 6,000

L4  25,000 18,000

L5  100,000 75,000

TOTAL 100,000

The stepped approximation is constructed as follows. The maximum level,

LI, is selected at e.g., the load that is exceeded 10 times in 1,000 flights.

The other levels are selected between Ig and LI. They need not necessarily

be at equal spacing. Then the steps are constructed by ensuring that (Figure

5-27) the hatched area A2 is equal to B2 , A3 - B3 and so on. At the highest

level step ia constructed as indicated in Figure 5-27, otherwise too many

high loads will occur.

5.3.2 Design Spectra

Requirements for the development of aircraft load histories are presented

in MIL-A-8866B (USAF). The individual spectra oi repeated loads have to be

assembled oo a flight-by-flight basis. The sources of repeaLed loads shall

include run-ups, check-outc, Jacking, towing, taxiing, landing, maneuvering,

turbulence, inflight-refueling, control operatiors, pressurization, buffeting.

In otht- words, all possible sources of cyclic loads shall be included.

In order to derive thu load hiLozy, a flight has to be divided into

segments an in Figure 5-29. A load sequenre has to be determined for each

mission on the basip of available spectrum information. MIL-A-8866B (USAF)

presents typical matieuver spectrum infortiation for different missions, mlsnion

segments, and different aircraft systems. The number of (poostive) levels

5.3.4
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given is on the order of 10. The total number of exceedances is on the order
5 5

of 10 - 5.105. These typical data can be converted into exceedance spectra.

The result is shown in Figure 5-30 on a i,000 flight-hours basis.

The spectrum information has to be converted into stresses at the critical

locations. The exceedance curve of accelerations is the integral of all loads

the aircraft experiences during a certain period of operations. During this

time the a :plane will have different weights and configurations (e.g., external

stores, flaps) and it will fly a variety of missions under a variety of weather

conditions. THIS MEANS THAT A GIVEN ACCELERATION IN THE SPECTRUM iS NOT RELATED

TO ONE UNIQUE STRESS LEVEL AT THE CRITICAL LOCATION. RATHER, THERE EXISTS A

j COMPLICATED CORRELATION FUNCTION BETWEEN THE ACCELERATION AND THE INDUCED STRESS.

Before the conversion into stresses, the total spectrum is divided into

mission-spectra, and where necessary, into spectra for the various mission

segments. Such a division is also made in MIL-A-008866B (USAF). First, the

different missions are defined. Then the mission profiles are established.

Next the spectrum for each mission (and mission segment) is derived from exist-

( ing data or the above specification. Using the correlation function, aircraft

weight, and aircraft configuration, the mission stresses can be determined.

5.3.3 Flight Stress History; Mission Mix

After the determination of mission stresses, a flight stress history and

a mission mix have to be determined. The sequencing of stresses and missions

may significantly affect the outcome of an experiment or a crack-growth calcu-

lation, due to retariation effects. Some guidelines for sequencing are given

below.

(a) Determinlitic loads are placed in the proper flight segment.

Obviously, the ground load of the ground-air-ground cycle

will occur at the beginning and at the end of each flight.

Similarly, maneuver loada associated with take-off will be

at the beginning of the 11ight. Specific maneuver loads

(e.g., those associated with strikes) shouid be positioned in

the proper mission segment.

(b) Probabilistic loads due to gusts and maneuvers have to be

5.3.5
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arbitrarily sequenced. A random sequence would be the most

realistic. Taking a random sequence for mission A, and making

all flights of mission A equal would largely devaluate the

random character. A different order in each flight of

mission A reduces the efficiency of the integration procedure.

Hence, one would want to decide for a standard mission A.

Then it is also reasonable to adopt a cycle sequence that is

relatively simple without sacrificing the accuracy of crack-

growth predictions. Test results (38,39) indicate that low-high-

low sequencing within a flight for a gust spectrum gives crack-

growth lives very similar to pure random loading. For a fighter

spectrum lo-hi-lo loading per flight is realistic because most

of the maneuvering will take place during the combat phase

about halfway through the flight. THEREFORE, LO-HI-I SEQUENCING

PER FLIGHT IS RECONMENDED IF PROGRAMMED SEQUENCING IS CONSIDERED

INSTEAD OF RANDOM SEQUENCING. If other than random or lo-hi-lo

sequencing per flight is selected, the adequacy of this choice

should be demonstrated by analysis and tests.

(c) If the spectrum used represents about 1,000 flight hours (as in

MIL-8866B (USAF), it will be a spectrum for a rather limited

number of flights. For example, if the average flight duration is

5 hours, the spectrum will be for 200 flights. This means that any

stress level that is exceeded less than 200 times will not occur

in every flight. If the clipping level is selected at 10 exceedings

per 1,000 flights, it will occur only once very 100 flights. This

problem is easily resolved if the highest levels occur only in one

mission type, and if that mission occurs once or twice in 200 flights.

In that case each stress occurrence in the spectrum will be automatically

accounted for (see Section 5.3.4). Otherwise, the standard missions

will have to be modified to account for the high stresses. For

example, in the above example, every 100 flightA one mission is modi-

fied to contain tae highest level.

(J) A realistic mission sequence (mission mix) has tc, be established.

5.3.6
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If tie number of mission types is relatively small, and the

number of flights of each mission is realtively large, ordering

is not very critical. However, usually there is a small number

of severe missions in which the highest stresses occur. If they

all occur at the beginning of the life, the retardation effect may

be excessive. If they all occur at the end of the life, the retar-

dation effect is absent, which would give a conservative crack-

growth prediction. However, conservatism is already built in by

means of the clipping level. THEREFORE, WITH NO OTHER INFORMATION

AVAILABLE, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT THE SEVEREST MISSIONS BE EVENLY

SPACED AMONG THE OTHER MISSIONS.

(e) After determination of all the mission stresses, simplifications

are sometimes possible. Usually the stresses will be given in

tabular form. They will show an apparent variability. For example,

if an acceleration, n2 , is exceeded 10,000 times, this will not

result in the exceedance of 10,000 times of a certain stress level,

since n2 causes a different stress in different missions or mission

segments. However, if a stress exceedance spectrum is established

of the various missions on the basis of the tabular stress history,

it may turn out that two different missions may have nearly the same

stress spectrum. In that case, the missions can be made equal for

the purpose of crack-growth predictions.
(.

5.3.4 Simple Spectra and Simplification of Spectra

So far, the spectra considered were applicable primarily for airplane

wings. Fin and stabilator experience a combined gust and maneuver spectrum

that is usually as complicated as that of the wing. However, both structures

operate essentially at zero mean load, which mesms that ground-air-ground

cycles are of little bignificance. The derivation of a stress history for

these parts follows the same rules as for the wing.

Parts with relatively simple spectra are the flap structure components.

These experience one cycle during take off, and one cycle during landing.

Mane-vering and gust cycles are superposed to them, but they are so small

5.3.7
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as compared to the primary loading, that they can usually be neglected.

Fuselage structures are subjected to torsional and bending loads due

to maneuvering and gust loads on the control surfaces, aerodynamic loads,

and pressurization cycles. The latter will be the only significant loading

for many locations in the fuselage.

In the early design stage not much is known about stress histories to be

anticipated. An exceedance spectrum based on previous experience is usually

available. However, material selection may still have to be made, and opera-

tional stress levels may still have to be selected. Hence, it is impossible

and premature to derive a service stress history. Yet, crack-growth calcula-

tions have to be made as part of the design trade-off studies. The designer

wants to know the effect of design stress, structural geometry, and material

selection with respect to possible compliance with the damage-tolerance

criteria, and with respect to aircraft weight and cost. Such studies can be

made only if a reasonable service stress history is assumed. The following

procedure shows how such a history can be derived in a simple way, if it is

to be used only for comparative calculations.

Consider the exceedance spectrum for 1,000 flights shown in Table 5.1.

Instead of selecting stress levels for the discretization it is much more

efficient in this case to select exceedances. Since a large number of levels

is nor necessary in this stage, six levels were chosen in the example. The

procedure would remain the same if more levels were to be selected.

The exceedances in the example were taken at 10 (in accordance with 1
Section 5.3.1); 100; 1,000; 10,000; 100,000; 500,000 (in accordance with

Section 5.3.1). Vertical lines are drawn at these numbers, and the stepped

approximation is made. This leads to the positive excursion levels, SI - S6,

and the negative excursion levels, T .- T (Table 5-1). The stress levels and1* 6
exceedances are given in columns 1 and 2 of Table 5-1. Subtraction gives the

number of occurrences in column 3.

The highest stress level is likely to occur only once in the severest

mission. Therefore, a mission A spectrum is selected as in column 4 in

which S occurs once, and lower levels occur more frequently in accordanct

with the shape of the total spectrum. In order to use all 10 occurrences

of level Si, it is necessary to have 10 miusions A in 1,000 flights. These

5.3.8
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10 missions A will use the numbers of cycles given in column 5. When the

10 missions A are subtracted from the total number of occurrences in column 3,

the remaining load containment of the remaining 990 flights is as given in

column 6.

The next severest mission is likely to have one cycle of ievel S2.

Hence, thE mission B spectrum in column 7 can be constructed in the same way

as the mission A spectrum. There remain 60 cycles of S2* Hence, mission B

will occur 60 times in 1,000 flights. The 60 missions B will use the cycles

shown in column 8. Therefore, the cycles remaining for the remaining 930

flights are as given in column 9.

Level S 3 will occur once in a mission C, which is constructed in column 10.

There remain 570 cycles S3 , so that there will be 570 missions C. These will

use the cycles given in column 11. The remaining cycles are given in column 12.

There will be 10 missions A, 60 missions B, and 570 missions C in l,OCO

flights. This means that there remain 360 flights. Dividing the rziuaining

cycles in column 12 by 360, a mission D spectrum is found as in column 13.

Consequently, all cycles have been accounted for.

A mission mix has to be constructed now. With mission A occurring 10

times per 1,000 flights, a I00-irssion block could be selected. However, a

smaller block would be more efficient. In the example, a 33-mission block

can be conceived as shown in Table 5-1. After 3 repetitions of this block

(99 flights) one mission A is applied. t

The cycles in each mission are ordered in a ]o-hi-lo sequence. The

negative excursion T1 - T6 are accounted for by combining them with the

positive excursions of the same frequency of occurrence: T1 forms a cycle

with SI, T2 with $2f etc. In this way the range of a cycle is S-T, instead

of S-mean stress, which is conservative.

In order to arrive at the stresses an approximate procedure has to be

followed also. Given the fii.ht duration, an acceleration spectrum (e.g.,

the 1,000 hours spectra given in MIL-A-8866B) can be converted approximately

into a 1,000 flight spectrum. Limit load will usually be at a known value

of n (e.g., 7.33g for a fighter or 2.5 g for a transport). As a result,

the vertical axis of the acceleration diagram can be converted into a scale

5.3.10
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that gives exceedances as a fraction of limit load. This is done in Figure

5-31 for the MIL-A-8866B spectra of Figure 5-30. A comparison of these figures

will clarify the procedure.

Once a spectrum of the type of Figure 5-31 is established, design trade-

off studies are easy. Selecting different materials or different design stress

levels SI - S6 and T - T6 can be determined and the flight-by-flight spectrum

is ready (Table 5-1). Selection of a different design stress level results in

a new set S1 - S6. This requires only the exchange of a few cards in the

computer program, and the calculation can be rerun.

This shows the versatility of the spectrum derivation of Table 5-1. It

is a result of choosing exceedances to arrive at the stepped approximation of

the spectrum, which means that the cycle content is always the same. If stress

levels were selected instead, a change in spectrum shape or stress levels would

always result in different cycle numbers. In that case, the whole procedure

to arrive at the spectrum of Table 5-1 would have to be repeated, and many more

changes would have to be made to the computer program.

Of course, Table 5-1 is an example only. The spectrum could be approxi-

mated by more levels, more different missions could be designed, but the same

procedure could still be used. In view of the comparative nature of the cal-

culations in the early design stage, many more levels or missions are not

really necessary.

NOTE: THE STRESS HISTORY DERIVED IN THIS SECTION IS USEFUL ONLY FOR

QUICK COMPARATIVE CALCULATIONS FOR TRADE-OFF STUDIES.

( The stress history developed in Table 5-1 was applied to all the spectra

in Figure 5-31 to derive crack-growth curves. The results will be discussed

in Section 5.4.3.

5.3.11
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5.4 CRACK-GROWTH PREDICTION

5.4.1 Introduction

The analysis procedure for crack-growth prediction requires the following

steps:

(1) Determine the stress-intensity factor (Chpater 4).

(2) Establish a stress history and mission mix (Section 5.3).

(3) Find baseline crack-growth data (Section 5.1).

(4) Select a retardation model (Section 5.2); select and apply

an integration routine (Section 5.2).

Each of these steps was discussed in general terms in one of the foregoing

sections. However, there are some detail problems that need consideration.

These detail problems will be the subject of Section 5.4.

5.4.2 Cycle Definition and Sequencing

In Section 5.2, the retardation phenomenon was discussed. Retardation

causes high stress excursions to have a large effect on crack growth. As a

result, the sequence of low and high stresses can be very critical. However,

there is another sequence effect that is not at all related to retardation.

It is related to the cycle definition necessary for a crack-growth calculation.

If a flight-by-flight stress history is developed for damage tolerance

analysis or tests, it will be given as a sequence of load levels. Each of the

cases, a, b, c, and d in Figure 5-32, could be a detail of such a sequence.

Each case is a stress excursion of 86 between levels A and B containing a

dip of increasing size from a to d. In case a, the dip is so small that it

can be neglected. The cycle can be considered a single excursion with a

range AK1 of size 86. In case b, the dip cannot be neglected. A normal

crack-growth calculation would consider case b a sequence of two excursions,

one with a range AK2, the other with a range AK3, each of size 56.

If the four cases were treated this way, the normally calculated crack

extension would be as given in the center of Figure 5-32. (For simplicity,
4the crack-growth equation is taken as da/dN = C(U) and the R ratio effect

is ignored). It turns out that cases b and c would cause considerably less

54
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crack extension than case a. This is very unlikely in practice, since the

crack would see one excursion from A to B in each case. Therefore, cases b,

c, and d should be more damaging than case a in view of the extra cycle due

to the dip. Although the effect of cycle ratio was neglected, the small

influence of R could not account for the discrepancies.

It seems more reasonable to treat each case as one excursion with a

range of AK1 plus one excursion of a smaller range (e.g., AK4 in case b)

(range-pair counting). If this is done, the ranges considered would be as

indicated by the dashed liaes in Figure 5-32. The alternative crack-growth

calculation is shown also in Figure 5-32 (bottom). There is an increasing

damage going from a to d.

The alternative cycle definition is obtained by a rainflow count (53,54).

The method is illustrated in Figure 5-33. While placing the graphical display

of the stress history vertical, it is considered as a stack of roofs. Rain is

assumed to flow from each roof. If it runs off the roof, it drips down on the

roof below, etc., with the exception that the rain does not continue on a roof

that is already wet. The range of the rain flow is considered the range of

the stress. The ranges so obtained are indicated by AB, CD, etc., in Figure

5-33. Figure 5-34 shows how rainflow counting may affect a crack-growth

prediction.

Several other counting methods exist. They are reviewed in References

52 and 53. Counting metbods were originally developed to count measured load

histories in order to establish an exceedance diagram. Therefore, the opinions

( expressed in the literature on the usefulness of the various counting procedures

should be considered in that light. The counting procedure giving the best

representation of a spectrum need not necessarily be the best descriptor of

fatigue behavior.

It is argued that ranges are more important to fatigue behavior than load

peaks. On this basis, the so-called range-pair count (52,53) and the rainfluw

count (54) are considered the most suitable. However, no crack growth experi-

ments were ever reported to prove this.

The use of counting procedures in crack-growth prediction is an entirely

new application. An experimental program is required for a definitive evalua-

tion. Calculated crack-growth curves show that the difference in crack-growth

life may be on the order of 25-30 percent. It should be noted that counting

is not as essential when the loads are sequenced lu-hi-lo in each flight.

=~. .- .2
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The increasing ranges automatically produce an effect similar to counting.

FOR THE TIME BEING, IT SEEMS THAT A CYCLE COUNT WILL GIVE THE BEST

REPRESENTATION OF FATIGUE BEHAVIOR. THEREFORE, IT IS RECOMMENDED THAT CYCLE

COUNTING PER FLIGHT BE USED FOR CRACK-GROWTH PREDICTIONS OF RANDOM SEQUENCES.

In the computer program for crack-growth integration, each flight is

first cycle counted. The ranges resulting from this count are used to deter-

mine the K values. Care should be taken that they are sequenced properly

in order to avoid different interaction effects (note that K dererminesmax
retardation and not K). As an example, consider again Figure 5-33. The

proper sequence for integration is: CD, CH, KL, EF, AB, PQ, MN. In this

way, the maximum stress intensity (at B) occurs at the proper time with

respect to its retardation effect. This way the maximum stress intensity of

cycle AB will cause retardation for cycles PQ and MN only.

5.4.3 Clipping

Apart from the sequencing problems addressed in the previous section,

there is a sequence problem associated with retardation. In Section 5.3,

it was pointed out that sequencing of deterministic loads should be done in

accordance with serviLe practice; probabilistic loads can be sequenced ran-

domly, but a lo-hi-lo order per flight is acceptable. This can be concluded

from data of the type presented In Figure 5-20.

The sequencing effect due to retardation is largely dependent on the

ratio between the highest and lowest loads in the spectrum and their fre-

quency of occurrence. As a result, it will depend upon spectrum shape.

Compare, for example, the fighter spectrum with the transport spectrum in

Figure 5-31. The relatively few high loads in the tranLsport spectrum may

cause a more significant retardation effect than the many high loads that

their exact magnitude and sequence becomes of less importance.

The selection of the highest loads in the load history is critical to

obtain a reliable crack-growth prediction. It was argued in Section 5.3 that

it is not realistic to include loads that occur less frequently than about

10 times in 1,000 flights, because some aircraft in the fleet may not see

these high lcads. It means that the spectrum is clipped at 10 exceedings. No -
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load cycles are omitted. Only those higher tharn the clipping level are reduced

in magnitude to the clipping level. The effect of clipping on retardation and

crack-growth life was illustrated in Figure 5-19.

The question remains whether proper selection of a realistic clipping

level is as important for a crack-growth prediction as it is for an experi-

ment. In this respect, it is important to know which retardation model is

the most sensitive to clipping level. As pointed out above, this may also

depend upon spectrum shape. This was checked by running crack-growth calcu-

lations for different clipping levels, differettL spectrum shapes, and with

two retardation models.

Calculations were made for the six spectra shown in Figures 5-31, by

using the flight-by-flight history developed in Table 5-1. The cycles in each

flight were ordered in a lo-hi-lo sequence. Crack-growth curves for the full

spectra are shown in Figure 5-35 for the Willenborg model and in Figure 5-36

for the Wheeler model. The crack configuration is indicated in the figures.

A stress of 35 ksi at limit load was taken for all spectra.

Subsequently, four significantly different spectra (A, B, C, and E) were

selected. Crack-growth curves were calculated using the clipping levels S2P

S3, S4 , and S5 in Table 5-). The resulting crack-growth curves for one spec-

trum are presented in Figure 5-37. Also shown is a curve for a linear analysis

(no retardation). The results for all spectra are compiled in Figure 5-36.

Test data for gust spectrum truncation are also shown. Some characteristic

numbers are tabulated.

t The figures allow the following observations:

-- The two models give largely different crack-growth lives for

all spectra, except C. The differences are not systematic.

Since there are no test data for comparison, the correct answers

are not known. However, by changing tbs retardation exponent,

the Wheeler calculations could be adjusted to match the test data.

-- With one exception the two models essentia]ly predict the same

trend with respect to clipping levels. This shows that they

both have eqt, capability to treat retardation. Hence, the

Wheeler mode have greater versatility for different spectrum

shapes prov., ne retardation exponent is adjusted.

-- The steep spectra (fighter, trainer) are somewhat less sensitive

to clipping level. Apparently, the damage of the high cycles

5.4.4
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outweighs their retardation effect.

-- With extreme clipping the analysis attains more the character of

a linear analysis.

-- Bringing the clipping level down from 10 exceedings per 1,000

flights (top data points in Figure 5-38) to 100 exceedings per

1,000 flights (second row of data points in Figure 5-38) reduces

the life by only 15 percent or less for all spectra.

In addition, crack-growth calculations were made to repredict the gust

spectrum test data shown in Figure 5-38. The rebults are presented in

Figures 5-39 and 5-40. It turns out that the calculated results are very

conservative. However, with one exception, they would all fall within the

scatterband of Figure 5-23. The baseline data used were worst case upper-

boundary data. This can easily account for a factor two in growth rates.

If the growth rates were reduced by a factor of two, the calculations would

be very close to the test data (dashed line in Figure 5-40).

One important thing has been disregarded so far. Of the retardation

models, only the one by Bell and Creager accounts for compressive stresses.

As shown in Figure 5-16, compressive stresses reduce retardation (compare

curves B and C. Omission of the g.a.g. cycle in the experiments (39) of

Figure 5-40 increased the life by almost 80 percent. Apart from the g.a.g.

cycle there areother compressive stresses in the spectrum. All of these were

ignored in the calculation with the Willenborg model.

The top clipping level in Figure 5-40 is at 5 exceedings per 1,000 flights,

the second level is at 13 exceedings per 1,000 flights. From these results

and Figure 5-38, it appears that an exceedance level of 10 times per 1,000

flights will combine reasonable conservatism with a realistically high clipping

level. THIS SUPPORTS THE ARGUMENTS GIVEN PREVIOUSLY TO SELECT THE CLIPPING

LEVEL AT 10 EXCEEDINGS PER 1,000 FLIGHTS FOR BOTH CALCULATIONS AND EXPERIMENTS.

THE EFFECT OF CLIPPING LEVEL SHOULD BE CALCULATED FOR A SMALL NUMBER OF REPRE-

SENTATIVE CASES TO SHOW THE DEGREE OF CONSERVATISM.

5.4.4 Truncation

Truncation of the lower load levlc is important for the efficiency of _
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crack-growth calculations. Truncation means that cycles below a certain mag-

nitude are simply omitted. The argument is that low stress excursions do not

contribute much to crack growth, especially in .iew of the retardation effect.

Since there are so many cycles of low amplitude, their omission would speed up

experiments and crack growth calculations.

Figure 5-41 shows some experimental data regarding the effect of trun-

cation. However, these data are somewhat misleading, because truncation was

not carried out properly. The lowest load levels of a complete stress history

were simply omitted, without a correction of the stress history. Figure 5-42

shows the improper and the correct procedure for truncation.

The left half of Figure 5-42 illustrates the truncation procedure used for

the experiments in Figure 5-41. In the example, the 580,000 cycles of level

S8 would simply be omitted, thus reducing thu total cycle content from 7000,000

to 120,000. Proper truncation requires that the lower spectrun approximation

step be reconstructed, as in the right half of Figure 5-42. The hatched areas

in the figure should be made equal. This means that the number of S7 cycles

would increase from 80,000 to 260,000, the total cycle content would be reduced

* -from 700,000 to 300,000. Tn this way, 180,000 cycles S7 would be substituted

for 580,000/cycles S8. In this way, the effects of lower level truncation are

less than suggested by the experimental data in Figure 5-41.

IN SECTION 5.3 IT WAS RECOMMENDED THAT THE TRUNCATION LEVEL BE SELECTED

AT 105 - 51.05 EXCEEDANCES PER 1,000 FLIGHTS, DEPENDING UPON HOW STEEP THE

(t EXCEEDANCE CURVE IS AT ITS EXTREME POINT. THAT RECOMMENDATION IS REITERATED

HERE.

5.4.5 Crack Shape

The most common crack shape in crack-growth analysis will be the quarter-

circular corner flaw at the edge of a hole. Stress-intensity solutions for

this case were presented in Chapter 4. For use in crack-growth analysis,

these solutions present some additional problems. The stress intensity varies

along the periphery of the crack. Since crack growth is a strong power function

of the stress intensity, crack extension also will vary along LnC' crack front.

4 if this is accounted for in a calculation, the flaw shape at a hole changes
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from quarter circular to elliptical.

For the calculation it would be sufficient to include two points of the

crack front, e.g., the crack tip at the surface and the crack tip at the edge

of the hole. The stress intensity is calculated at these points, and the

amount of crack growth determined. There will be a different amount of growth

along the surface than along the edge of the hole. The new crack will have a

size ai + Aa along the surface, and a size ai + Aah along the hole. For the

next crack-growth increment the flaw may be considered a quarter-elliptical

flaw with semi-axes ai + Aas, and ai + Aah.

There are several reasons why this procedure may still not give the

accuracy exnected:

-- The variation of stress intensity along a corner flaw front at

the edge of a hole is not accurately known.

-- The differences in stress intensity cause differences in growth

and flaw shape development. If this is so, the difference in

crack-giowth properties in the two directions (anisotropy) should

be accounted for too.

-- The differences in growth rates and stress intensity would give

also different retardation effects. There are no experimental

data to support this. Fortunately, experimental evidence

indicates that quarter-circular corner cracks at holes do not

show significant changes in shape (55).

FOR THE FLAWS SPECIFIED IN MIL-A-83444 IT IS ACCEPTABLE AT THIS POINT

IN TIME TO IGNORE FLAW SHAPE CHANGES. CRACK GROWTH MAY BE ASSUMED TO BE THE

SAME ALL ALONG THE CRACK FRONT, SUCH THAT THE FLAW REMAINS QUARTER-CIRCULAR.

Consequently, crack growth needs to be calculated at one point only. It is

recommended that the same point be taken as is used for the evaluation of

residual strength (see Chapter 4).

When the flaw size has become equal to the plate thickness, the flaw

will become a through crack with a curved front for which stress-intensity

solutions are readily available. Cracks usually have a tendency to quickly

become normal through cracks once they reach the front free surface (Figure

5-43). THEREFORE, IT IS RECOMMENDED TO CuMSERVATIVELY ASSUME THE CRACK TO

BECOME A NORMAL THROUGH CRACK OF A SIZE EQUAL TO THE IHIC13NESS IMMEDIATELY

AFTER IT REACHES THE FREE SURFACE (a - B, FIGURE 5-43).

More realistic flaw development assumptions can be made if there is experimental

5.4.7
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support for the adequacy of the crack-growth predictions made.

5.4.6 Interaction of Cracks

Regarding initial flaw assumptions, para. 3.1.1 of MIL-A-83444 states:

"Only one initial flaw in the most critical hole and one initial

flaw at a location other than a hole need be assumed to exist in any

structural element. Interaction between these assumed initial flaws

need not be considered."

Obviously, interaction between these cracks can be disregarded because these

cracks are not assumed to occur simultaneously, although each of them may

occur separately. However, more than one initial flaw may occur if due to

fabrication and assembly operations two or more adjacent elements can contain

the same initial damage at the same location. Note that each of the adjacent

elements has only one flaw. Para. 3.1.1 of MIL-A-83444 states:

"For multiple and adjacent elements, the initial flaws need not

Sbe situated at the same location, except for structural elements where

fabrication and assembly operations are conducted such that flaws in

two or more elements can exist at the same location."

The previous statement that interaction between assumed initial flaws

need not be considered is not repeated here because these cracks will inter-

act as they occur simultaneously. In principle, the damage tolerance calcu-

• (_ lation should consider this interaction. However, a rigorous treatment of

this problem is prohibitive in most cases. Consider, e.g., a skin with a

reinforcement as in Figure 5-44. Because of assembly drilling both holes

should be assumed flawed (Figure 5-44a). If both elements carry the same

stress, there will be hardly any load transfer initially. Hence, the stress

intensities for both flaws will be equal, implying that initially both will

grow at the same rate.

If the two cracks contimue to grcw simultaneously in a dependent manner,

their stress inteusitiea will eventually be different (e.g, K of the reinforce-

ment would increase faster if only for the finite size effect). This means

that in a given cycle the rate of growth would be different for the two cracks

( resulting in different crack sizes. Since it cannot be foreseen a priori how

5.4.8
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the crack sizes in the two members develop, it would be neceasary to develop L

K-solutions for a range of crack sizes and a range of crack size ratios in

the two members.

Assume the crack size in the skin is a8 , the crack size in the reinforce-

ment a . For a given value of a r, the K for the skin crack would be calculated

as a function of a . This calculation would be repeated for a range of as r

sizes. The same would be done for the reinforcement crack and a range of a s

values. For any given combination of ar and a s, the two stress intensities

then can be found by interpolation.

Although the consequences of crack interaction should be evaluated,

routine calculations may be run without interaction of cracks (56,57).

Obviously, the calculation procedure is much simpler if interaction can be

ignored. However, the procedure may give unconservative results.

If either element remained uncracked, the stress intensity in the other

element would be much lower, Lecuase there would be load transfer from the

cracked element to the uncracked element. Obviously, the stress intensity

in the skin would be the lowest. The cracks could be grown as if the othe-

element were uncracked and crack growth would be slower.

Finally, the reinforcement would be totally cracked. From there on inter-

action must be taken into account, i.e., the crack in the skin would be treated

now for the case of a failed reinforced panel (e.g., stringer reinforced struc-

ture with middle stringer failed).

This means that two analyses have to be made for a K-determination, one

with the reinforcement uncracked, one with the reinforcement failed. If the

two independent crack-growth analyses show that the reinforcement has failed,

the analysis of the skin is changed appropriately.

5.4.9
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AK2 K4

a'[ a b c IAKA

NORMALLY CALCULATED CRACK GROWTH:

a_ Aao = C(AK 1)4 = C(83) 4 = 4096 C64

b Aab = C(AK 2 )4 + C(AK 3 )4 = 2C(56) 4 = 1350 C6 4

c Aac = = 2C(66) 4 - 2592 C84

d Aad= =2C(75)4 =6338 C64

ALTERNATIVE CRACK GROWTH CALCULATIONS:

a Aaa = C(AK 1)4 = C(86) 4  4096 C64

b _. ab = CIAK 1)4 + C(AK 4 )4 C(88) 4 + C(26) 4 4112 C64

c = = C(86) 4 + C(46) 4 = 4352 C6 4

d ,ad = - C(86) 4 + C(76) 4 6497 C6 4

FIGURE 5.32 DEFINITION OF CYCLES
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Airplane Structural Integrity Program, Airplane Requirements

MIL-STD-1530A(1I)

1. This Military Standard is approved for use by all Departments and Agencies
of the Department of Defense.

2. Recommended corrections, additions, or deletions should be addressed to
Aeronautical Systems Division, ASD/ENFS, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base,
Ohio 45433.
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1. SCOPE

1.1 Purpose. The purpose of this standard is to describe the Air Force Aircraft
Structural Integrity Program, define the overall requirements necessary to
achieve structural integrity of USAF airplanes, and specify acceptance methods
of contractor compliance. This standard shali be used by:

a. Contractors in conducting the development of an airframe fox a particular
weapon or support system/

b. Governmert personnel in managing the development, production, and opera-
tional support of a particular airplane system throughout its life cycle.

1.2 Applicability. The degree of applicability of the various portions of
this standard may vary between airplane systems as specified in 1.3.

1.2.] Type of aircraft. This standard is directly applicable to manned power
driven aircraft having fixed or adjustable fixed wings and to those portions
of manned helicopter and V/STOL aircraft which have similar structural charac-
teristics. Helicopter-type power transmission systems, including lifting and
control rotors, and other dynamic machinery, and power generators, engines,
and propulsion systems are not covered by this standard. For unmanned vehicles,
certain requirements of this standard may be waived or factors of safety reduced
commensurate with sufficient structural safety and durability to meet the intend-
ed use of the airframe. Waivers and deviations shall be specified in the con-
tract specifications and shall have specific Air Force approval prior to commit-
ment in the design.

1.2.2 Type of program. This standard applies to.

a. Future airplane systems

b. Airplane systems procured by the Air Force but developed under the auspices

of another regulatory) activity (such a' the FAA or USN)

c. Airplanes modified or directed to new missions.

1.2.3 Type of structure. Thi- standard applies to metallic and nonmetallic
structures unless stated otherwise in the specifications referenced herein.

1.3 Modifications. The Air Force will make the decision regarding applica-
tion of this standard and may modify requirements of this standard to suit
system needs. The description of the modifications shall be documented in
accordance with 5.1.1.

A-6
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2. REFERENCED DOCUMENTS

2.1 Issues of documents. The following documents, of the issue in effect on
date of invitation for bids or request for proposal, form a part of this stan-
ddrd to the extent specified herein:

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-I-6870 Inspection Program Requirements. Nondesti-uctive, for Aircraft
and Missile Materials and Parts

MIL-A-8860 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, General Specification for
MIL-A-8861 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Flight Loads
MIL-A-8862 Airplano Strength and Rigidity, Landplane, Landing and Ground

Handling Loads
MIL-A-886S Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Miscellaneous Loads
MIL-A-8866 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Reliability Requirements,

Repeated Loads, and Fatigue
MIL-A-8867 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Ground Tests
MIL-A-8869 Airplane Strength and Rigid&ty, Nuclear Weapons Effects
MIL-A-8870 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Vibration Flutter and

Divergence
MIL-A-8871 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Flight and Ground Operations

Tests
MIL-A-8892 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Vibration
MIL-A-8893 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Sonic Fatigue
MIL-R-83165 Recorder, Signal Data, MXU-5S3/A
MIL-C-83166 Converter-multiplexer, Signal Data, General Specification for
MIL-A-83444 Airplane Damage Tolerance Requirements

STANDARDS

(•- Military

MIL-STD-499 Engineering Management
MIL-STD-882 System Safety Program for Systems and Associated Subsystems

and Equipment. Requirements for
MIL-STD-IS1S Fasteners to be Used in the Design and Construction of

Aerospace Mechanical Systems
MIL-STD-lS68 Materials and Processes for Corrosion and Prevention and

Control in Aerospace Weapons Systems

2
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HANDBOOKS

Military

MIL-HDBK-5 Metallic Materials and Elements for Aerospace Vehicle
Structures

MIL-HDBK-17 Plastics for Flight Vehicles
MIL-HDBK-23 Structural Sandwich Composites

Air Force Systems Command Design Handbooks

DiH 1-0 General
DH 1-2 General Design Factors
DH 2-0 Aeronautical Systems
DH 2-7 System Survivability

(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings and publications required by con-
tractors in connection with specific procurement functions should be obtained
from the procuring activity or as directed by the contracting officer.)

2.2 Other publications. The following document forms a part of this standard
to the extent specified herein. Unless otherwise indicated, the issue in effect
on date of invitation for bids or request for proposal shall apply.

Other Pub ications

W IC-|HB-0 Damage Tolerance Design Handbook

(Application for copies should be addressed to the Metals and Ceramics Infor-
mation Center, Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio 43201.)

3. DEFINITIONS. Definitions will be in accordance with the documents listed
in Section 2 and as specified herein.

3.1 Durability. The ability of the airframe to resist cracking (including
stress corrosion and hydrogen induced cracking), corrosion, thermal degrada-
tion, delamination, wear, and the effects of foreign object damage for a
specified period of time.

3.2 Economic life. That operational life indicated by the results of the
durability test program, i.e., tcst performance interpretation and evaluation
in accorbance with MIL-A-8867 to be available with the incorporation of Air
Force approved and committed production or retrofit changes and supporting
application of the force structural maintenance plan in accordance with this
standard. In general, production or retrofit changes will be incorporated to.
correct leeo" design and manufacturing deficiencies disclosed by test. It

A-8
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MIL-STD-lS3OA( 1)

will be assumed that the economic life of tht test article has been attained
with the occurrence of widespread damage which is uneconomical to repair and,
if not repaired, could cause functional problems affecting operational readi-
ness. This can generally be characterized by a rapid increase in the number
of damage locations or repair costs as a function of cyclic test time.

3.3 Initial quality. A measure of the condition of the airframe relative to
flaws, defects, or other discrepancies in the basic materials or introduced
during manufacture of the airframe.

3.4 Structural operating mechanisms. Those operating, articulating, and
control mechanisms which transmit structural forces during actuation and
movement of structural surfaces and elements.

3.5 Damage tolerance. The ability of the airframe to resist failure due to
the presence of flaws, cracks, or other damage for a specified period of
unrepaired usage.

4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS

4.1 Discussion. The effectiveness of any military force depends in part on
the operational readiness of weapon systems. One major item of an airplane
system affecting its operational readiness is the condition of the structure.
The complete structure, herein referred to as the airframe, includes the fuse-
lage, wing, empennage, landing gear, control systems and surfaces, engine
mounts, structural operating mechanisms, and other components as specified in
the contract specification. To maintain operational readiness, the capabili-
ties, condition, and operational limitations of the airframe of each airplane
weapon and support system must be established. Potential structural or material
problems must be identified early in the life cycle to minimize their impact on
the operational force, and a preventive maintenance program must be determined

= to provide for the orderly scheduling of inspections and replacement or repair
of life-limited elements of the airframe.

4.1.1 The overall program to provide USAF airplanes with the required struc-
tural characteristics is referred to as the Aircraft Structural Integrity
Program (ASIP). General requirements of the ASIP are to:

a. Establish, evaluate, and substantiate the strtctural integrity (airframe
strength, rigidity, damage tolerance, and durability) of the airplane.

b. Acquire, evaluate, and utilize operational usage data to provide a continual
assessment of the in-service integrity of individual airplanes.

c. Provide a basis for determining logistics and force planning requirements
(maintenance, inspections, supplies, rotation of airp anes, system phaseout,
and future force structure).

4
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MIL-STD-lS3OA(ll) 4

d. Provide a basis to improve structural criteria and methods of design,
evaluation, and substantiation for future airplanes.

4.1.2 The majority of detail requirements are published in the referenced
military specifications. This standard repeats some of these requirements
for emphasis and contains additional requirements which are not currently.
included in the military specifications. Any differences in detail require-
ments that may exist between this standard and the referenced documents
listed in Section 2 shall be brought to the immediate attention of the Air

for resolution. The applicable specifications, including the latest
thereto, for a particular airplane shall be as stated in the con-

cifications.

4.2 Requirements. ASIP consists of the following five interrelated functional
tasks as specified in table 1 and figures 1, 2, and 3:

a. Task I (design information): Development of those criteria which must
be applied during design so that the specific requirements will be met.

b. Task II (design analysis and development tests): Development of the
design environment in which the airframe must operate and the response of
the airframe to the design environment.

c. Task III (full scale testing): Flight and laboratory tests of the air-
frame to assist in determination of the structural ad,-quacy of the design.

d. Task IV (force management data packago): Generation of data required
to manage force operations in terms of inspections, modifications, and
damage assessments.

e. Task V (force management): Those operations that must be conducted by
the Air Force during force operations to ensure damage tolerance and dur-
ability throughout the useful life of individual airplanes.

S. DETAIL REQUIREMENTS

5. 1 Design information (Task I). The design information task encompasses
those efforts required to apply the existing theoretical, experimental,
applied research, and operational experience to specific criteria for materials
selection and structural design for the airplane. The objective is to ensure
that the appropriate criteria and planned usage are applied to an airplane
design so that the specific operational requirements will be met. This task
begins as early as possible iJn the conceptual phase and is finalized in sub-
sequent phases of the airplane life cycle.

A-0 W1
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5.1.1 ASIP master plan. The contractor shall prepare an ASIP Master Plan in
accordance with the detail requirements specified in the contract specifica-
tions. The purpose of the ASIP Master Plan is to define and docum.ent the
specific approach for accomplishment of the various ASIP tasks throughout
the life cycle of the aiiplane. The plan shall depict the time phased
scheduling and integration of all required ASIP tasks for design, develop-
ment, qualification, and tracking of the airframe. The plan shall include
discussio- of unique features, exceptions to the requirements of this standard
and the associated rationale, and any problems anticipated in the execution
of the plan. The development of the schedule shall consider all interfaces,
impact of schedule delays 'e.g., delays due to test failure), mechanisms for
recovery programming, and other problem areas. The plan and schedules shall
be updated annually and when significant changes occur. The ASIP Master Plan
shall be subject to approval by the Air Force.

5.1.2 Structural design criteria. Detail structural design criteria for the
specific airplane shall be establishea by the contractor in accordance with
the requirements of the specifications as specified in 5.1.2.2. These speci-
fications contain design criteria for strength, damage tolerance, durability,
flutter, vibration, sonic fatigue, and weapons effects. The structural design
criteria for damage tolerance and durability are further specified in 5.1.2.1
for special emphasis.

Sf 5.1.2.1 Damage tolerance and durability design criteria. The airframe shall
incorporate materials, stress levels, and structural configurations which:

a. Allow routine in-service inspection

b. Minimize the probability of loss of the airplane due to propagation of
undetected cracks, flaws, or other damage

c. Minimize cracking (including stress corrosion and hydrogen induced crack-
ing), corrosion, delamination, wear, and the effects of foreign object damage.

Damage tolerance design approaches shall be used to insure structural safety
since undetected flaws or damage can exist in critical structural components
despite the design, fabrication, and inspection efforts expended to eliminate
their occurrence. Durability structural design approaches shall be used to
achieve Air Force weapon and support systems with low in-service maintenance
costs and improved operational readiness throughout the design service life
of the airplane.

5.1.2.1.1 Damage tolerance. The damage tolerance design requirements are
specified in MIL-A-83444, and shall apply to safety-of-flight structure.
Damage tolerance designs are categorized into two general concepts:

a. Fail-safe concepts where unstable crack propagation is locally contained
through the use of multiple load paths or tear stoppers
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b. Slow crack growth concepts where flaws or defects are not allowed to
attain the size required for unstable rapid propagation.

Either design concept shall assump the presence of undetected flaws or damage,
and shall have a specified residual strength level both during and at the end
of a specified period of un-epaired service usage. The initial damage size
assumptions, damage growth limits, residual strength requirements and the
minimum periods of unrepaired service usage depend on the type of structure
and the appropriate inspectability level.

S.1.2.1.2 Durability. The durability design requirements are specified in
MIL-A-8866. rhe airframe shall be designed such that the economic life is
greater than the design service life when subjected to the design service loads/
environment spectrum. The design service life and typical design usage require-
ments will be specified by the Air Force in the contract specifications for
each new airplane. The design objective is to minimize cracking or other
structural or materi degradation which could result in excessive maintenance
problems or functional problems such as fuel leakage, loss of control effective-
hess, or loss of cabin pressure.

5.1.2.2 Structural design criteria requirements. Using the requirements in
the System specification and the referenced military specifications the con-
tractor shall prepare the detailed structural design criteria for the particular
airplane. These criteria and all elements thereof shall require approval by
the Air Force. Detail structural design criteria are specified in AFSC DH 1-0
and DH 2-0 and in MIL-A-8860, MIL-A-8861, MIL-A-8862, MIL-A-8865, MIL-A-8866,
MIL-A-8869, MIL-A-8870, MIL-A-8892, MIL-A-8893, and MIL-A-83444. Where appli-
cable, specific battle damage criteria will be provided by the Air Force.
These criteria will include the threat, flight conditions, and load carrying
capability and duration after damage is imposed, etc. The structure shall
be designed to these criteria and to other criteria as specified in AFSC DH 2-7.

5.1.3 Damage tolerance and durability control plans. The contractor shall
prepare damage tolerance and durability control plans and conduct the result-
ing programs in accordance with this standard, MIL-A-8866, and MIL-A-83444.
The plans shall identify and define all of the tasks necessary to ensure
compliance with the damage tolerance requirements as specified in 5.1.2.1.1
and MIL-A-83444, and the durability requirements as specified in 5.1.2.1.2
and MIL-A-8866. The plans and their individual elements shall require appro-
val by the Air Force. The disciplines of fracture mechanics, fatigue, materials
selection and processes, environmental protection, corrosion prevention and
control, design, manufacturing, quality control, and nondestructive inspection
are involved in damage tolerance and durability control. The corrosion pre-
vention and contrnl plan shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-1568. The plans
shall include the requirement to perform damage tolerance and durability
design concepts/material/weight/performance/cost trade studies during the
early design phases to obtain low weight, cost effective designs which comply
with the requirements of MIL-A-8866 and MIl.-A-F3444.
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5.1.3.1 Damage tolerance control plan. The damage tolerance centrol plan
shall include as a minimum the following tasks:

a. Basic fracture data (i.e., KIC, KC, KISCC, da/dn, etc.) utilized in the
initial trade studies and the final design and analyses shall be obtained
from existing sources or developed as part of the contract in accordance
with 5.2.1.

b. A fracture critical parts list shall be established by the contractor
in accordance with MIL-A-83444. The fracture critical parts list shall
require approval by the Air Force and the list shall be kept current. as the
design of the airframe progresses.

Design drawings for the fracture critical parts shall identify critical
locations and special processing (e.g., shot peening) and inspection
requirements.

d. Complete nondestructive inspection requirements, process control require-
ments, and quality control requirements for fracture critical parts shall be
established by the contractor and shall require approval by the Air Force.
Nondestructive inspections shall comply with MIL-I-6870. This task shall
include the proposed plan for certifying and monitoring subcontractor, vendor,
and supplier controls.

e. The damage tolerance control plan shall include any special nondestructive
inspection demonstration programs conducted in accordance with the requirements
of MIL-A-83444.

f. Material procurement and manufacturing process specifications shall be
developed and updated as necessary to minimize the possibility that basic
materials and the resulting fracture critical parts have fracture toughness
properties in the important loading directions which are less than those
used in design.

g. Traceability requirements shall be defined and imposed by the contractor
on those fracture critical parts that receive prime contractor or subcontractor
in-house processing and fabrication operations which could degrade thhe design
matcrial properties.

S h. DOnage tolerance analyses, development testing, and full scale testing shall
be performed in accordance with this standard, MIL-A-8867 and MIL-A-83444.

i. For all fracture critical parts that are designed for a degree of inspect-
ability other than in-service noninspectable, the contractor shall define the
nei-essarY inspection procedures for field use for each ..ppropriate degree of
inspectability as specified in MIL-A-83444.
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5.1.3.2 Durability control plan. The durability control plan shall include
as a minimum the following tasks:

a. A disciplined procedure for durability design shall be implemented to
minimize the possibility of incorporating adverse residual stresses, local
design details, materials, processing, and fabrication practices into the
airplane design and manufacture which could lead to cracking or failure
problems (i.e., those problems which have historically been found early during
durability testing or early in service usage). The durability control plan
shall encompass the requirements specified in the durability detail design
procedures of MIL-A-8866.

b. Basic data (i.e., initial quality distribution, fatigue allowables, etc.)
utilized in the initial trade studies and the final design and analyses shall
be obtained from existing sources or developed as part of the contract in I

accordance with 5.2.1.

c. A criteria for identifying durability critical parts shall be established
by the contractor and shall require approval by the Air Force. It is envisioned
that durability critical parts will be expensive, noneconomical-to-replace parts
that are either designed and sized by the durability requirements of MIL-A-8866
or could be designed and sized by the requirements of MIL-A-8866 if special
control procedures are not employed. A durability critical parts list shall
be established by the contractor and shall be kept current as the design of
the airframe progresses.

d. Design drawings for the durability critical parts shall identify critical
l1cations and special processing and inspection requirements.

e. Material procurement and manufacturing process specifications shall be
developed and updated as recessary to minimize the possibility that initial
quality is degraded below that assumed in the design.

f. Experimental determination -ufficient to estimate initial quality by
microscopic or fractographic examination shall be required for those struc-
tural areas where cracks occur during full scale durability testing. The
findings shall be used in the full scale test data interpretation and evalu-
ation task as specified in 5.3.8 and, as appropriate, in the development of
the force structural maintenance plan as specified in 5.4.3.

g. Durability analyses, development testing, and full scale testing shall
be performed in accordance with this standard, MIL-A-8866, and NIL-A-8867.
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5.1.4 Selection of materials, processes, and joining methods. Materials,
processes, and joining methods shall be selected to result in a light-weight,
cost-effective airframe that meets the strength, damage tolerance, and dur-
ability requirements of this standard and supporting specifications. A
primary factor in the final selection shall be the results of the design
concept/material/weight/cost trade studies performed as a part of the damage
tolerance and durability control programs.
5.1.4.1 Structural materials, processes, and joining methods selection require-

ments. In response to the request for proposal, prospective contractors shall
identify the proposed materials, processes, and joining methods to be used in
each of the structural components and the rationale for the individual selec-
tions. After contract award and during the design activity, the contractor
shall document the complete rationale used in the final selection for each
structural component. This rationale shall include all pertinent data upon
which the selections were based including the data base, previous experience,
and trade study results. The requirements of AFSC DH 1-2, Sections 7A, para-
graph entitled, Materials, and 7B, paragraph entitled, Processes, shall be met
as applicable. The selection of fasteners shall be in accordance with MIL-STD-l515.
The materials, processes, and joining method selections for fracture and durability
critical parts shall require approval by the Air Force.

5.1.S Design service life and design usage. The Air Force will provide the
required design service life and typical design usage as part of the contract
specifications. These data shall be used in the initial design and analysis
of the airframe. The design service life and design usage will be established
through close coordination between the procuring activity and the advanced
planning activities (i.e., Hq USAF, Hq AP6C, Hq AFLC, and using commands). i
Design mission profiles and mission mixes which are realistic estimates of
expected service usage will be established. It is recognized that special
force management actions will probably be required (i.e., early retirement,
early modification, or rotation of selected airplanes) if the actual usage
is more severe than the design usage. All revisions in these data subsequent
to contract negotiations shall be at the discretion of the Air Force but will
"require separate negotiations between the Air Force and contractor.

5.2 Design analyses and development tests (Task 11). The objectives of the
design analyses and development tests task are to determine the environments
in which the airframe must operate (load, temperature, chemical, abrasive,
vibratory and acoustic environment) and to perform preliminary analyses and
tests based on these environments to design and size the airframe to meet
the required strength, damage tolerance, and durability requirements.

5.2.1 Mat3rial and joint allowables. Tht contractoi shall utilize as appro-
priate the materials and joint allowables data in MIL-HDBK-5, MIL-HDBK-17,
4IL-HDBK-23, and MCIC-HDBK-OI to support the various design analyses. Other
data sources may also be used but will require approval by the AirForce.
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For those cases where there are insufficient data available, the contractor
shall formulate ard perform experimental programs to obtain the data. Genera-
tion and analysis of test data shall meet the requirements of MIL-HiDBK-5. The
scope of these programs shall be defined by the prospective contractors in
their responses to the request for proposal and shall require approval by the
Air Force.

5.2.2 Loads analysis. The contractor shall comply with the detail require-
ments for loads analysis a. specified in the contract specifications. The
loads analysis shall consist of determining the magnitude and distribution
of significant static and dynamic loads which the airframe may encounter when
operating within the envelope established by the structural design criteria.
This analysis consists of determining the flight loads, ground loads, power-
plant loads, control system loads, and weapon effects. When applicable, this
analysis shall include the effects of temperature, aeroelasticity, and dynamic
response of the airframe.

5.2.3 Design service loads spectra. The contractor shall comply with the
detail requirements for design service loads spectra in MIL-A-8866 as speci-
fied in the contract specifications. These spectra shall rec!iire approval
by the Air Force. The purpose of the design service loads spectra is to
develop the distribution and frequency of loading that the airframe will
experience based on the design service life and typical design usage. The
design service loads spectra and the design chemical/thermal environment
spectra as specified in 5.2.4 will be used to develop design flight-by-flight
stress/environment spectra as appropriate to support the various analyses and
test tasks specified herein.

5.2.4 Design chemical/thermal environment spectra. The contractor shall
comply with the detail requirements for design chemical/thermal environment
spectra in MIL-A-8866 as specified in the contract specifications. These
spectra shall require approval by the Air Force. These spectra shall charac-
terize each environment (i.e., intensity, duration, frequency of occurrence,
etc.).

5.2.5 Stress analysis. The contractor shall comply with the detail require-
ments for stress analysis as si.2cified in the contract specifications. Thi,
analysis shall require approval by the Air Force. The stress analysis shall
consist of the analytical determination of the stresses, deformation, and
margins of safety resulting from the external loads and temperatures imposed
on the airframe. The ability of the airframe to support the critical loads
and to meet the specified strength requirements shall be established. In
addition to verificatiun of strength the stress analysis shall be used as a
basis for durability and damage tolerance analyses, selection of critical
structural components for design development tests, material review actions,
and selection of loading conditions to be used in the structural testing.
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The stress analysis shall also be used as a basis to determine the adequacy
of structural changes throughout the life of the airplane and to determine
the adequacy of the structure for new loading conditions that result from
increased performance or new mission requirements. The stress analysis shall
be revised to reflect any major changes to the airframe or to the loading
conditions applied to the airframe.

5.2.6 Damage tolerance analysis. The contractor shall comply with the detail
requirements for damage tolerance analysis in MIL-A-83444 as spezified in the
contract specifications. This analysis shall require approval by the Air Force.
The purpose of this analysis is to substantiate the ability of the structural
components to meet the requirements of MIL-A-83444.

5.2.6.1 Analysis procedures. The design flight-by-flight stress/environment
spectra based on thc requirements of 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 shall be used in the
damage growth analysis and verification tests. The calculations of critical
flaw sizes, residual strengths, safe crack growth periods, and inspection
intervals shall be based on existing fracture test data and basic fracture
allowables data generated as a part of the design development test program.
The effect of variability in fracture properties on the analytical results
shall be accounted for in the damage tolerance design.

5.2.7 Durability analysis. The contractor shall comply with the detail require-
ments for durability analysis in MIL-A-8866 as specified in the contract speci-
fications. This analysis shall require approval by the Air Force. The purpose
of this analysis is to substantiate the ability of the structure to meet the
requirements of MIL-A-8866.

5.2.7.1 Analysis procedures. The design flight-by-flight stress/environment
spectra based on the requirements of 5.2.3 and 5.2.4 shall be used in the
durability analysis and verification tests. The analysis approach shall
account for those factors affecting the time for crack' or equivalent damage
t o reach sizes large enough to cause uneconomical functional problems, repair,
modification, or replacement. These factors shall include initial quality
and initial quality variations, chemical/thermal environment, load sequence
and environment interaction effects, material property variations, and analy-
tical uncertainties. In addition to providing analytical assurance of a
durable design, the durability analysis will provide a basis for development
of test load spectra to be used in the design development and full scale
durability tests.

5.2.8 Sonic durability analysis. The contractor shall comply with the detail
requirements for sonic durability analysis in MIL-A-8893 as specified in the
contract specifications. This analysis shall require approval by the Air Force.
The objective of the sonic durability analysis is to ensure that the airframe
is resistant to sonic durability cracking throughout the design service life.
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The analysis shall define the intensity of the acoustic environment from
potentially critical sources and shall determine the dynamic response, includ-
ing significant thermal effects. Poteitially critical sources include but are
not limited to powerplant noise, aerodynamic noise in regions of turbulent and
separated flow, exposed cavity resonance, and localized vibratory forces.

S.2.9 Vibration analysis. The contractor shall comply with the detail require-
ments for vibration analysis in hIL-A-f892 as specified in the contract speci-
fications. This analysis shall require approval by the Air Force. The design
shall control the structural vibratiun environment and the analysis shall pre-
dict the resultant environment in terms of vibration levels in various areas
of the airplane such as the crew compartment, cargo areas, equipment bays, etc.
The structure in each of these areas shall be resistant to unacceptable crack-
ing as specified in 5.2.7.1 due to vibratory loads throughout the design service
life. In addition, the design shall control the vibration levels to that neces-
sary for the reliable performance of personnel and equipment throughout the
design life of the airplane.

S.2.10 Flutter and divergence analysis. The contractor shall comply with the
detail requirements for flutter and divergence analysis in MIL-A-8870 as speci-
fied in the contract specifications. This analysis shpll require approval by
the Air Force. The analysis shall consist of determination of the airplane
flutter and divergence characteristics resulting from the interaction of the
aerodynamic, inertia, and elastic characteristics of the components involved.
The objective of the analysis is to substantiate the ability of the airplane
structure to meet the specified flutter and divergence margins. Flutter
analysis for failure modes as agreed to by the Air Force and the contractor
shall also be conducted.

5.2.11 Nuclear weapons effects analyses. The contractor shall comply with
the detail requirements for nuclear weapons effects analyses in MIL-A-8869
as specified in the contract specifications. These analyses shall require
approval by the Air Force. The objectives of the nuclear weapons effects
analyses are to:

a. Verify that the design of the airframe will successfully resist the speci-
fied environmental conditions with no more than the specified residual damage

b. Determine the structural capability envelope and crew radiation protection
envelope for other degrees of survivability (damage) as may be required.

The contractor shall prepare detail design criteria and shall conduct the
nuclear weapons effects analyses for transient thermal, overpressure, and
gust loads and provide the substantiation of allowable structural limits on
the structures critical for these conditions. The contractor shall also
prepare and report the nuclear weapons effects capability envelope, including
crew radiation protection, for a specified range of variations of weapon
delivery trajectories, weapon size, aircraft escape maneuvers, and the result-
ing damage limits.
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5.2.12 Non-nuclear weapons effects analysiss. The contractor shall comply with
the detail requirements for non-nuclear weapons effects analysis in AFSC DH 2-7
as specified in the contract specifications. This analysis shall require appro-
val by the Air Force.

5.2.13 Design development tests. The contractor shall comply with the detail
requirements for design development tests in MIL-A-8867, MIL-A-8870, MIL-A-8892,
and MIL-A-8893 as specified in the contract specifications. The design develop-
ment test program shall require approval by the Air Force. The objectives of
the design development tests are to establish material and joint allowables;
to verify analysis procedures; to obtain early evaluation of allowable stress
levels, material selections, fastener systems, and the effect of the design
chemi,:al/thermal environment spectra; to establish flutter characteristics(through wind tunnel tests; and to obtain early evaluation of the strength,
Aurability (including sonic durability), and damage tolerance of critical
structural components and assemblies. Examples of design development tests
are tests of coupons; small elerents; splices and joints; panels; fittings;
control system components and structural operating mechanisms; and major com-
ponents such as wing carry through, horizontal tail spindles, wing pivots,
and assemblies thereof. Prospective contractors shall establish the scope
of their proposed test program in their response to the request for proposal.
After contract award and during the design analysis task, the contractor(s)
shall finalize the plans and submit them to the Air Force for approval. The(contractor shall revise and maintain approved updated versions of the test
plans as the design develops. The plans shall consist of information such
as rationale for selection of scope of tests, description of test articles,
procedures, test loads and test duration; and analysis directed at establish-
ing cost and schedule trade-offs used to develop the program.

5.3 Full scale testing (Task III). The objective of this task is to assist
in determining the structural adequacy of the basic design through a series
of ground and flight tests.

" .3.1 Static tests. The contractor shall comply with the detai) requirements
for static tests in MIL-A-8867 as specified in the contract specifications.
Prior to initiation of testing, the test plans. procedures, and schedules shall
be subject to approval by the Air Force. The static test program shall consist
of a series of laboratory tests conducted on an instrumented airframe that
simulates the loads resulting from critical flight and ground handling condi-
tions. Thermal environment effects shall be simulated along with the load
application on airframes where operational environments impose significant
thermal effects. The primary purpose of the static test program is to verify
the design ultimate strength capabilities of the airframe. Full scale static
tests to design ultimate loads shall be required except:

a. Where it is shown that the airframe and its loading are substantially the
same as that used on previous aircraft where the airframe has been verified
by full scale tests
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b. Where the strength margins (particularly for stability critical structure)
have been demonstrated by major assembly tests.

When full scale ultimate load static tests are not performed, it shall be a
program requirement to conduct a strength demonstration proof test. Deletion
of the full scale ultimate load static tests shall require approval by the
Air Force. Functional and inspection type proof test requirements shall be
in accordance with MIL-A-8867.

5.3.1.1 Schedile requirement. The full scale static tests shall be scheduled
such that the tests are completed in sufficient time to allow removal of the
80 percent limit restrictions on the flight test airplanes in accordance with
MIL-A-8871 and allow unrestricted flight within the design envelope on schedule.

5.3.2 Durability tests. The contractor shall comply with the detail require-
ments for durability tests in MIL-A-8867 as specified by the contract specifi-
cations. Prior to initiation of testing, the test plans, procedures, and
schedules shall require approval by the AiT Force. Durability tests of the
airframe shall consist of repeated application of the flight-by-flight design
service loads/environment spectra. The objectives of the full scale durability
tests are to:

a. Demonstrate that the economic life of the test article is equal to or
greater than the design service life when subjected to the design service
loads/environment spectra

b. Identify critical areas of the airframe not previously identified by
analysis or component testing

c. To provide a basis for establishing special inspection and modification
requirements for force airplanes.

5.3.2.1 Selection of test articles. The test article shall be an earl*N Full
Scale Development (FSD) or Research Development Test & Evaluation (RDT&E)
airframe and shall be as representative of the operational configuration as
practical. If there are significant design, material, or manufacturing changes
between the test article and production airplanes, durability tests of an
additional article or selected components and assemblies thereof shall bc
req!iired.

5.3.2.2 Schedule requir3ments. The full scale airframe durability test shall
be scheduled such that one lifetime of durability testing plus an inspection
of critical structural areas in accordance with S.3.2.2.a and b shall be com-
pleted prior to full production go ahead decision. Two lifetimes of durability
testing plus an inspection of critical structural areas in accordance with
5.3.2.3.a and b shall be scheduled to be completed prior to delivery of the
first production airplane. If the economic life of the test article is rez.ched
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prior to two lifetimes of durability testing, sufficient inspection in accord-
ance with 5.3.2.1.a and b and data evaluation shall be completed prior to
delivery of the first production airplane to estimate the extent of required
production changes and retrofit. In the event the original schedule for the
•,roduction decision and production delivery m;lestones become incompatible
.. ith the above schedule requirements, a study ssiall be conducted to assess
the technical risk and cost Impact:- of changing these milestones. An important
consideration in the durability test program is that it be completed at the
earliesL practical time. This is needed to minimize force modifications due
to deficiencies found during testing. To this end the following needs to be
accomplished:

4i. Timely formulation of the test load spectra

E. Earl% delivery of the test article

c. Early establishment of managerial and contractual procedures for minimizing
dowrntire in the event of a test failure.

Truncation, elir.ination, or substitution of load cycles in the test spectra
to reduce test time and cost will be allowed. The contractor shall define
b. analysis and laboratory experiment the effect of any proposed truncation
on the time to reach detrimental crack sizes to comply with the durability
and damage tolerance requirements of MIL-A-8866 and MIL-A-83444 respectively.( The results of these analyses and experiments shall be used to establish the
final test spectra and, as necessary, to interpret the test results. The
final test spectlra'shall require approval by the Air Force.

5.3.2.5 Inspections. Major inspection programs shall be conducted as an
integral part of the full scale airframe durability test. The inspection
programs shall require approval by the Air Force. These inspection programs
shall include:

fia. In-service design inspections developed in accordance with the damage
+ tolerance requirements of MIL-A-83444.and the durability requirements of.UL-A-8866

b. Special inspections to monitor the status of critical areas and support
the milestone schedule requirements of 5.3.2.2

c. Teardown inspection at the completion of the full scale durability test
including any scheduled damage tolerance tests to support the interpretation
on.: evaluation task of 5.3.8.
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5.3.2.4 Test duration. The minimum durability test duration shall be as
specified in MIL-A-8867. It may be advantageous to the Air Force to continue
testing beyond the minimum requirement to determine life extension capabili-
ties and validate design life capability for usage that is more severe than
design usage. The decision to continue testing beyond the minimum duration
shall be made based upon a joint rev- -- by the contractor and appropriate
Air Force activities. The prospecti ontractors shall provide, in their
responses to the request for proposal, the estimated cost and schedule for
two additional lifetimes of duratility testing beyond the minimum requirement.

5.3.3 Dam-age tolerance tests. The contractor shall comply with the require-
ments for damage tolerance tests in MIL-A-8867 as specified in the contract
specifications. Prior to initiation of testing, the test plans, procedures,
and schedules shall require approval by the Air Force. The damage tolerance
test program shall he of sufficient scope to verify Category I fracture criti-
cal parts in accordance with MIL-A-83444. The intent shall be to conduct
damage tolerance tests on existing test hardware. This may incluae use of
components and assemblies of the design development tests as well as the ful]
scale static and durability tesý articles. When necessary, additional struc-
tural comnonents and assem.lies shall be fabricated and tested to verify
compliance with the requirements of MIL-A-83444.

5.3.4 Flight and ground operations tests. The contractor shall comply with
Lhe detail requirements for flight and ground operations tests in MIL-A-8871
as speciPed in the contract specifications. Prior to initiation of testing,
the test plans, procndures, and schedules shall reqjire approval by the Air
Force. An early Full Scale Development CFSD) or Research Development Test
and Evaluation (RDT&E) airplane shall be used to perform the flight and ground
operations tests. Load measurements shall be made by the strain gage or pres-
sure survey mcthoe igreed to between the contractor and the Air Force. An
additional airplane, sufficiently late in the production program to ensure
obtaining the final configuratiun, shall be the backup airplane for these
flight tests and shall be instrumented similar to the primary test aircraft.
Special types Jf instrumentation (e.g., recording equipment, mechanical strain
rccnrders, strain gages, etc.) to be used during the loads/enviror.ment spectra
survey and the individual airplane tracking programs shall be placed on the
str'actural flight test airplane as appropriate fur evaluation and correlation.
Thc ;light and ground operations tests shall include a flight and ground loads
SL.vey and dynamic resron.Ne tests.

S.3.4.1 Fi._ht and £round .oads survey. The flight 3nd ground loads survey
program shall consist of operating an instrumcnted and calibrated airplane
wititin an~i to the cxtremes of its limit structural design tnvelope to measore
the rcýsulting loads and, if appiopiate, to also measure pertinent temperature
profiles on the airp,?ane itructure. The objectives of the loads survey shall
be Is follows:

P. Vvrifitztin of the st-uctural loods and temperature analysis used in the
decig', uf toe airfr7une
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b. Evaluation of loading conditions which produce the critical structural
load and temperature distribution

c. Determination and definition of suspected new critical loading conditions
which may be indicated by the investigations of structural flight conditions
within the design limit envelope.

5.3.4.2 Dynamic response tests. The dynamic response tests shall consist of
operating an instrumented and calibrated airplane to measure the structural
loads and inputs while flying through atmospheric turbulence and during taxi,
takeoff, towing, landing, refueling, store ejection, etc. The objectives
shall be to obtain flight verification and evaluation of the elastic response
characteristics of the structure to these dynamic load inputs for use in sub-
stantiating or correcting the loads analysis, fatigue analysis, and for
interpreting tht operational loads data.

5.3.5 Sonic durability tests The contractor shall comply with the detail
requirements for sonic durability tests in MIL-A-8393 as specified in the
contract specifications. Prior to initiation of testing, the test plans,
procedures, and schedules shall require approval by the Air Force. Measure-
ments shall be made of the acoustic environments on a full scale airplane to

= verify or modify the initial design acoustic loads/environment. The sonic
durability test shall be conducted on a representative airplane (or its major
components) to demonstrcte structural adequacy for the design service life.
Sonic durability tests normally are accomplished by ground testing of the
complete airplane with the power plants operating at full power fcr a time
sufficient to assure design service llfe. However, testing of major portions
of the airplane in special nonreverberant ground test stands using the air-
plane propulsion system. is the noise iource, or in high intensity noise
facilities, may be acceptable.

5.3.6 Flight vibration tests. The contractor Slhdl comply with the detail
requirements for flight vibration tests in MIL-A-8892 as specified in the( contract specifications. Prior to initiation of testing, the test plans,
procedures, and schedules shall require approval by the Ai,, Prrce. Ti,"•e
tests shall be conducted to verify the ac~uracy of the - . on analysis.
In addition, the test results shali be uspd to demonstrate .at vibration
control measures are adequate to prevent .i'acking and to provide reliable
performance of persoinel and equipment throughout the design service life.

5.3.7 Flutter tests. The contractor shall comply with the detail require-
ments for flutte; related tests in MIL-A-987U as specified in the contract
specifications. Prior to initiation of testing, the test plans, procedures,
and schedules shall require approval by t:,L Air Force. Flutter related tests
shall consist cf ground vibration tests, thermoelastic t-sts, limit load
rigi(!ity tests, control surface free play and rigidity tests, and flight
flut r tests.
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5.3.7.1 Ground vibration tests. The ground vibration tests shall consist of
the experimental determination of the natural frequencies, mode shapes, and
structural damping of the airframe or its components. The objective is to
verify mass, stiffness, and damping characteristics which are used in the
aeroelastic analyses (flutter analysis, dynamic analysis, math models, etc.).

5.3.7.2 Structural rigidity tests. The thermoelastic tests, limit load
rigidity test, and control surface free play and rigidity tests shall consist
of the expLrimental determination of thL structural elastic and free play
properties of the airframe and its components. The objective of these tests
is to verify supporting data used in acroelagtic analyses and dynamic model
iesign.

5.3.7.3 Flight flutter tests. Flight flutter tests shall be conducted to
verify that the airframe is free from aeroelastic instabilities and has
satisfactory damping throughout the operational flight envelope.

5.3.8 Interpretation and evaluation of test results. Each structural problem
(failare, cracking, yielaing, etc.) that occurs during the tests required by
this standard shall be analyzed by the contractor to determine the cause, cor-
rective actions, force implications, and estimated costs. The scope and inter-
relations of the various tasks within the interpretation and evaluation effort
are illustrated in figure 4. The results of this evaluation shall define cor-
rective actions requireu to demonstrate that the strength, rigidity, damage
tolerance and durability design :equirements are met. The cost, 7chedule,
operational, and other impacts resulting from correction of deficiencies will
be used to make major program decisions such as major redesign, program cancel-
lation, awards or penalties, and production airplane buys. Structural modifi-
ciLtions or changes derived from the results of the full scale test to meet the
specified szrength, rigidity, damage tojerance, and durability design require-
ments shall be substantiated by subsequent tests of components, assemblies, or
full scale article as appropri;ate. (See figure 3.) The test duration for
durability modifications, shall be as specilied in MIL-A-88b;, and the contract
specifications. The contractor shall propose these additional test require-
ments together with the associa.ted rationale to the Air Force for approval.

5.4 Yorce management data package (as. .- ). Maintaining the strength,
rigidity, damage tolerance, and durability is dependent on the capability of
the appropriate Air Force commands to perform specific inspection, maintenance,
and possibly modification or replacement tasks at specific intervals throughout
th! service life (i.e., at specified Jepot or base level maintenance times and
special inspection periods). To piuperly perform these tasks, the Air Force
must have detailed knowledge of the required actions. Additionally, experience
has shown that the actual usage of military airplanes may differ significantly
from the assumed design uý-age. I: is necessary that the Air Force have the
technical methods aud actual usage data to assess the effect of these changes
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in usage on airplane damage tolerance and durability. Task IV describes the
minimum required elements of a data package which the contractoz shall provide
so that the Air Force can accomplish the force management tasks as specified
in 5.5. It should be noted that Task IV contains basic ASIP requirements to
be performed by the contractor but, unlike Tasks I through Ill, is not for
the purpose of providing compliance to the basic structural design requirements.

5.4.1 Final analyses. The contractor shal', revise the design analyses as
appropriate to account for sipnificant differtrAces between analysis and test
that are revealed during the full scale tests ard later during the loads/
environment spectra survey. These analyses updates shall be prepared as
discussed below and shall require approval by the Air Force.

5.4.1.1 Initial update of analyses. The design analyses as specified in 5.2
shall be revised when the results of the design development and full scale tests
as specified in 5.2.13 through 5.3.7 are available. These initial updates will
be used to identify the causes of problems, corrective actions, and production
and force modifications required by the interpretation and evaluation of test
results task as specified in 5.3.8.

5.4.1.2 Final update of analyses. The initial update of the damage tolerance
and durability analyses shall be revised to reflect the baseline operational
spectra as specified in 5.4.3. These analysis updates shall form the basis
for preparation of the updated force structural maintenance plan as specified
in 5.4.3.2. The analyses shall identify the critical areas, damage growth
rates, and damage limits required to establish the damage tolerance and dur-
ability inspection and modification requirements and economic life estimates

* required as part of the force.structural maintenance plan.

5.4.1.3 Development of inspection and repair criteria. The appropriete analyses
(stress, damage tolerance, durability, etc.) shall be used to develop a quanti-
tative approach to inspection and repair criteria. Allowable damage limits and
damage growth rates established by the analyses shall be used to develop inspec-

' tion and repair times for structurn.l components and assemblies. These analyses
shall also be used to develop detail repair procedures for use at field or depot
level. Special attention shall be placed on defining damage acceptance limits
and damage growth rates for components utilizing bonded, honeycomb, or advanced
composite types of construction. These inspection and repair criteria shall be
incorporated into the force structural maintenance plan as specified in S.4.3.

5.4.2 Strength summary. The contractor .hall summarize the final analyses
and other pertinent structures data into a format which will provide rapid
visibility of the important structures characteristics, limitations and cap-
abilities in terms of operational parameters. It is desirable that the summary
be primarily in diagrammatic form showing the airplane structural limitations
and capabilities as a function of the important operational parameters such as
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speed, acceleration, center of gravity location, and gross weight. The summary
shall include brief descriptions of each major structural assembly, also pre-
ferably in diagrammatic form, indicating structural arrangements, materials,
critical design conditions, damage tolerance and durability critical areas,
and minimum margins of safety. Appropriate references to design drawings,
detail analyses, test reports, and other back-up documentation shall be indi-
cated. The strength summary shall require approval by the Air Force.

5.4.3 Force structur. maintenance plan. The contractor shall prepare a
force structural maintenance plan to identify the inspection and modification
requirements and the estimated economic life of the airframe. Complete detailed
information (when, where, how, and cost data as appropriate) shall be included.
It is intended that the Air Force will usu this plan to establish budgetary
planning, force structure planning, and maintenance planning. This plan shall
require approval by the Air Force.

5.4.3.1 Initial force structural maintenance plan. The initial plan shall
be based on the design service life, design usage spectra, the results of
the full scale test interpretation and evaluation task as specified in 5.3.7
and the upgraded critical parts list required a-; specified in S.1.3.

S.4.3.2 Updated force structural maintenance plan. The force structural
maintenance plan shall be updated co include the baseline operational spectra
through use of the final analyses update as specified in 5.4.1.2. The first
update of the plan shall be based on the analyses that utilized data obtained
from the initial phase of the loads/environment spectra survey. Additional
updates thal, may be required to reflect significant changes determined during
continuation of the loads/environmerit spectra survey will be provided through
separate negotiation between the Air Force and contractor.

5.4.4 Loads/enviro ment spectra survey. The objective of the loads/environ-
ment spectra survey shall be to ootain time history records of those parameters
necessary to define the actual stress spectra for the critical areas of the
airframe. It is envisioned that 10-20 percent of the operational airplanes
will be instrumented to measure such parameters as velocity, accelerations,
altitude, fuel usage, temperature, .,tyains, etc. The data will be obtained
by the Air Force as pert of the force management task as specified in 5.5 and
shall be used by the contractor tt; construct the baseline operational spectrum
as spocified in 5.4.4.3. Data acquisition shall start with delivery of the
firs,. operational airplane. T11. contractor shall propose, in response to the
request for proposal, the number of airplanes to be instrumented and the para-
meters to be monitored. For the purposes of ýhe program definition, cost
estimating, and echeduling, it shall be assumed that the duration of the survey
will be 3 years or when the total recorded flight hours of unrestricted opera-
tional usage 'quals one design lifetime, whichever occurs first. The contractor
shall also ýropose the method to be used to detect when a significant change in
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usage occurs to require an update in the baseline operational spectra. If tht
individual airplane tracking program as specified in 5.4.5 obtains sufficient
data to develop the baseline operational spectra and detect significant usage
changes, a separate survey program (or continuation thereof) as described
herein may not be required. The scope of the program (e.g., the number of
airplanes to be instrumented, and the number and type of parameters to be
monitored) will be defined in the contract specifications.

5.4.4.1 Data acqui.-ition provisions. The contractor shall select qualified
functioning inst.rumei.tation and data recording systems in accordance with the
requirements of this standard as specified in the contract specifications.
The contractor shall select the specific instrumentation and data recording
equipment to accomplish the survey task, obtain Air Force approval of the
selections, and make the necessary instrumentation and data recording instal-

f lations in the specified airplanes. If recording equipment and converter"-multiplexer equipment are selected, they shall meet the requirements of
MIL-R-83165 and MIL-C-83166 respectively. Every effort should be made to
use existing qualified instrumentation and recording equipment to reduce
program costs and utilize proven operational capabilities. The contract
shall specify whether the instrumentation and recording equipment (including
spares) shall be Government Furnished Equipment (GFE) or Contractor Furnished
Equipment (CFE).

5.4.4.2 Data processing provisions. The contractor shall coordinate with
V the Air Force the data processing provisions (including reformatting) to be

used to ensure that the computer anlalysis methods will be compatible with
the Air Force data analysis system. It is envisioned that contractor facili-
ties and personnel, except for reformatting/transcribing and other data pro-
cessing and analysis functions for which capabilities exist within the Air
Force and are approved for use, will be used to process data collected during
the 3-yeaA period beginning with delivery of the first production airplane.
Plans for transfer of data processing provisions from contractor to Air Force
facilities including training of Air Force personnel shall be included.

t 5.4.4.3 Analysis of data and development of baseline operational spectra.
The contractor shall use the flight data to assess the applicability of the
design and durability test loads/environment spectra and to develop baseline
operational spectra. The baseline operational spectra shall be used to update
the durability and damage tolerance analyses as specified in 5.4.1.2 when a
stetistically adequate amount of data has been recorded. Subsequent revisions
of the baseline operational spectra may be required but will require separate
negotiations betweon the Air Force and contractor.
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5.4.5 Individual airplane tracking program. The objective of the individual
airplane tracking program shall be to predict the potential flaw growth in
critical areas of each airframe that is keyed to damage growth limits of
MIL-A-83444, inspection times, and economic repair times. Data acquisition
shall start with delivery of the first operational airplane. The program
shall include serialization of major components (e.g., wings, horizontal and
vertical stabilizers, landing gears, etc.) so that component tracking can be
implemented by the Air Force. The contractor shall propose for Air Force
review and approval, an individual airplane tracking program for the specific
airplane.

5.4.5.1 Tracking analysis method. The contractor shall develop an individual
airplane tracking analysis method to establish and adjust inspection and repair
intervals for each critical area of the airframe based on the individual air-
plane usage data. The damage tolerance and durability analyses and associated
test data will be used to establish the analysis method. This analysis will
provide the capability to predict crack growth rates, time to reach the crack
size limits, and the crack length as a function of the total Plight time and
uszge data. The contractor shall coordinate this effort with the Air Force
to ensure that the computer analysis method will be compatible with the Air
Force data analysis system. The individual airplane tracking analysis method
shall require approval by the Air Force.

5.4.5.2 Data acquisition provisions. The contractor shall select qualified
functioning instrumentation and data recording systems in accordance with the
requirements of this standard as specified in the contract specifications.
The recording system shall be as simple as possible and shall be the minimum
required to monitor those parameters necessary to support the analysis methods
as specified in 5.4.5.1. Counting accelerometers, electrical or mechanical
strain recorders, electrical resistance gages, simplified manual data forms,
etc. shall be considered. The contractor shall select the specific instru-
mentation and data recording equipment to accomplish the individual airplane
usage tracking, obtain Air Force approval of the selections, and make the
necessary instrumentation and data recording installations in the specified
airplanes. The contract shall specify whether the instrumentation and record-
ing equipment (including spares) shall be Government Furnished Equipment (GFE)
or Contractor Furnished Equipment (CFE).

S.5 Force management (Task V). Task V describes those actions that must be
conducted by the Air Force during force operations to ensure the damage toler-
ance and durability of each airplane. Task V will be primarily the responsi-
bility of the Air Force and will be performed by the appropriate commands
utilizing the data package supplied by the contractor in Task IV with the
minimum amount of contractor assistance. Contractor responsibilities in
Task V will be specified in the contract specifications.
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5.5.1 Loads/environment spectra survey. The Air Force will be responsible
for the overall planning and management of the loads/environment spectra
survey and will:

a. Establish data collection procedures and transmission channels within the
Air Force

b. Train squadron, base, and depot level personnel as necessary to ensure

the acquisition of acceptable quality data

c. Maintain and repair the instrumentation and recording equipment

d. Ensure that the data are of acceptable quality and are obtained in a( timely manner so that the contractor can analyze the results, develop the
baseliine spectrum (see S.4.4.3), and update the analyses (see 5.4.1.2) and
force structural maintenance plan (see 5.4.3.2).

The Air Force will also be responsible for ensuring that survey data are
obtained for each type of usage that occurs within the force (training, recon-
naissance, special tactics, etc.). Subsequent to completion of the initial
data gathering effort, the Air Force will elect whether or ot to continue
to operate either all or a portion of the instrumentation and recording equip-
ment aboard the survey airplanes to support additional updates of the baseline

"( spectra and force structural maintenance plan.

5.5.2 Individual airplane tracking data. The Air Force will be responsible
for the overall planning and management of the individual airplane tracking
data gathering effort and will:

a. Establish data collection procedures and data transmission channels within
the Air Force
b. Train squadron, base, and depot level personnel as necessary to ensure the
acquisition of acceptable quality data

c. Maintain and repair the instrumentation and recording equipment

d. Ensure that the data are obtained -;.d processed in a timely manner to
provide adjusted maintenance times for each critical area of each airplane.

5.5.3 Individual airplane maintenance times. The Air Force will be responsible
for deriving individual nainternance (inspection and repair) times for each
critical area of each airplane by use of the tracking analysis methuds as
specified in 5.4.5.1 and the individual airplane tracking data as specified
in 5.5.2. The objective is to determine adjusted times at which the force
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structural maintenance actions as specified in 5.4.3 have to be performed on
individual airplanes and each critical rrea thereof. With the force structural
maintenance plan and the individual aircraft maintenance time requirements
available, the Air Force can schedule force structural maintenance actions
on a selective basis that accounts for the effect of usage variations on
structural maintenance intervals.

5.5.4 Structural maintenance records. AFLC and the using command will be
responsible for maintaining structural maintenance records (inspection, repair,
modification, and replacement) for individual airplanes. These records shall
contain complete listings of structural maintenance actions that are performed
with all pertinent data included (Time Compliance Technical Order (TCTO) action,
component flight time, component and airplare serial number, etc.).

6. NOTES

6.1 Data requirements. The data requirements in support cf this standard
will be selected from the DOD Authorized Data List (TD-3) and will be reflected
in a contractor data requirements list (DD Form 1423) attached to the request
for proposal, invitation for bids, or the contract as appropriate.

6.2 Relationship to system engineering management. When appropriate, the
conduct of the work efforts by the contractor in achieving airplane structural
integrity will be included in the System Engineering Management Plan in accord-
ance with MIL-STD-499A(USAF) for the airplane and will be compatible with the
system safety plan in accordance with MIL-STD-882.

Custodian: Preparing activity:
Air Force - 11 Air Force - 11

Review activities: Project No. ISGP-FO19
Air Force - 01, 10, 16
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MIL'TARY SPECIFICATION

AIRPLANE DAMAGE TOLERANCE REQUIREMENTS

This specification is approved for use by all Departments
and Agencies of the Department of Defense.

1. SCOPE

1.1 This specification contains the damage tolerance design requirements
applicable to airplane safety of flight structure. The objective is to
protect the safety of flight structure from potentially deleterious effects
of material, manufacturing and processing defects through proper material

I" selection and control, control of stress levels, use of fracture resistant
design concepts, manufacturing and process controls and the usv of careful
inspect ion procedures.

2. APPLICABLE DOCLU4ENTS

2.1 The following documents, of the issue in effect on date of invitation for
bids or request for proposal, form a part of this specification to the extent
specified herein:

SPECI FICATIONS

Military

MIL-A-8866 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Ground Tests
MIL-A-8867 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Reliability Requirements,

Repeated Loads and Fatigue

STANDARDS

Military

MIL-STD-IS30 Aircraft Structural Integrity Program Airplane Requirements

(Copies of documents required b)' supLpliers in connection with slpccific procure-
ment functions should be obtaincd from the proctiring activity , as directed
by the contracting officer.)

I 1
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3.1 Genera- requirements. let:tiicd damage to'erance rcq~iiicmcnts arc specified
1n . 2 in various categories as ;i functio., of design conccpt and '.igree of
inspectahility. The design concepts and various degrees of inspectability are
defined in 6.2. The contractor shall dem'n-strate that all safety of flight
structures comply with the detailed requirements in a minimum of one of these
categories (one design concept and one inspectability level). Design concepts
utilizing multiple load paths and crack arrest features may he qualified under
the appropriate inspectability level(s) as either slow crack grnwth or fail-
safe structure. Single-ioaa path structure without crack arrest features must
be qualified at the appropriate inspectability level(s) as slow crack growth
structure. The contractor shall perform all of the analytical and experimental
work necessary to demonstrate compliance with the damage tolerance analyses
and tests as specified herein, MIL-STD-I530, MII.-A-8867 and the procurement
contract. This effort involves residual strength and crack qrowth analyses
and tests. The analyses shall assume the presence of flaws placed in the
nost unfavorable location and orientatioi with respect to the applied stresses
and material propertics. The crack grow analyses shall predict the growth
behavior of these flaws in the chemical, nermal, and sustained and cyclic
stress environments to which that portion of the component shall be subjected
in service. The design flight by flight stress spectra and chemical and thermal
environment spectra shall be developed by the contractor and approved by the
procuring activity. Spectra interaction effects, such as variable leading and
environment, shall be accounted for.

3.1.1 Initial flaw asumptions. Initial flaws shall be assumed to exist as
a result of material and stracture manufacturing and processing operations.
Small imperfections equivalent to an .OOS inch radius corner flaw resulting
from these operations shall be assumed to exist in each hole of each element
in the structure, and provide the basis for the requirements in 3.l.l.lc,
3.1.1.2. 3.1.1.3.1 and 3.1.1.3.2. If the contractor has developed initial
quality data on fastener holes, (e.g., by fractographic studies, which provides
a sound basis for determining equivalent initial flaw sizesl, these data may be
submitted to the procuring activity for review and serve as a basis for
negotiating a size different than the specified .005 inch radius corner flaw.
In addition, it shall be assunmed that initial flaws of the sized specified
in 3.1.1.1a, and b, can exist in any separate element of the structure. Each
element of the structure shall Ie surveyed to determine the most critica!
location for the assumed initial flaws; considering such features as edges,
fillcts, holes and other potentiaily high stressed areas. Only one initial
f}w, in the most c iti•c:l hi(- mnd onii. initial f'la'w at a location other than

,)(l ; iced 1)(- ,m , d to (.i t ih n m:v ,truct1'jr I el(' i_ nIt. Inttv ract ion between
: 1,- ' .I nil i- l '. ''d :00 . €'r d(r't-d. I(, Y i1l1 ipi1 arid adiacent

!..1 rt 11, , I II fj' ;,'V j-•. " , i i i]tt I •'t L.1 I ",:It r i I oc;it 1 ('i, (c. .

t t~j -i r rr -tim, 1 1 lejI mý ii t' whh re,
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fabrication and assembly operations are conducted such that flaws in two or
more elements can exist it the same location. The most common example of such
an operation is the assembly drilling of attachment holes. Except as noted
in 3.1.1.2 and 3.1.1.3 more than one source of common initial cfacks need not
be assumed along the crack growth path. Initial flaw sizes are specified in
terms of specific flaw shapes, such as through the thickness or corner flaws
at holes and semi-elliptical surface flaws or through the thickness flaws at
locations other than holes.

3.1.1.1 Initial flaw size. Specified initial flaw sizes presume the inspec-
tion of 100 peicent of all fracture critical regions of all structural compo-
nents as required by the fracture control provisions of MIL-STD-1530. This
inspection shall include as a minimum a close visual inspection of all holes
and cutoutb and conventional ultrasonic, penetrant or magnetic particle inspec-
tion of the remainder of the fracture critical region. Where the use of
automatic hole preparation and fastener installation equipment preclude close
visual and dimensional inspection of 100 percent of the holes in the fracture
critical regions of the structure, a pl&A to qualify and monitor hole prepara-
tion and fastener installation shall be prepared, approved by the procuring
activity and implemented by the coptractor. Where special nondestructive
inspection procedures have demonstrated a detection capability better than
indicated by the flaw sizes specified in (a) below, and the resulting smaller
assumed flaw sizes are used in the design of the structure, these special
inspection procedures shall be used in the aircraft manufacturing quality
control.

a. Slow crack growth structure.

At holes and cutouts the assumed initial flaw shall be a .05 inch through
the thickness flaw at one side of the hole when the material thickness is equal
to or less than .OS inch. For material thicknesses greater than .05 inch, the
assumed initial flaw shall be a .05 inch radius corner flaw at one side of the
hole.

At locations other than holes, the assumed initial flaw shall be a through
the thickness flaw .25 inch in length when the material thickness is equal
to or less than .125 inch. For material thicknesses greater than .125 inch,
the assumed initial flaw shall be a semicircular surface flaw with a length
(2c) equal to .2S inch and a depth (a) equal to .125 inch. Other possible
surface flaw shapes with the same initial stress intensity factor (K) shall
be considered as appropriate. For example, corner flaws at edges of struc-
tural elements and longer and shallower surface flaws in plates which are
subjected to high bending stresses.

&(4
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Smaller initial flaw sizes than those specified above may be assumed
subsequent to a demonstration, described in 4.2, that all flaws larger than
these assumed sizes have at least a 90 percent probability of detection with
a 95 percent confidence level. Smaller initial flaw sizes may also be assumed
if proof test inspection is used. In this case, the minimum assumed initial
flaw size shall be the calculated critical size at the proof test stress level
and temperature using procuring activity approved upper bound of the material
fracture toughness data.

b. Fail safe structure.

At holes and cutouts the assumed initial flaw shall be a .02 inch through
the thickness flaw at one side of the hole when the material thickness is equal
to or less than .02 inch. For material thicknesses greater than .02 inch the
assumed initial flaw shall be a .02 inch radius corner flaw at one side of the
hole.

At locations other than holes, the assumed initial flaw shall be a through
the thickness flaw .10 inch in length when the material thickness is equal
to or less than .05 inch. For material thicknesses greater than .05 inch, the
assumed initial flaw shall be a semicircular surface flaw with a length (2c)
equal to .10 inch and a depth (a) equal to .05 inch. Other possible surface
flaw shapes with the same initial stress intensity factor (K) shall be consid-
ered as appropriate.

c. The fastener policy.

The beneficial effects of interference fasteners, cold expanded holes,
joint clamp-up and other specific joint design and assembly procedures may
be used in achieving compliance to the flaw growth requirements of this
specification. These beneficial effects shall be demonstrated by laboratory
tests of joints representative of the joints in the aircraft. The test
specimens shall contain pre-cracked fastener holes. The limits of the bene-
ficial effects to be used in design shall be approved by the procuring activity,
but in no case shall the assumed initial flaw be smaller than an .005 inch
radius corner flaw at one side of an as manufactured, non-expanded hole
containing a net fit fastener in a non-clamped-up joint.

3.1.1.2 Continuing damage. Cyclic growth behavior of assumed initial flaws
may be influenced by the particular geometry and arrangement of elements of
the structure being qualified. The following assumptions of continuing crack
growth shall be considered for those cases where the primary crack terminates
due to structural discontinuities or element failure.
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a. When the primary damage and growth originates in a fastener hole and
terminates prior to member or element failure, continuing damage shall be
an .005 inch radius corner flaw emanating from the di;Lretrically opposite.
side of the fastener hole at which the initial flaw wis assumed to exist.

b. When the primary damage terminates due to a member or element failure,
the continuing damage shall be an .005 inch radius corner flaw in the most
critical locatien of the remaining element or remainirg structure or a
surface flaw having 2c = .02 inch And a = BI inch, wherea. is measured in
the direction of crack growth, plus the amount of grouth (Aa) which occurs
prior to element failure.

c. When the crack growth from the assumed initial flaw enters into and
"terminates at a fastener hole, continuing damage shall be an .005 inch radius
corner flaw *Aa emanating from the diametrically opposite side of the fastener
hole at which the primary damage terminated.

3.1.1.3 Remaining structure damage

3.1.1 3.1 Fail safe multi-load path. The damage assumed to exist in the
adjacent load path at the location of primary failure in fail safe multipleF load path structure at the time of and subsequent to the failure of a primary
load path shall be as follows:

a. Multiple load path dependent structure. The same as specified in 3.1.1.1b
plus the amount of growth (An) which occurs prior to load path failure.

b. Multiple load path independent structure. The same as 3.1.1.2b plus the
amount of growth (Aa) which occurs prior to load path failure.

3.1.1.3.2 Fail safe crack arrest structure. For struzture classified as
I., fail safe-crack arrest, the primary damage assumed to exist in the structure

following arrest of a rapidly propagating crack shall iepend upon the parti-
cular geometry. In conventional skin stringer (or frane) construction this
shall be assumed as two panels (bays) of cracked skin 3lus the broken central
stringer (or frames). Where tear straps are provided 3etween stringers (or
frames) this damage shall be assuned as craci.ed skin b.tween tear straps
plus the broken central stringer (or frame). Other coifigurations shall
assume equivalent damage as mutually agreed upon by th! contractor and the
procuring activity. The damage assumed to exist in thý structure adjacent
to the primary damage shall be as specified in 3.1.1.2) or c.
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3.1.2 Tn-Service inspection flaw assumptions. The smallest damage which can
be presumed to exist in the structuie after completion of a depot or base level
inspection shall be as follcws:

a. If the component is to be removed from the aircraft and completely inspec-
ted with NDI procedures the same as those performed during fabrication, the
minimum assumed damage size shall be as specified in 3.1.1.1.

b. Where NDI techniques such as penetrant, magnetic particle or ultrasonics
are applied without component or fastener removal, the minimum assumed flaw
size at holes and cutouts shall be a through the thickness crack emanating
from one side of the hole having a 0.25 inch uncovered length when the material
thickness is equal to or less than 0.25 inch. For material thicknesses greater
than 0.25 inch, the assumed initial flaw shall be a quarter-circular corner
crack emanating from one side of the hole having a 0.25 inch uncovered length.
The minimuim assumed flaw size at locationsother than holes shall be a through
the thickness crack of length 0.50 inch when the material thickness is equal
to or less than 0.25 inch. For material thicknesses greater than 0.2S inch,
the assumed initial flaw shall be a semi-circular surface flaw with length (2c)
equal to 0.50 inch and depth (a) equal to 0.25 inch. Other possible surface
flaw shapes with the same initial stress intensity factor (K) shall be consid-
ered as appropriate such as corner flaw at eJges of structural members and
longer and shallower surface flaws in 1..ztes which are subject-d to high bending
stresses. While X-ray inspection may be used to supplement one or more of the
other NDI techniques, it, by itself, shall not be considered capable of reliably
detecting tight subcritical cracks.

c. Where accessibility allows close visual inspection (using visual aid as
necessary) an opening through the th!ckness crack having at least 2 inches
of uncovered length shall be the minimum assumed damage size.

d. Where accessibility, paint, sealant, or other factors preclude close visual
inspection or the use of NDI techniques such as described in b above, slow
crack growth structure shall be considered to be non-inspectable, and fail-safe
structure shall be considered to be inspectable only for major damage such as
a load path failure, or arrested unstable crack growth.

3.1.3 Residual strength regqirements. The minimtm required residual strength
is specified in terms of the minimum Internal member load, Pxx, which the
aircraf, must be able to sustain with damage present and without endangering
safety of flight or degrading performance of the aircraft for the specified
minimum period of unrepaired service usage. This includes loss of strength,
lbss of stiffness, excessive permanent deformation, loss of control, and
reduction of' the flutter speed bclo% Vl,. The magnitude of PXX depends on the
overall degrrec: of inspcztability of *he structure and is Intended to represent
the maximum load the aircraft might encounter during a. spcified inspection
iht(-rval or during a design lifetime for non-inspectable structure. The XX

,Lript is dc'fined as a U'inction of t'.e specific degree of in-pectahility
in tible 1.
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Th, aircr;,,t loading spectrum shall h- derivq-d from a mission anal.sjs
where the mission mi.1 ind the loads in each rnission segment repre.•nt average
aircraft usage. The basic load factor exceedance, data is specified in .MIL-A-
8866. To a._oaflt for. the fact that any iadividual aircraft may encounrter
loads cnn-,iderably in excess of the average during their life, the required
residual strength (i.e. the PXX load) must be larger than the average load
expected during a given interval between inspections. This is accomplished
by magnifying the inspection interval. For example, the PXX load for ground
,:vidcnt dimage is the maximum average load that can be expected once in 100
flights. abhie I defines the PXX loads for the various degrees of inspectability.

TABLE I

Typical
PXX* Degree of Inspection Magnification

_lnspectabilitv Interval Factor, M4

PFE In-Flight One Flight 100

Evident

PGE Ground Evident One Flight 100

PWV Walk-Around Ten Flights 100
Visual

Ps;V Special Visual One Year 30

PDM Depot or Base 1/4 Lifetime 2.

Level

PIT Non-Inspectable One Lifetime 21

"Maximum average internal member load that will occur once in M times the
inspection interval. Where PDNI or PLT is determined to be less than

.( the design limit load, the design limit load shall be the required
residual strength load level. PXX need not be greater than 1.2 times
the maxim.um load in one lifetime, if greater than design limit load.

I':• fail a:Ife' -urietrtire there i- i requirement to Stistail i mintim load.
*, .1. thj Iin-.t; ant if loaid path I ilel r", jor crac• ajrrest as kell II s leing able

tOI "4."t .1 i tile I(load, 1 \\, sbilseque'i t to Ioad path I'i liul- (or crack arrest) ,at
-inl tiln e !Iiaing tihe Specifie'd inrspection intervaI. The %ingle Ilo.1, path fai lure
tr crc•. arretst) Io.id, l'Py ,, shall include a dy:eiimlc factor IlI. F.I. In I iet of
tcst or .1.•.! vt ical datai 1o the .',iIrar'o'. a dy'namic factor of 1.13 . jh.l li e applied
ft, the redistributed incremental load. I'yy should he equal to the internal
,cmleme, load ;it des ign limit load or I1.1% times PIX.. "whichever is gre.ater.
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3.2 Specific reuirements. Specific damage tolerance requirements for Slow
crack growth structure, Fail-Safe multiple load path structure, and Fail-Safe
crack arrest structure as specified in 3.2.1, 3.2.2 and 3.2.3, respectively.

3.2.1 Slow crack growth structure. Of the degrees of inspectability in
accordance with 6.2.1, only depot or base level inspectable and in-service
non-inspectable are applicable to slow crack growth structures. The frequency
of inspection for both shall be as stated below unless otherwise specified in
the appropriate contractual docuients.

Depot or Base Level inspectable - Once every one quarter of the

design lifetime.

In-Service non-inspectable - Once at the end of one design lifetime.

3.2.1.1 Depot or base level inspectable. The damage which can be presumed
to exist in the structure after completion of a depot or base level inspec-
tion shall be that specified for slow crack growth structure in 3.1.2. These
damage sizes shall not grow to critical size and cause failure of the structure
due to the application of PDM in two (2) times the inspection interval as
specified in 3.2.1.

3.2.1.2 In-Service non-inspectable. The initial damage size as specified
in 3.1.1.1 shall not grow to critical size and cause failure of the structure
due to the application of PLT in two (2) design service lifetimes.

3.2.2 Fail-Safe multiple load path structure. Thc degrees of inspectability
as specified in 6.2.1, which can be applicable to fail-safe multiple load path
structure, are In-Flight evident inspectable, Ground evident inspectable,
Walkaround inspectable, Special visual inspectable, and Depot or Base level
inspectable.

3.2.2.1 Inspcction intervals. The frequency of inspection F(.r each of the
inspectability levels shall be as stated below unless otherwise specified
in the appropriate contractual documents.

In-Flight evident inspectable - Once per flight.

Ground evident inspectable - Once per flight.

Walkaround inspectahle - Once every ten (10) flights.

Special visual inspectab!c - As proposed by the contractor and
:iprojcd by the procuring activity, hut not more frequently than once per year.

I)epot or Base lev'l infplct;iblc - Onc. every one quarter of the
dt.A,,-n lifetime.
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3.2.2.2 Residual Atrength requirements and damage growth limits. There are
two sets of residual strengtb requirements and damage growth limits for fail-
safe multiple load path structure. The first set applies to the required
residual strength and damage growth limits for intact structure, (i.e., the
structure prior to a load path failure), and the second set applies to the
remaining structure subsequent to a load path failure. These are described
in 3.2.2.2.1 and 3.2 2.z.2, respectively, and are summarized in table 1I.

3.2.2.2.1 Intact structure. The requirements for the intact structure are
a function of the depot or base level inspectability of the intact structure
for damage sizes which are less than a load path failure, (i.e., subcritical
cracks and small element failures). If the structure is depot or base level
inspectable the smallest damage sizes which can be presumed to exist in the
structure after completion of a depot or base level inspection shall be those
as specified in 3.1.2. These damage sizes shall not grow to a size such as

* to cause load path failure due to the applicacion of PDM in one depot or base
"level inspection interval. If the structure is not depot or base level inspec-
table for subcritical flaws or small element failures which are less than a
load path failure (either by virtue of small critical flaw sizes or inspection
problems) the initial material and manufacturing damage as specified in 3.1.1.1.b
shall be assumed and it shall not grow to the size required to cause load path
failure due to the application of PLT in one design lifetime.

3.2.2.2.2 Remaining structure subsequent to a load path failure. For each of
the five levels of inspectability specified in 3.2.2 the remaining structure
at the time of a load path failure shall be able to sustain the PNy load as
described in 3.1.3 without loss of the aircraft. In addition, subsequent to
load path failurc, the failed load path plus the minimum assumed damage in
the remaining adjacent structure as specified in 3.1.1.3.1 shall not grow to
a size such as to cause loss of the aircraft due to the application of the
PXX load in the specified minimum period of unrepaired service usage. The
PXX loads and minimum periods of unrepaired service usage for each of the
five inspectability levels shall be as follows:

S C Minimum
PXX per Period of Unrepaired

Inspectability 3.1.3 Service Usage

In-Flight Lvident PFF Return to base

Ground Evident PGF One Flight

Walkaround PWV 5 X Inspection Interval*

Special Visual Psv 2 X Inspection interval*

Depot or Base Level PDw 2 X Inspection Interval*

*See 3.2.2.1
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3.2.3 Fail-Safe crack arrest structure. The degrees of inspectability as
specified in 6.2.1 which can be applicable to fail-safe crack arrest structure
are the same as those for the fail-safe multiple load path structure specified
in 3.2.2.

3.2.3.1 Inspection intervals. 'ie frequency of inspection for each of the
inspectability levels shall be the same as those specified for fail-safe
multiple load path structu.e in 3.2.2.1.

3.2.3.2 Residual strength requirements and damage growth limits. There are
two sets of residual strength requirements and damage tolerance limits for
fail-safe crack arrest structure. The first set applies to the intart struc-
ture (the stricture prior to unstable crack growth and arrest equivalent to
that as specified in 3.1.1.3.2) and the second set applies to the remaining
structure subsequent to encountering unstable crack growth and arrest. These
are described in 3.2.3.2.1 and 3.2.3.2.2, respectively and are summarized intable Ill.

3.2.3.2.1 Intact structure. The requirements for the intact structure are
a function of the depot or base I-vel inspectability of the intact structure
for damage sizes which are less than the damage caused by unstable crack growth
and arrest as specified in 3.1.1.3.2. If the structure is depot or base level
inspectable the smallest damage sizes which can be presumed to exist in the
structure after completion of a depot ar base level inspection shall be those
as specified in 3.1.2. These sizes shall not grow to a size such as to cause
unstable crack growth due to the application of PoM in one depot or base level
inspection interval. If the structure is not depot or base level inspectable
for subcritical flaws, the initial material and manufacturing damage as speci-
fied in 3.1.1.1.b shall be assumed an] it shall not grow to critical size at
PLT in one design lifetime.

3.2.3.2.2 Remaining structure suosequent to crack arrest. For each of theC five levels of inspectability applicable to this type of structure the remaining
structure at the time of the unstable crack growth shall be able to sustain the
Pyy load ar specified in 3.1.3 without loss of the aircraft. In addition,
subsequent to the unstable growth and arrest, damage as specified in 3.1.1.3.2
shall not grow to a size such as to cause loss of the aircraft due to the appli-
cation of the PXX load in the specified minimum periods of unrepaired usage.
The P×X loads and minimum periods of unrepaired service usage for each of the
five inspectability levels shall bc the same as those specified for fail-safe
multiple load path structure in 3.2.2.2.2.
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4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Desig data. Design data shall be generated as required to support the
analysis effort.

4.2 MDT demonstration program. Wher, designs are based on initial flaw size
assumptions less than those as specified in 3.1.l.la, a non-destructive testing
demonstration program shall be performed by the contractor and approved by the
procuring activity to verify that all flaws equal to or greater than the design
flaw size will be detected to the specified reliability and confidence levels.
The demonstration shall be conducted on each selected inspection procedure
using production conditions, equipment and personnel. The defective hardware
used in the demonstration shall contain cracks which simulate the case of tight
fabrication flaws. Subsequent to successful completion of the demonstration
program, specifications on these inspection techniques shall become the manu-
facturing inspection requirements and may not be changed without a requalifying
program subject to procuring activity approval.

S. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

NOT APPLICABLE

6. NOTES
"I 6.1 Intended use. This specification is intended for use in the design of

all new military airplanes for the procuring activity. It is not intended
to be directly applicable to advanced composite structures nor landing gear
components. It is also not intended to dictate structural design concepts,
however, other requirements that say be imposed on specific aircraft systems
(battle or foreign object damage requirements) may limit the choices.

6.2 Definitions

6.2.1 Degree of inspectability. The degree of inspeetabiity of safety of
flight structure shall be established in accordance with the following
definitions.

6.2.1.1 In-Plight evident inspect2ble. Structure is in-flight evident inspec-
table if the nature and extent of damage occurring in flight will result directly
in characteristics which make the flight crew immediately and unmistakably aware
that significant damage has occurred and that the mission shotild not be continued.

6.2.1.2 Ground evident inspectable. Structure is ground evident inspectable
if the nature and extent of damage will be readily and unmistakably obvious to
ground personnel without specifically inspecting the structure for damage.
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6.2.1.3 Walkaround inspectable. Structure is walkaround inspectable if the
nature and extent of damage is unlikely to be overlooked by peisonnel conduc-
ting a visual inspection of the structure. This inspection normally shall be
a visual look at the exterior of the structure from ground level without
removal of access panels or doors without special inspection aids.

6.2.1.4 Special visual inspectable. Structure is special visual inspectable
if the nature and extent of damage is unlikely to be overlooked by personnel
conducting a detailed visual inspection of the aircraft for the purpose of
finding damaged structure. The procedures may include removal of access panels
and doors, and may permit simple visual aids such as mirrors and magnifying
glasses. Removal of paint, sealant, etc, and use of NDI techniques such as
penetrant, X-ray, etc. are not part of a special visual inspection.

6.2,1.S Depot or base level inspectable. Structure is depot or base level
inspectable if the nature and extent of damage will be detected utilizing
one or more selected nondestructive inspection procedures. The inspection
procedures may include NDI techniques such as penetrant, X-ray, ultrasonic,
etc. Accessibility considerations may include removal of those components
designed for removal.

6.2.1.6 In-Service non-inspectable structure. Structure is in-service non-
inspectable if either damage size or accessibility preclude detection during
one or more of the above inspections.

6.2.2 Frequency of inspection. Frequency of inspection is the number of
times that a particular type of inspection is to be conducted during the
service life of the aircraft.

6.2.3 Minlat period of unrepaired service usage. Minium period of unrepaired
service usage is that period of time during which the appropriate level of
damage (assumed initial or in-service) is pre5umed to remain unrepaired and
allowed to grow within the structure.

6.2.4 Minimum assuied initial damage size. The minimum assumed initial damage
size is the smallest crack-like defect which shall be used as a starting point
for analyzing residual strength and crack growth characteristics of the struc',ure.

6.2.5 Safety of flight structure. That structure whose failure could cause
diroct loss of the aircraft, or whose failure if it remained undetected could
result in loss of the aircraft.

6.2.6 Fracture critical structure. Safety of flight structuraIl components or
regions of safety Uf flight stricturaiI components which are either sized by the
requiromenti of this specification (Category I fracture critical parts), or
could be sized by the requirements of this specification if fracture control
procedures are not employed (Category If fracture critical parts).
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6.2.7 Minimum assumed in-service damage size. The minimum assumed in-service
damage size is the smallest damage which shall be assumed to exist in the
structure after completion of an in-service inspection.

6.2.8 Slow crack growth structure. Slow crack growth structure consists of
those design concepts where flaws or defects are not allowed to attain the
critical size required for unstable rapid propagation. Safety is assured
through slow crack growth for specified periods of usage depending upon the
degree of inspectability. The strength of slow crack growth structure with
subcritical damage present shall not be degraded below a specified limit for
the period of unrepaired service usage.

6.2.9 Crack arrest fail safe structure. Crack arrest fail safe structure
is structure designed and fabricated such that unstable rapid propagation
will be stopped within a continuous area of the structure prior to complete
failure. Safety is assured through slow crack growth of the remaining
structure and detection of the damage at subsequent inspections. Strength
of the remaining undamaged structure will not be degraded below a specified
level for the specified period of unrepaired service usage.

6.2.10 Rultiple load path-fail safe structure. Muiltiple load path fail
safe structure is designed and fabricated in segments (with each sgment
consisting of one or more individual elements) whose function it is to contain
localized damage and thus prevent complete loss of the structure. Safety
is assured through slow crack growth in the remaining structure to the sub-
sequent inspection. The strength and safety will not degrade below a specified
level for a specified period of unrepaired service usage.

6.2.10.1 Multiple load path-dependent structure. Multiple load path structure
is classified as dependent if, by design, a common source of cracking exists
in adjacent load paths at one location due to the nature of the assembly or
manufacturing procedures. An example of multiple load path-dependent structure

S( is planked tension skin where individual members are spliced in the spanwise
direction by common fasteners with common drilling and assembly operations.

6.2.10.2 Multiple load path-independent structure. Multiple load path structur,
is classified as independent if by design, it is unlikely that a common source
of cracking exists in more than a single load path at one location due to the
nature of assembly or manufacturing procedures.

f
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6.3 Ordering data. MIL-A-008866A(USAF) dated 31 March 1971 and MIL-A-009867A(USAF)
dated 31 March 1971 or later issue will be used in conjunction with this
specification.

Custodian: Preparing activity:

Air Force - 11 Air Force - 11

Project No. 1510-F022
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MIL-A- 008866B (USAP)
""2 A.VgUSt 1975
SUPERSEDING
NIL-A-008866A(USAF)
31 March 1971
USED IN LIEU OF
MIL-A-8866(ASG)
18 May 1960

MILITARY SPECIFICATION

AIRPLANE STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY RELIABILITY
REQUIREMENTS, REPEATED LOADS AND FATIGUE

This limited coordination Military Specification has been prepared
by the Air Force based upon currently available technical informa-
tion, but it has not been approved for promulgation as a coordina-

t ted revision of Military Specification MIL-A-8866(ASG). It is
subject to modifi-ation. However, pending its promulgation as a
coordinated Military Specification, it may be used in procurement.

1. SCOPE

1.1 This specification identifies the durability design requirements appli-
cable to the structure of airplanes. The complete structure, herein refer-
red to as the airframe, includes the fuselage, wing, empennage, landing
gears, control systems and surfaces, engine mounts, structural operating
mechanisms, and other components as specified in the contract. This speci-
fication applies to metallic and nonmetallic structures. The objective
is to minimize the in-service maintenance costs and to obtain operational
readiness through proper controls on materials selection and processing,
inspections, design details, stress levels, and proteczion systems.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 The following documents of the issue in effect on the date of invitation(• for bids or request for proposal, form a part of this specification to the
extent specified herein.

SPECIFICATIONS

Military

MIL-A-8861 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Flight Loads
MIL-A-8867 Airplane Strength and Rigidity Ground Tests
MIL-A-8870 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Flutter, Divergence, and

Other Aeroelastic Instabilities
MIL-A-8871 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Flight and Ground

Operations Tests

FSC 1510
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MIL-A-8892 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Vibration
M1L-A-8893 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Sonic Fatigue

(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings and publications required by
suppliers in connection with specific procurement functions should be obtained
from the procuring activity or as directed by the contracting officer.)

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 General requirements. The airframe shall be designed such that the
economic life is greater than the design service life whe. subjected to the
design service loads/environment spectra. The design objective is to minimize
cracking or other structural or material degradation which could result in
excessive maintenance problems or in functional problems such as fuel leak-
age, loss of control effectiveness or loss of cabin pressure. The contractor
shall perform the analytical and experimental work necessary to demonstrate
compliance with the analysis and tests as required herein, MIL-A-8867, and
the contract. The design flight-by-flight load, stress, and environmental
spectra shall be developed by the contractor. Spectra interaction effects
SLch as that due to variable loading and environment shall be accounted for
in the design.

3.2 Detail requirements

3.2.1 Design service life and design usage. The design service life and
design usage will be specified by the procuring activity in the contract.
The design service life and design usage will be based on the mission
requirements and will be stipulated in terms of:

a. Total flight hours.

b. Total number of flights.

c. Total number and type of landings.

d. Total service years.

e. Mission profiles for each type of mission to be flown. (These nrofiles
will be divided into mission segments such as taxi, takeoff run, a. it,
cruise, low altitude usage, inflight refueling, air-to-ai combat, Air-to-
ground combat, etc. The mission profiles will also stipulate the approxi-
mate duration, altitude, speed, and payload configuration requirements for
each mission segment.)

f. Mission mix or number of flights of each mission.
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g. Any other special requirements such as functional check flights, ground
maintenance operational checks, etc.

3.2.2 Design service loads spectra. The design service loads spectra for
the airframe shall be developed for the design service life and typical
design usage of 3.2.1 and shall require approval by the procuring activity.
The contractor shall include all significant sources of repeated loads.
The sources of repeated loads shall include, but not be limited to, engine
ground run-up, functional check-outs, jacking, towing, taxiing, landing,
flight maneuvers, atmospheric turbulence, inflight refueling, control system
operation, cabin pressurization, buffeting, and terrain following maneuvers.
The individual spectra of repeated loads for a particular airplane shall be
based on the data referenced in the following subparagraphs as modified and
amplified due to the existence of more representative data or unique air-
plane requirements. The individual spectra of repeated loads shall be
assembled on a flight-by-flight basis tc form the design service loads
sequence. Load occurrences less than once per mission segment or once per
flight shall be rationally distributed (randomized or ordered, as appro-
priate) among appropriate segments and flights. The derign service loads
spectra shall not be arbitrarily limited to design static limit load if
higher values are probable (e.g., once per lifetime airplane load level).
An appropriate distribution of weight, center of gravity, configuration,
speed, altitude, and other significant operational parameters shall be

( made %ithin each mission segment.

3.2.2.1 Maneuver. Tables I through VI contain normal maneuver load factor
spectra representative of USAF operations of several classes of airplanes
prior to 1970 and are contained herein for reference. The contractor shall
derive the final maneuver spectra by mission segment and account for vari-
ables such as maneuver capability, tactics, etc. These final spectra shall
require approval by the procuring activity.

3.2.2.2 Gust. The gust loads spectra shall be developed in accordance with
( the procedures of MIL-A-8861, paragraph entitled, Continuous turbulence

analysis.

3.2.2.3 Landing. The landing loads spectra shall be developed for the
number of landings indicated in 3.2.1 including such variables as sinking
speed, forward speed, attitude, wing stores, and fuel distribution. The
distribution of sinking speeds specified in table VII is for reference.

3.2.2.4 Taxi. The taxi ground loads shall be based on vertical gear inputs
resulting from taxi on prepared runways. Table VIII is presented for refer-
ence. For airplane classes BII, CASSAULT, and CTRANSPORT, the number of
vertical load cycles shall be twice that as specified in table VIII; or the
taxi ground loads spectra shall account for the increased frequency of
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vertical gear inputs due to unprepared field operations. In lieu of a verti-
cal load cycle spectra such as table VIII, the airplane may be designed for
the effect of takeoff, taxiing, and rollout on deterministic runway profiles
having power spectral density roughness characteristics as shown on fV'gures 1,
2, and 3 or in the contract. For this option, the analysis shall include the
significant rigid and flexible body modes, and gear dynamics. Aerodynamic
and propulsion forces shall be included. The number of taxi operations for
each of the runway roughness and airfield types shall be specified by the
procuring activity, and taxi times and speeds shall require 'approval by the
procuring activity.

3.2.2.5 Braking, pivotin, _and turninE. Taxi ground loads spectra shall
include lateral and longitudinal loads resulting from braking, pivoting,
and turning. Hard braking with maximum braking effects will be assumed to
occur twice per full-stop landing and medium braking with half-maximum
braking effects will be assumed to occur an additional five times per
full-stop landing. During a given mission, each full-stop landing that
occurs will be included. The effects of antiskid devices will also be
included. Pivoting, with half-limit torque load, will be assumed to occur
every 10 landings. Turning with a side load factor acting at the airplane
center of gravity, reacted by the landing gears alternately inboard and
outboard, will be assumed to occur. The magnitude and frequency of occur-
rences per landing of side load factor will be established by the contractor
and will require approval by the procuring activity.

3.2.2.6 Pressurization. The number of pressurization cycles used for design
shall be determined by, and be commensurate with, the design usage and design
life requirements. Regulator valve nominal setting shall define the maximum
pressure for cabins and cockpits.

3.2.2.7 Repeated operation of movable structur's. Particular attention
shall be given to the impact loads as well as the operational and residual
loads that may occur when doors, cowling, landing gear, controls, and other
devices are operated consistent with planned usage of the airplane.

3.2.2.8 Control surface balance weight attachments. Repeated load require-
ments for design of control surface balance weight attachments shall be in
accordance with I41L-A-8870, paragraph entitled Mass-balance control surfaces
and tabs [sub para (b).]

3.2.2.9 Control system inputs. The design iervice loads spectra shall
include loads generated in performing the selected manual or automatic
control functions. Rigid body and flexible modes of the airplane as well
as the frequency response characteristics of the control system (including
any filters used to modify response to structural modes) shall be considered
in the derivation of the load spectra. The loads spectra due to pilot induced
maneuvers shall be based on manual command inputs that are rationally derived.
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3.2.2.10 Combined loadings. Loading conditions from individual sources of
repeated loads shall be combined where appropriate. The contractor shall
submit the rationale for combining individual iources of repeated loads to
the procuring activity for approval.

3.2.3 Design chemical/thermal environment spectra. The contractor shall
develop design chemical/thermal environment spectra. These spectra shall
characterize each environment (i.e., intensity, duration, frequency of
occurrence, etc.). The chemical/thermal environment spectra shall require
approval by the procuring activity.

3.2.4 Analyses. An analysis shall be conducted to demonstrate that the
economic life of the airframe is in excess of the design service life when
subjected to the design service loads spectra and the design chemical/thermal
environment spectra. The approach shall account for those factors affecting
the time for cracks or other damage to reach sizes large enough to necessi-
tate the repair, modification, or replacement of components. These factors
shall include initial quality and initial quality variations, environment,
load sequence and environment interaction effects, material property varia-
tions, and analytical uncertainties. The analysis shall demonstrate that
cracks in the structure throughout one design lifetime shall not result in
sustained crack growth under steady state flight (1G) and ground stress
conditions. The design and analyses procedures shall be verified by test
to selected design flight-by-flight stress and environment spectra and
shall require approval by the procuring activity.

3.2.5 Durability detail design procedures. The contractor shall implement
a disciplined procedure for durability design which will minimize the pro-
bability of incorporating adverse residual stresses, local design details,
materials, processing and fabrication practices into the airplane design
and manufacture which could lead to unexpected cracking or failure problems
(i.e., those problems which have historically been found early in durability
testing or early in service usage). The procedure shall be implemented con-
currently with strength design. The procedure shall adequately reflect
previous full scale test and fleet experiences as well as other laboratory
and development test results. In addition, it shall encompass those mana-
gerial actions necessary to monitor and control the durability detail design
activities.

3.2.6 Thermal protection. Where structural designs and thermal analyses
defining temperature distributions, thermal strain histories, and material
allowables are based on use of thermal protection systems (e.g., surface
finishes, platings, primers, paints, fire retardant and insulating barriers,
etc.), these systems shall be designed and demonstrated to endure the design
environment spectra of 3.2.3 unless it can be shown that replacement, repair,
or refurbishment at shorter intervals is cost effective. Designing to usage
intervals less than the'design service life shall require approval by the
procuring activity, and the intervals shall not be less than the design
inspection intervals specified in the contract.
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3.2.7 Corrosion protection. Where structural designs and strength and
durability analyses are based on the use of corrosion protection systems
(e.g., corrosion resistant materials, ventilation, drainage, and chemically
resistant finishes, coatings or barriers), these systems shall be designed
and demonstrated to endure the design environment spectra of 3.2.3 unless
it can be shown that replacement, repair, or refurbishment at shorter inter-
vals is cost effective. Designing to usage intervals less than the design
service life shall require approval by the procuring activity, and the
intervals shall not be less than the design inspection intervals specified
in the contract. The corrosion prevention and control plan shall be as
specified in the contract.

3.2.8 Wear endurance. Excessive wear of structural components, elements,
and major bearing surfaces which would interfere witn function of the part
shall not occur within the design service life and design usage unless it
can be shown that replacement, repair, or refurbishment at shorter inter-
vals is cost effective. Designing to usage intervals less than the design
service life shall require approval by the procuring activity, and the
intervals shall not be less than the design inspection intervals specified
in the contract. Wear endurance during movement of structural surfaces
and elements shall be considered as well as wear endurance of maintenance
access panels, doors, and other removable parts during repeated removal,
ground handling, and reinstallation.

3.2.9 Other durability considerations. The contractor shall develop and
apply criteria for other durability considerations such as foreign object
damage and special environments such as runway debris, sand, gravel, rain,
hail, and lightning strikes. These considerations can arise due to air-
plane configurations, operation on substandard runways, or special atmo-
spheric conditions. The criteria for these other durability considerations
shall require approval by the procuring activity.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Design datai. Structural design and analysis data shall be prepared
and submitted as specified in the contract.

4.2 Laboratory tests. Laboratory tests shall be in accordance with
MIL-A-8867.

4.3 Flight tests. Flight tests shall be in accordance with NIL-A-8871.

5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 Section S is not applicable to this specification.
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6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use. This specification is intended for use in the design of
the airframe of all new USAF airplanes. Selected parts of this specification
say also be used in the design of major modifications of existing USAF air-
planes. Vibration and sonic durability design requirements are contained
in MIL-A-8892 and MIL-A-8893, respectively.

6.2 Definitions. Definitions will be in accordance with the documents
listed in Section 2 and .Ls specified herein.

6.2.1 Durability. The ability of the airframe to resist cracking (including
stress corrosion and hydrogen induced cracking), corrosion, thermal degrada-
tion. delamination, wear, and the effects of foreign object damage for a
specified period of time.

6.2.2 Economic life. That operational life indicated by the results ot
the durability test program (i.e., test performance interpretation and
evaluation in accordance with MIL-A-8867) to be available with the incor-
poration of USAF approved and committed production or retrofit changes
and supporting application of the force structural maintenance plan in
accordance with MIL-STD-1530. (In general, production or retrofit changes
will be incorporated to correct local design and manufacturing deficiencies
disclosed by the test. It will be assumed that the economic life of the
test article has been attained with the occurrence of widespread damage
which is uneconomical to repair and, if not repaired, could cause functional
problems affecting operational readiness. This can generally be character-
ized by a rapid increase in the number of damage locations or Tepair costs
as a function of cyclic test time.)

6.2.3 Initial suality. A measure of the condition of the airframe rela-
tive to flaws, defects, or other discrepancies in the basic materials or
introduced during manufacture of the airframe.

6.2.4 Structural operating mechanisms. Those operating, articulating.
and control mechanisms which transmit structural forces during actuation
and movement of structural surfaces and elements.

6.3 MarLinal indicia. Asterisks are not used in this revision to identify
changes with respect to the previous issue due to the extensiveness of the
changes.

Custodian: Preparing activity

Air Force - 11 Air Force - 11

Project No. IS10-F023
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TABLE I. Maneuver-Load-Factor Spectra for A, F, TF Classes, Cmulative

Occurrences per 1000 Flight Hours by Mission Segment

Ascent Cruise Descent Loiter Air-Grnd Spec Wpn Air-Air

Positive

2.0 5000 10,000 20,000 15,000 175,000 70,000 300,000

3.0 90 2,500 SS00 2,200 100,000 2S,000 150,000

4.0 1 400 500 250 40,000 7,500 50,000

5.0 1 1 25 10,000 2,000 13,000

6.0 1 1,500 250 3,300

7.0 200 1s 900

8.0 1s 1 220

9.0 1 60 j

10.0 is

Negative

0.5 10,000 44,000

S0 350 4,000
0.'5

-0.5 30 1,200

-1.0 7 350

"-1.5 3 60

-2.0 '1 8

-2.S 1
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TABLE I1. Maneuver-Load-Factor Spectra for T, Trainer Class, Cumulative
Occurrences per 1000 Flight Hour; by Mission Type

N Transition Formation Instruments Administrative-Basic Advanced S Navigation 4 Test

Positive

2.0 20,000 35,000 30,000 10,000 25,000

2.5 4,000 18,000 10,000 2,500 8,000

3.0 1,500 10,000 4,000 1,000 3,500

3.5 So0 5,000 2,200 S00 1,700

4.0 10 2,500 1,200 250 900

4.5 55 1,000 600 55 450

5.0 20 350 2S0 20 170

5.5 7 110 90 7 so

6.0 3 30 25 3 is
xi

6.5 9 S 1 4

7.0 2.5 1

7.S 1

Negative

0 280 3,700 4,800 1,200 2,800

-O.S 38 320 160 38 330

-1.0 20 100 20 3 110

-1.S 4 34 6 1 47

-2.0 10 1 0.6 18

-2.5 2
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TABLE III. Maneuver-Load-Factor Spectra for BI, Bomber Class, Cumulative
Occurronces per 1000 Flight Hours by Mission Type

N7 Special Weapons7 Transition Air-Ground

Pcsitive

1.3 29,000 10,000 31,000

1.6 22,500 5,000 29,000

1.9 17,500 2,700 20,000

2.2 12,500 1,300 1S,000

2.5 8,000 600 10,000

2.8 5,000 275 6,S00

3.1 2,800 100 4,000

3.4 1,600 4S 2,400

3.7 800 18 1250

4.0 400 7 650

4.3 200 2 300

4.6 70 1 130

S.0 is 35

Negative

0.7 525 250 1,300

0.S 450 ISO 1,000

0.3 350 85 700

0.1 235 3S 4so

0 170 17 350

-0.1 100 7 250

-0.3 1 1 90

-O.S I
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t TABLE IV. Maneuver-Load-Factor Spectra for BII, Bomber Class Cumulative
Occurrences per 1000 Flight Hours by Mission Segment

NC Ascent Cruise Descent Refueling

Positive

1.2 54,000 13,000 50,000 40,000

1.4 7,200 1,300 6,000 1,300

1.6 900 IS0 600 100

1.8 100 2S 80 10

2.0 10 4 15 1

2.2 1 1 4

2,4 0.15 1

2.6 0.08 0.3

2.8 0.1

3.0 0.03

Negative

0.9 80,000 1 20,000 8S,000 260,000

(0.8 26,000 4,200 31,000 30,000

0.7 7,700 960 11,000 4,300

0.6 2,500 240 3,900 830

0.5 780 60 ,050 200

0.3 86 4 51 20

0.1 16 0.7 4 3.5

0 7 0.7 1

-0.2 1.5

-0.4 O.A

-0.6 0.1
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TABLE. V. Maneuver-Load-Factor Spectra for CTRANSPORT, Cargo Class,
Cumulative Occurrences per 1000 Flight Hours by Mission Segment

N z Logistic& Training Refuel
Ascent Cruise Descent Ascent Cruise Descent

Positive

1.2 11,000 825 13,000 60,000 4S,000 35,000 8,0

1.4 380 30 43S 5,600 4,000 3,500 850

1.6 2S 3 28 S0o 350 800 110

1.8 4.5 0.7 S 70 35 250 20

2.0 1.8 is 5 90 2.S

2.2 4 1 35

2.4 2 11

2.6 1 4.5 '2

2.8 1.5

Negative

0.9 6,800 600 7,000 12,000 7,200 10,000 3,000

0.8 2,500 1SO 3,000 5,000 1,SO0 1,700 800

0.7 600 7S 680 1,000 200 3S0 200

0.6 100 20 120 200 30 85 70

0.4 1 0.8 1 7 1 7 8

_0.2 0.6 2
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TABLE VT. Maneuver-Load-Factor Spectra for CASSAULT, Cargo Class,
Cumulative Occurrences per 1000 Flight Hours by Mission Segment

SN2  Ascent Cruise Descent

Positive

1.2 14,000 3,500 26,000

1.4 1,000 300 1,500

1.6 120 35 303

1.8 is 6 sot
"2.0 3 2 10

2.2 0.7 0.7 3

2.4 0.4 1

2.6 0.25 0.5

( 2.8 0.3

3.0 0.18

3.2 0.12

Negative

0.8 4,700 1,000 5,000

(.10.6 1os 30 100

0.4 8 3 3

0.2 2 0.3

0 0.5

-6
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TABLE VII. Cumulative Occurrences of Sinking Speed/1000 Landings

Sinking All
Speed Trainer Other

FPS Classes

0.5 1000 1000

1.5 870 820

2.5 680 530

3.S 460 270

4.5 270 115

S.5 145 37

6.5 68 11

7.5 31 3.0

8.5 14 1.5

9.5 6.0 0.5

10.5 3.0 0

11.5 1.5

12.5 O.S

13.5 0

p,-7 0
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TABLE VIII. Cumulative Occurrences Per Thousand Runway Landings
That Load Factor Nz is Experienced at the Airplane CG

Nz Cumulative Occurrences

1 ±•0 494,000

1 ±0.1 194,000

1 ±0.2 29,000

1 ±0.3 2,100

1 ±0.4 94

1 -±0.5 4

1 ±0.6 0.155

1 ±0.7 0.005

1 ±0.8 0

S(
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UNPIREPANO
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FIGURE 3. Roughness Levels For Unprepared Airfields

NOTE 1: This figure shall not be used for design unless :
specified by the procuring activity.
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'iL-A- C,867B (USAF)
22 A3uust 1975
SUPERSEDING
NIL-A- 008867A (USAF)
31 March 1971
USED IN LIEU OF
MIL-A-8867 (ASG)
18 May 1960

MILITARY SPECIFICATION

AIRPLANE STRENGTH AND RIGIDITY GROUND TISTS

This limited coordination Military Specificatiou has been prepared
by the Air Force based upon currently available technical informa-
tion, but it has not been approved for promulgation as a coordina-
ted revision of Military Specification MIL-A-8867(ASC). It is
subject to modification. However, pending its promilgation as a
coordinated Military Specification, it may be used in procurement.

1. SCOPE

1.1 Types of tests. This specification identifies the gromd tests re-
quired for structural evaluation of aitplanes. The complete structure,
herein referred to as the airframe, includes the fuselage, wing, empennage,
landing gears, control system and surfaces, engine mounts, structural
operating mechanisms, and other components as specified in the contract.
This specification applies to metallic and nrnmetallic structures. The
types of testing include, but are not limited to:

a. Design development tests

b. Proof, ultimate, and failing load static tests - full scale airframe

c. Durability tests - full scale airframe

C d. Damage tolerance tests

e. Fuel tank tests.

2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS

2.1 The following docunents, of the issue in effect on the date of invitation
for bids or request for proposal, form a part of this specification to the
extent spec.ified herein:
SPECIFICATIONS

Military

HIL-G-6021 CastinLs, Classification and Inspection of

FSC 1510
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MIL-A-8860 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, General Specification for
MIL-A-8866 Airplane Strength and Rigidity Reliability Requirements,

Repeated Loads, and F.tigue
MIL-A-8871 Airplane Strength and Rigidity, Flight and Ground

Operations Tests
MIL-C-45662 Calibration Systems Requirements
MIL-A-83444 Airplane Damage Tolerance Design Requirements

(Copies of specifications, standards, drawings and publications required by
suppliers in connection with specific procurement functions should be obtained
from the procuring activity or as directed by the contiacting officer.)

3. REQUIREMENTS

3.1 General requirements. The contractor shall furnish component, assembly,
snd full scale airframe test specimens and shall perform tests in accordance
;,ith the test requirements specified herein and as modified and amplified by
the contract.

3.1.1 Location of tests. The contract will specify whether the tests are
to be performed by the Government or by the contractor. In the event that
structural tests are performed by the Government, the contract will specify
the type and amount of support to be provided by the contractor,

3.1.2 Schedule of tests,. The test scheduling shall be as specified in the
detail requirements of 3.2. In all cases, the test sequencing shall require
approval by the procuring activity prior to starting the test program.

3.1.5 Test articles. Test article configuration shall require approval by
the procuring activity. Changes, adjustments, reinforcements and repairs
made to the test article to meet specified strength, rigidity, damage toler-
ance and durability requirements shall be representative of those that will
be incorporated into operational flight articles. In addition, the test
articles shall be identical with the structure of the flight articles except
that:

a. Items such as fixed equipment and useful loads and their support struc-
tures may be omitted from the test structure provided the omission of these
parts does not significantly affect the load, stress or thermal distributions
and the structural characteristics of the parts of the structure to be tested,
and provided the omitted parts are qualified by separate tests as agreed to
by the procuring activity.
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b. Substitute parts may be used when specific prior approval is obtained
from the procuring activity, provided they produce the effects of the parts
for which they are substituted, and provided the structural Imtegrity of
the parts for which substitutions are made are demonstrated in a manner
that is satisfactory to the procuring activity.

c. Power plants and accessories shall be replaced by contractor designed-
and-fabricated test fixtures that properly transmit the power plant loads
to the engine mounts, vibration isolators, or both, as applicable. The
means for applying the loads to these fixtures (such as loading rods through
the fuselage or engine nacelle structure) shall be determined by the con-
tractor. All structural modifications necessary to accomodate the loading
devices shall be designed by the contractor in such a manner as to assure
that the structural characteristics of the modified structure will be
equivalent to those of the actual structure.

(• d. Paint or other finishes that do not affect the structural performance
may be omitted from the test structures. When the structural test includes
simulation of chemical or thermal environment (3.1.9), the test articles
shall include the associated environmental protection systems developed in
accordance with the durability design requirements of MIL-A-3866 paragraphs
eiftitled Thermal protection and Corrosion protection.

e. Prior to 3hipping the test structures to Government facilities for
testing, a number of buttock lines, water lines, fuseiage stations, and
wing stations shall be marked on the test structure. These shall be clearly
identified and phall be of sufficient number to facilitate determining all
desired reference points on the airframe.

f. To the extent required for adequate load simulation during test, mechan-
ical portions of the flight control system and power actuators for the con-
trol systems shall be operable. When tests are conducted at Government
facilities, special prov.'sions shall be made for external power attachments
to the actuating mechanisms to permit ext.rnally controlled operations. It( is therefore permissible to omit any unnecessary portions of the normal
internal power systems. Other actuators for landing gear doors, armament
bay doors, etc., shall be externally operable as required for tests at
Government facilities. Air actuated systems may be replaced by hydraulic
systems to simplify testing procedures. The external actuation capability
is also recommended for tests conducted by the contractor, if test operations
can be simplified or costs reduced.

g. Structural parts and mechanisms which are subject to special qualifica-
tion requirements outside the scope of this specification shall be qualified
to the extent possible prior to incorporation in the test article (Class I
castings in accordance with MIL-C-6021 paragraph entitled, Classes, weldments,
actuators, etc.).
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3.1.4 Instrumentation and test measurements. Structural test components,
assemblies, and full scale airframe test articles shall be instrumented with
strain gages, load cells, pressure transducers, deflection potentiometers,
thermocouples, and other instrumentation as needed to (1) verify that external
loads, pressure loads, environment and other external test parameters are
correctly simulated and (2) monitor test article parameters such as strain,
temperature distributions, and structural deflections for comparison with
the appropriate structural analyses. Additional instrumentation shall be
used as necessary t, detect incipient structural failure, monitor crack
growth, and monitor localized test areas. The instrumentation system sensor
placement on the structural test articles shall be determined by the con-
tractor and shall require approval by the procuring activity. Instrumenta-
tion used for obtaining test data shall be calibrated and certified in
accordance with MIL-C-45662 as appropriate. Test facility melsurement J
standards shall have certificates which are traceable to the National
Bureau of Standards. The instrtaentation shall be integrated into a read-
out system for rapid and accurate presentation of the test parameters.
Data measurements shall be taken at sufficient intervals and loadings to
monitor and verify the test parameters consistent with the test program
objectives. For tests conducted at discrete load increments, measurements
shall be made at each load increment. The test article instrumentation
requirements shall be coordinated with the instrumentation planned for the
flight loads survey. Special types of instrunentation (e.g., mechanical
strain recorders, strain gages, etc.) to be used during the individual
airplane tracking program shall be placed on the static and durability
articles as appropriate for evaluation and correlation. Analyses pertinent I
to the areas being instrumented shall be made available to the procuring
activity prior to instrumentation. When tests are performed by the Govern-
ment, required instrumentation (strain gages, thermocouples, pressure
transducers, crack detection wires, etc.) shall be installed by the con-
tractor to the maximum extent practicable, prior to delivery of the test
article(s) to the testing agency. When tests are performed by the Govern-
ment, the contractor shall consult with the testing agency to establish the
instrumentation requirements relative to compatibility with Government data
systems.

3.1.5 Use and disposition of test articles. Except for the case of proof
testing of flight vehicle structures, parts of the test structure shall not
be used on a flight article. In certain cases it may be a program require-
mant to store test articles for extended periods of time following completion
of testing. The requirements for test article storage shall be as specified
by the procuring activity in the contract.
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3.1.6 Test loading system. The test loads shall be applied using a system
capable-of providing accurate load control to all load points simultaneously
and shall contain emergency modes which will detect load errors and prevent
excessive loads. When loads are applied in such a manner that they are not
relieved when the rate of deformation of the specimen increases rapidly, as
when failure occurs, safety devices such as shear links or pressure blowout
valves shall be employed to minimize excessive deformatieo or overloading
of other parts of the structure. Positive methods shall be employed to
safely control the release of energy in the event of abrupt failure. Load
application devices shall be designed to minimize local non-representative
loading effects and to afford maxinmm accessibility for inspection of criti-
cal joints, cutouts, and areas of discontinuity. The test rig and associa-
ted equipment shall be capable of applying the maximum loads necessary to
meet the required test objectives.

3.1.7 Test loads and distribution. In each test condition, parts of the
structure critical for the pertinent design loading shall be tested and
shall be loaded simultaneously, if practicable. Testing may be initiated
using analytically derived loads and available wind tunnel data. Loads
measured in the flight and ground loads survey program shall be used to
correct the test loads and distribution at the earliest suitable time if
the measured loads are significantly different than the analytical loads.
The distribution of loads emloyed in the tests shall represent the actual
distribution as closely as possible.

3.1.8 Deformations. It shall be demonstrated during structural tests that
( movable and removable structural components remain in their intended posi-

tions and do not deform within the load/deformation limits specified in
l'UL-A-8860 paragraph entitled, Deformations, to the extent that (1) delete-
rious aerodynamic effects are produced or (2) interference is such that
functional impairment o-curs when operation is required at the design con- A
dition. In addition, there shall be no permanent deformation as a result
of application of the design loads specified in MIL-A-8860 paragraph en-
titled, Deformations which would impair the functioning of any aircraft
component during subsequent flight anet ground operations.

3.1.9 Environmental effects. The effect of chemical and thermal environ-
ments shall be evaluated during the material and joint allowables tests
to the extent necessary. When deemed necessary, the design chemical and
thermal environment shall be simulated during the full scale airframe tests.
The method of simulating the environment shall require approval by the pro-
curing activity.

3.1.10 Simplification and combination of loading. Loading conditions may
be simplified during tests by modifying the distribution of loads applied
to regions of a structure that will not be subjected to critical loads
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during the loading condition being simulated or that are identical in c%,-
struction to other regions of the structure that are subjected to critical
loads during the same or another test condition. However, simplification
of the method of loading shall not result in unrepresentative permanent
deformations or failures. Simultaneously applying more than one loading
condition to different portions of the structure shall be considered pro-
vided the intera...tion of the separate loadings does not affect the critical
design loading on any portion of the structure. Loads resulting from pres-
surization~shall be considered and, if critical, shall be simulated in
combination with the applicable ground and flight loads during the appro-
priate component or full scale test.
3.1.11 Complete airframe versus separate assemblies. It will be a program

option requiring approval by the procuring activity whether the full scale
airframe static and durability tests are performed on a complete airframe
or on separate major asseblies thereof (wing, fuselage, empennage, landing
gear, etc.). When tests of components or separate assemblies are conducted,
the test article shall be mounted in supporting and loading fixtures which
accurately simulate the load and deflectiop interactions with the adjacent
structure not being tested. If these actual intzractions cannot be obtained,
then the contractor shall provide sufficient transition test structure whose
strength and stiffness is representative of the full scale airframe.

3.2 Detail reuiresents

3.2.1 Design development tests. The contractor shall conduct design
development tests to establish material and joint allowables; to verify
analysis procedures; to obtain early evaluation of allowable stress levels,
material selections, fastener systems and the effect of the design chemical/
thermal environment spectra; and to obtain early evaluat.on of the strength,
durability, and damage tolerance of critical structural components and as-
semblies. Example of design development tests are tests of: )

a. Coupons

b. Small elements

c. Splices and joints

d. Panels of basic wtion and panels with joints, cutouts, eccentricities
and other discontimities.

a. Pittings

f. Coa .ol system components and structural operating mechanisms.
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In addition, design development tests shall Ir lude tests of critical major
components and assemblies such as wing carry through, horizontal tail
spindles, wing pivots, and assemblies thereof to obtain early validation
of the static strength, durability, and damage tolerance. A design develop-
ment test plan shall be developed by the contractor and shall require ap-
proval by the procuring activity.

3.2.2 Static tests - full scale airframe. The static test airframe shall
meet the applicable general requirements of 3.1. Full scale static tests
to design ultimate loads shall be required except (1) where it is shown
that the airframe and its loading are substantially the same as that used
on previous aircraft where the airframe has been verified by full scale
tests or (2) where the strength margins (particularly for stability critical
structure) have been demonstrated by L Jor assembly tests. When full scale
ultimate load static tests are not performed, it shall be a program require-
ment to conduct a strength demonstration proof test in actorduice with
3.2.2.4. Deletion of the full scale ultimate load static tests shall require
approval by the procuring activity. Prior to starting the static tests,
structural modifications required as a result of failures that occur durimg
design development tests shall be incorporated into the test article or
qualified by separate tests as agreed to by the procuring activity.

3.2.2.1 Schedule. The full scale static testsshall be scheduled such that
the tests are completed in sufficient time to allow removal of the 80 peroaot
limit restrictions on the flight test airplanes in accordance with 1IL-A-8871
paragraph entitled, Operating limitations, and allow unrestricted flight within
the design envelope on schedule.

3.2.2.2 Functional proof tests pnior to first flijht. Proat testing require-
ments prior to first flight for major flight control systems and surfaces, and ...

major operating mechanisms (e.g., wing sweep, droopnose, etc.) shall be estab-
lished on an individual basis for each new airplane. The parposo of these
tests is to demonstrate that systems and mechnnisms functics satisfactorily
when subjected to the applicable maxim. operating loads. Thae tests may
be perforasc with the associated load induced deflection in the movable
surface and the airframe to which the movable surface is attached, and may
be performed on suitable components when approved ty the procuring activity.
Pressurized compartments shall be tested to 1.33 times maximum operating
pressure (regulator valve nominal setting plus tolerance) on a flight arti-
cle prior to pressurized flight. Each subsequent airplane shall be tested
to at least 1.0 times the maximus operating pressure.

3.2.2.3 Inspection proof tests. Upon approval by the procuring activity
and in conformance to MIL-A-83444, paragraph entitled, Initial flaw size;
subparagraph Slow crack growth structure, the contractor may perform com-
ponent, assembly, or complete airframe inspection proof tests on every

A(
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airplane for the japose of defining maximum possible initial flaw sizes or
other damage when design constraints make the use of conventional Non-Destructive
Inspection impractical or not cost effective.

3.2.2.4 Strength demonstration proof tests. Strength demonstration proof
tests shall be conducted when design ultimate load static tests are not
required. The proof test load levels shall be eqaal to or greater than the
maximm loads contained in the design service loads spectra and in no cases
shall the load levels be less than design limit load. The structure shall
be loaded during the strength demonstration proof tests in accordance with
3.1.7. Test conditions shall be selected which substantiate the design
limit envelope for each component of the airframe. The internal loads and
stress analysis shall be used as a guide in determining the most critical
load conditions. The contractor shall submit a list of recommended test
conditions including the basis for selection. Re-proof tests shall be
required when flight test data confirms that actual load distributions
are more severe than those used in design. Strength demonstration proof
tests and re-proof test requirements shall require approval of the procuring
activity.

3.2.2.4.1 Post proof test inspection and analysis requirements. A post
proof test inspection program shall be conducted. Special emphasis shall
be placed on determining if detrimental deformations (3.1.8) have occurred
in the airframe that would prevent the use of any structural part on a

-- flight vehicle. The analysis program shall include extensive examination I
of instrumentation data to determine whether extrapolated ultimate intemnal
stresses are above predicted values to the extent that flight restrictions
or modifications are required. The specific inspection and analysis program
shall require approval by the procuring activity.

3,2.2.S Ultimate load tests. In accordance with 3.2.2, the static test
program shall include tests to design ultimate load on the full scale
static test airframe to verify the static ultimate strength of the airframe.
Design ultimate load test conditions shall be selected which substantiate
the design envelope for each component of the airframe. The internal loads
and stress analysis shall be used as a guide in determining the most criti-
cal load conditions. The contractor shall submit a list of recommended
test conditions to the procuring activity for approval.

3.2.2.6 Failing load tests. When ultimate load static tests are conducted,
consideration shall be given to conducting failing load tests at the end of
the static test program to substantiate special capabilities such as growth
potential or emergency operations. Failing load tests shall be specified
in the contract unless other uses of the article are specified in the
contract.
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3.2,3 Durability tests - full scale airframe. The durability test article
shall meet the applicable general requirements of 3.1. Prior to starting
the durability tests, structural modifications required as a result of
failures that occur during design development tests shall be incorporated
into the test article or qualified by separate tests as agreed to by the
procuring activity.

3.2.3.1 Selection of test articles. The test article shall be an early
Full Scale Development (FSD) or Research Development Test and Evaluation
(RDT6E) airframe to meet the scheduling requirements of 3.2.3.2. This
article shall be as representative of the operational configuration as
practical within the schedule constraints. If there are significant design,
material, or manufacturing changes between the test article and production
airplanes, durability test of an additional article or selected components
and assemblies thereof shall be required. The contractor in conjunction
with the procuring activity shall identify additional test requirements
and these additional tests shall require separate contract negotiations.

3.2.3.2 Schedule requirements. The full scale airframe durability test
shall be scheduled such that one lifetime of durability testing plus an
inspection of critical structural areas in accordance with 3.2.3.4.1 and
3.2.3.4.2 shall be completed prior to full production go ahead decision.
Two lifetimes of durability testing plus an inspection of critical struc-
tural areas in accordance with 3.2.3.4.1 and 3.2.3.4.1 shall be scheduled
to be completed prior to delivery of the first production airplane. If
the economic life of the test article is reached prior to two lifetimes
"of durability testing, sufficient inspection in accordance with 3.2.3.4.1
and 3.2.3.4.2 and data evaluation shall be completed prior to delivery of
the first production airplane to estimate the extent of required produc-
tion and retrofit changes. In the event the original schedule for the
production decision and production delivery milestones becomes incompatible
with the above schedule requirements, a study shall be conducted to access
the technical risks and cost impacts of changing these milestones.

L"�3.2.3.3 Test spectra. The test spectra shall be based on the design
service loads spectra and the design chemical/thermal environment spectra.
The test spectra shall include rationally distributed missions, positive
and negative loads (ordered or randomized, as appropriate), and shall be
applied to the test article on a flight-by-flight basis. Test loads shall
include significant sources of repeated loads and these loads shall be
combined in the appropriate sequence. Chemical and thermal environment
shall be included in accordance with 3.1.9. The test load and environment
spectra shall require approval by the procuring activity.
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3.2.3.3.1 Test spectra truncation. Truncation, elimination or substitution
of load cycles in the test spectra to reduce test time and cost will be
allowed. The contractor shall define by analysis and laboratory experiment
the effect of the difference between the design spectra and the proposed test
spectra on the time to reach detrimental crack sizes per the durability and
damage tolerance requirements of MIL-A-8866 paragraph entitled General require-
ments and MIL-A-83444 paragraph entitled General requiremets, respectively.
The results of these analysis and experiments shall be used to establish the
final test spectra and, as necessary, to interpret the test results. The
final test spectra shall require approval by the procuring activity.

3.2.3.4 Inspections. Major inspection programs shall be conducted as an
integral part of the full scale airframe durability test program. The
inspection programs shall require approval by the procuring activity.

3.2.3.4.1 Design inspections. In-service inspections developed in accord-
ance with the requirements of KIL-A-83444 paragraph entitled General require-
ments mid the requirements of MIL-A-8866 paragraph entitled General requirements
shall be programed and conducted at the specified intervals and at the end of
the test prior to the teardown inspection of 3.2.3.4.3. The inspection proce-
dures shall be consistent with those propos6d for use on force airplanes at
the design inspection interval specified in the contract and shall account for -

the fact that accessibility to the test airframe may be different than for the
flight configuration.

3.2.3.4.2 Special inMections. The contractor and procuring activity shall
define special inspections (both typo and interval) to monitor and status of
critical areas identified during design, detecting additional critical areas
not previously identified, and monitoring crack growth rates. These inspec-
tions shall be conducted at intervals as agreed to by the procuring activity
and shall include the following intervals necessary to support the schedule
requirements of 3.2.3.2: (1) at the end of one lifetime of test and (2) at
the end of two lifetimes of test, or when the econosmic life of the test
article is reached but prior to the teardown inspection of 3.2.3.4.3.

3.2.3.4.3 L. At the and of the full scale durability test
including any schided damage tolerance tests, a destructive teardown inspec-
tion program shall be conducted. This inspection shall include disassembly
and laboratory-type inspection of those critical structural areas identified
in design as well as additional critical structure detected during the design
and special inspections and during close visual examination whilA performing
the dilassembly. Practogrephic examinations shall be conducted to obtain
crack growth data and to assist in the assessmumt of the initial quality
of the airframe and the degree of copliance with the durability require-
ments of NIL-A-S866 paragraph entitled General requirements and the damage
tolerance requirements of MIL-A-S3444 paragraph entitled General require-
Rents.
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3.2.3.5 Test duration. A minisam of two lifetimes of durability testing
shall be conducted except when the economic life is reacrlie prior to two
lifetimes. If the economic life is reached prior to two lifetimes, the
durability test shall be terminated and a decision made to perform either
the teardown inspection or perform damage tolerance tests as required by
3.2.4 followed by the teardown inspection. If, at the ead of two life-
times, the economic life is not reached, a decision shall be made to
(1) terminate durability testing and perform the teardown inspection, or
(2) tersinite the durability testing and perform damage tolerance testing
followed by the teardown inspection, or (3) continue durbility testing
for an approved extended duration followed by either (1) or (2). At each
of the above decision points the contractor shall submit his recomended
course of action together with the rationale supporting this recomendation
to the procuring activity for approval. As a aintimm, the rationale for
continuing durability testing beyond two lifetimes shall be based on (1)
effocts of possible usage extremes on life, (2) possible fore* life exten-
sion needs, (3) development and production schedules, sao1") magnitude
of cracking problems encountered in two lifetimes of testing.

3.2.4 Dasage tolerance tests. Damage tolerance testf "Ili be conducted
to demonstrate compliance with the design requireauuits ef IGL-A-83444
paragraph entitled General requirements. The type and quantity of tests
depend on the design concepts and the number of fracture criticai areas.
The types of tests shall include crack growth evaluatiom of slow crack
growth and fail safe structure as well as residual strength and life tests
of fall safe structure subsequent to toad path failure or crack arrest.
The amount of full scale damage tolerance tasting that is conducted is
alsu dependent upon the extent that damege tolerance is doustrated during
the design development or full scale durability tests (L$.. number f
cracking incidents and subsequent crack growth). The dine tolerance
test program shall be of sufficient scope to verify Category I fracture
critical parts in accordance with MIL-A-83444 paragraph entitled Fracture
critical structure. Deletion of verification of certaft fracture efitsIal
areas can be proposed based on similarity of materials and structural con-
figurations and demonstrated knowledge of the applied stresses. The ittedt

Sshall be to conduct damage tolerance tests on existing test hardware. This
may include use of components and assemblies of the design development tests
as well ar the full scale static and durability test articles. Fracture
critical areas of existing test hardware shall be evaluated to dietermine
the nature of physical changes caused by previous testing to insure vali-
dity of damage tolerance tests. When necessary, additional structural
components and assemblies shall be fabricated and tested to verify com-
pliance with the damage tolerance requirements of NIL-A-63444 paragraph
entitled General requirements. Detail test requirements (type of tests,
proposed deletions, quantity, choice of specimens, pre-crack locations,
etc.) shall be proposed by the contractor and shall require approval by
the procuring activity.
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3.2.5 Puel tank tests. The internal fuel tanks critical for repeated loads
due to pressure, inertia, fluid acceleration heads, vibration, or other
flight and ground loads shall be tested. When the critical stress conditions
cannot be reasonably simulated in the durability test or other required test
progreas, durability tests shall be conducted on full scale representative
tank sections as approved by the procuring activity. The contractor shall
propose, for approval by the procuring activity, a plan to detect cracks,
delaxinations, or other material failures that would cause fuel leaks through-
out the test duration. The test duration for fuel tank tests shall be as
specified in 3.2.3.5. If the fuel tank is a Category I fracture critical
part, it shall require damage tolerance tests as specified in 3.2.4. These
test requirements do not .upersede other test requirements for evaluation
of fuel tanks (slOsh and vibration).

3.2.6 Interpretation and evaluation of test results. Each structural
problem (failure, cracking, yielding, etc.) that occurs during the tests
required by this specification shall be analyzed by the contractor to
determine the cause, corrective actions, force implications, and estimated
costs. The scope and interrelations of the various tasks within the inter-
pretation and evaluation effort are illustrated in figure 1. The results
of this evaluatioa shall demonstrate that the strength, rigidity, damage
tolerance and durability design requirements are met. Structural modifi-
cations or changes derived from the results of the full scale tests to
i eet the specified strength, rigidity, damage tolerance, and durability
design requirements shall be substantiated by subsequent tests of compo-
nents, assemblies, or full scale article as appropriate. The test duration
for durability modifications shall be as specified in 3.2.3.5. The con-
tractor shall propose these additional test requirements together with
the associated rationale to the procuring activity for approval.

4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS

4.1 Additional tests. If the tests specified herein and perfoi-med by the
contractor are inadequate to prove that the test structure meets the speci-
fied requirements, the contractor or the procuring activity will propose
amendments to the contract to include additional tests.

4.2 Test witnesses. Before performing a required test, the procuring
activity shall go notified in sufficient time so that a representative
may witness the test and certify resilts and observations. The procuring
activity shall be informed if the test is such that interpretation of the
behavior of the structure under load is likely to require engineering
knowledge and exporietice so that a qualified engineer may witness the test
and certify the observations and results recorded during the test.

4.3 Test data. Structural test data shall be prepared and submitted as
specified in the cuntract.
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S. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY

5.1 Section S is not applicable.

6. NOTES

6.1 Intended use. This specification is intended to be used in conjunction
with HIL-T-6053, MIL-A-8870, MIL-A-8871, MIL-A-8892 and MIL-A-8893 for the
structural substantiation of airframe structure of all new USAF airplanes.
Selected portions of this specification may also be used in the substanti-
ation of major modifications of existing USAF airplanes.

6.2 Definitions. Definitions will be in accordance with the documents
listed in Section 2 and as specified herein.

{ 3.2.1 Durabili.ty. The ability of the airfr-me to resist cracking (includ-
ing stress corrosion and hydrogen induced cracking), corrosion, thermal
degradation, delamination, wear, and the effects of foreign object damage
for a specified period of time.

6.2.2 Economic life. rhat operational life indicated by the results of
the durability test program (i.e., test performance interpretation and
evaluation in accordance with MIL-A-8867) to be available with the incor-
poration of USAF approved and committed produc*.ion or retrofit changes and
supporting application of the force structural maintenance plan in accord-
ance with MIL-STD-1S30. (In general, production or retrofit changes will
be incorporated to correct local design and manufacturing deficiencies
disclosed by the test. It will be assumed that the economic life of the
test article has been attained with the occurrence of widespread damage
which is uneconomicai to repair and, if not repaired, could cause func-
tional problems affecting operational readiness. This can generally be
chLracterized by a rapid increase in the number of damage locations or
repair costs as a function of cyclic test time.)

( 6.2.3 Initial quality. A measure of the condition of the airframe relative
to flaws, defects or other descrepancies in the basic materials or introduced
during manufacture of the airframe.

6.2.4 Structural operating mechanisms. 1hose operating, articulatirng,
and control mechanisms which transmit structural forces during actuation
and movement of structural surfaces and elements.
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6.2.S Dmee tolerance. The ability of the airframe to resist failure due
to the presence of flaws, cracks, or other dosage for a specified period of
unrepaired service usage.

6.2.6 NIrlinal indicia. Asterisks are not used in this revision to identify
changes with respect to the previous issue due to the extensiveness of the
changes.

Custodian: Preparing activity:

Air Force - 11 Air Force - 11

Project No. ISIO-F024

)
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